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With the advancement of wireless technologies, wireless networking has become
ubiquitous owing to the great demand of pervasive mobile applications. Some
fundamental challenges exist for the next generation wireless network design such
as time varying nature of wireless channels, co-channel interferences, provisioning
of heterogeneous type of services, etc. So how to overcome these difficulties and
improve the system performance have become an important research topic.
Dynamic resource allocation is a general strategy to control the interferences
and enhance the performance of wireless networks. The basic idea behind dynamic
resource allocation is to utilize the channel more efficiently by sharing the spectrum
and reducing interference through optimizing parameters such as the transmitting
power, symbol transmission rate, modulation scheme, coding scheme, bandwidth,
etc. Moreover, the network performance can be further improved by introducing
diversity, such as multiuser, time, frequency, and space diversity. In addition, cross
layer approach for resource allocation can provide advantages such as low overhead,
more efficiency, and direct end-to-end QoS provision.
The designers for next generation wireless networks face the common problem
of how to optimize the system objective under the user Quality of Service (QoS)
constraint. There is a need of unified but general optimization framework for
resource allocation to allow taking into account a diverse set of objective functions
with various QoS requirements, while considering all kinds of diversity and cross
layer approach. We propose an optimization theoretical framework for resource
allocation and apply these ideas to different network situations such as:
• Centralized resource allocation with fairness constraint
• Distributed resource allocation using game theory
• OFDMA resource allocation
• Cross layer approach
On the whole, we develop a universal view of the whole wireless networks from
multiple dimensions: time, frequency, space, user, and layers. We develop some
schemes to fully utilize the resources. The success of the proposed research will
significantly improve the way how to design and analyze resource allocation over
wireless networks. In addition, the cross-layer optimization nature of the problem
provides an innovative insight into vertical integration of wireless networks.
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Over the past few decades, wireless communications and networking have witnessed
an unprecedented growth, and have become pervasive much sooner than anyone
could have imagined [1]. Wireless networks are expected to be the dominant and
ubiquitous telecommunication means in the next few decades. The widespread suc-
cess of cellular and WLAN systems prompts the development of advanced wireless
systems to provide other information services beyond voice, such as telecommuting,
video conferencing, interactive media, real-time Internet games, etc., at anytime,
anywhere. To satisfy growing demands of heterogeneous applications, the future
wireless networks are characterized by broadband, high data rate capabilities, inte-
gration of services, flexibility, and scalability. Many technical challenges yet remain
to achieve these requirements because of the adverse natures of wireless channels.
In this chapter, we give the introduction, motivation, and contribution of our
research to overcome these challenges, as well as some basic background knowledge.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: First, we present an introduction
about nowadays wireless networks and the potential challenges for the next genera-
tion wireless network design. Second, the basic knowledge for our research is briefly
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reviewed. Wireless channel model is briefly discussed. For reliable transmission
over such a channel, optimal transceiver design techniques are explained. In order
to accommodate multiple users, different multiple access methods are reviewed.
With the aim to increase the overall system capacity, frequency should be reused
beyond some distance using cellular concept. For enhancing the end-to-end quality
of links, different layers of communication protocol should be coordinated together
by cross-layer approaches. Finally, we provide the motivations of this dissertation
and point out the overall contributions. The organization of the dissertation is
given and the contributions of each chapter are presented.
1.1 Introduction
A wireless channel can change rapidly and can be seriously affected by the radio
propagation parameters and interferences, thus the topology and link characteris-
tics are dynamically varying in wireless networks. The performance of a wireless
network is mainly restrained by the interferences and the time-varying nature of
wireless channels. The co-channel interference (CCI) is caused by users sharing the
same channel due to the multiple access in wireless networks. Due to the effects
such as multipath fading, shadowing, path loss, propagation delay, and noise level,
the Signal-to-Interference-Noise-Ratio (SINR) at a receiver output can fluctuate
in the order of tens of dBs. Therefore, it is of ample importance to study the
fundamental technical issues that have major impacts on the performance of all
the wireless systems.
A general strategy to combat these detrimental effects is the dynamic allocation
of resources, such as transmitted powers and modulation rates, etc. based on the
channel conditions. In power control, transmitted powers are constantly adjusted.
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Such a process improves the qualities of weak links. At the same time, it increases
CCI during deep fading. In adaptive modulation, the system assigns modulation
rates with different constellation sizes and spectral efficiencies to different links,
according to their channel conditions. All these resources are interrelated, and
there are tradeoffs to allocate them in the interference limited wireless networks.
Moreover, there are other constraints such as fairness, heterogenous QoS provi-
sioning, and practical implementation constraints. Since each user pays the same
for his service, it is desirable to have fair resource allocation scheme. In order to
provide fair services to all users, we need to define the new fairness concepts. From
literature, there exist three popular kinds of fairness: max-min, proportional, and
time average. For various applications, the QoS requirements are very different.
For example, voice payload is very sensitive for delay, data payload requires low
BER, and video payload has burst transmission. There are many practical con-
straints for wireless system implementation such as maximal transmitted power,
minimal throughput, computation capability, implementation cost, etc. So how to
optimally allocate the resources under all these constraints has become an impor-
tant wireless research issue.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) is a popular
multiple access and signaling scheme for wireless broadband networks. Adaptive
modulation techniques in OFDMA provide the potential to vary the number of
transmitted bits for a sub-channel, according to instantaneous sub-channel quality,
while maintaining an acceptable Bit Error Rate (BER). Resource allocation for
OFDMA networks has three major tasks: sub-channel assignment, throughput
allocation, and power control.
To enhance the system performance, we explore the multi-dimension diversity.
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By using throughput control in MAC layer, we can apply multiuser diversity and
time diversity to allocate resources efficiently to different users over time according
to their channel conditions. By using OFDM technique, we can apply frequency
diversity to fully utilize the limited bandwidth. By using antenna array processing,
users from different direction of arrivals have space diversity. All these diversity
can be combined together to combat the detrimental effects such as time varying
channel, cochannel interference, heterogeneous QoS requirement, etc.
With the advanced signal processing technique, we can further improve the
system performance, for example, multiuser detection, space-time processing, etc.
All these techniques can be applied in the existing framework.
A critical issue of dynamic resource allocation is the cross-layer optimization
over time-varying, heterogeneous environments. Therefore, to support tomorrow’s
wireless services, it is essential to develop efficient resource management mecha-
nisms that provide an optimal cost-resource-performance tradeoff. Our research
considers building a unified optimization framework for dynamic resource allo-
cation to cope with the time-varying channel/traffic conditions, user profiles, and
different QoS requirements in various services, with the goal to yield high efficiency
under the constraints of minimum infrastructure and service costs. We apply cross
layer approaches to the following two cases: multimedia over CDMA networks;
Joint power control and blind beamforming.
Basically we have formulate the different resource allocation problem as a con-
strained optimization problem. The solutions for the problem can be categorized
by four basic mathematic tools: analysis, optimal control, game theory, and dy-
namic programming. We will explain their basic approaches and point out their
advantages and disadvantages. Then we will discuss the different problem formu-
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lations in details in the following chapters.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Wireless Channel Model
The mobile radio signal transmitted in a wireless channel experiences attenuation
or distortion mainly due to the effects such as path loss, shadowing, and fading.
These effects will generally depend on the frequency, location, direction, reflecting
coefficients of the surrounding objects, and velocity of the mobile unit. Modelling
these effects has been one of the most difficult parts of mobile radio system design.
So the statistical models are applied based on measurements. In this subsection,
we briefly discuss the three major effects that affect the wireless transmission.
Propagation Loss
Path loss is caused by propagation loss, where the signal is attenuated due to
the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. There are many models to
depict the statistical behavior of propagation loss.









where Gt and Gr are the transmitter and receiver antenna gain respectively, d is
the path length, and λ is the carrier wavelength.










where ht and hr are transmitter and receiver antenna heights respectively.
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In practice, the path loss models derived from measurement results predict the
path loss in different environments with a reasonable accuracy. For example, path
loss in urban areas using Hata model is given by:
L(dB) = 69.55 + 26.6 log(fc)− 13.82 log(Gt)− α(Gr)
+(44.9− 6.55 log(Gt) log(d) (1.3)
where α(Gr) is a correction factor and a function of type of environment. For small
city it is given by
α(Gr) = (1.1 log(fc)− 0.7)Gr − (1.56 log(fc)− 0.8)
and for a large city it is replaced by
α(Gr) = 3.2 (log(11.75)Gr)
2 − 4.97 (f > 300MHz).
Shadowing
In addition to path loss, the average received signal power may be affected
by shadowing from large obstacles, such as trees, buildings, or mountains. Mea-
surements have shown that the path loss variations at a particular distance due
to shadowing effect is a random variable with zero mean log-normal distribution.
The shadowing is generally modelled as lognormal distribution[39]. The probabil-







}, ρ > 0 (1.4)
where ξ is related to the path loss, σ is the shadow standard deviation.
Fading
In wireless channel, reflections from small scatterers generate multiple repli-
cas of the transmitted signal with different delay, phase, and amplitudes at the
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receiver. The constructive or destructive combination of these multipath signals
causes signal strength fluctuation or fading. If the delay spread of the received
signal is significantly smaller than the symbol interval, fading causes amplitude
fluctuations only. When there is no specular component in the received signal,








When there are scattering components as well as a dominant path, the received












) A ≥ 0, r ≥ 0
0 r < 0
where I0 is the Bessel function of first kind and zero-order, and A denotes the peak
amplitude of the dominant signal.
If the difference in time of arrival from different paths is larger than a frac-
tion of symbol interval, in addition to fluctuations in amplitude, fading will cause






αlu(t− τl)ej(−2πfτl) + n(t),
where n(t) is the thermal noise, and τl is the delay associated with the l
th path.
Random movement of scatters or mobile will cause doppler spread. If the




If the doppler spread is larger than a fraction of signal bandwidth, fading causes
variation in channel response or time-selective fading. The received signal with





αlu(t− τl)ej(2πfd cos φlt−2πfτl) + n(t),
where φl is the angle between the path direction and the velocity vector.
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1.2.2 Optimal Transceiver Design
In this subsection, we explain some basic facts on how to optimally design the tra-
ditional transceiver for peer to peer transmission. We concentrate on the topics like
modulation, equalization, channel coding, diversity, and antenna array processing,
which are closely related to our research.
Modulation
Modulation is the process of encoding information to form a message source
in a manner suitable for transmission. It generally involves translating a base
band source signal to a bandpass signal at frequency that is much higher than the
baseband frequency. The bandpass signal is called the modulated signal and the
baseband source signal is called modulating signal. Modulation may be done by
varying the amplitude, phase, or frequency of a high frequency carrier in accor-
dance with the amplitude of the message signal. Demodulation is the process of
extracting the baseband message from the carrier so that it may be processed and
interpreted by the intended receiver. [1]
For digital modulation technique, the performance of a modulation scheme is
often measured in terms of power efficiency and bandwidth efficiency. Power effi-
ciency describes the ability of a modulation technique to transmit digital message
at low power levels. The popular power efficient modulations are M-ary orthogonal
modulation and M-ary bi-orthogonal modulation. Bandwidth efficiency describes
the ability of a modulation scheme to accommodate data within a limited band-
width. The popular bandwidth efficient modulations are M-ary FSK, M-ary PAM,
M-ary PSK, M-ary QAM, MSK, and CPM. In addition to the efficiencies, other
factors, such as performance in fading condition, robustness to nonlinear amplifier,
and cost of transceiver, also influence the choice of digital communication.
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Adaptive modulation is a promising technique to increase the data rate that
can be reliably transmitted over fading channels. For this reason some forms of
adaptive modulation are being proposed or implemented in many next generation
wireless systems. The basic premise of adaptive modulation is a real-time balancing
of the link budget in flat fading through adaptive variation of the transmitted power
level, symbol transmission rate, constellation size, BER, coding rate/scheme, or
any combination of these parameters. Thus, without wasting power or sacrificing
BER, adaptive modulation schemes provide a higher average link spectral efficiency
(bps/Hz) by taking advantage of fading through adaptation.
Equalization
If the modulation bandwidth exceeds the coherence bandwidth of the wireless
channel, iter-symbol-interference (ISI) occurs and modulation pulses are spread in
time into adjacent symbols. Equalization in receiver compensates for ISI within
time dispersive channels. Equalizer must be adaptive because the wireless channel
are varying continuously. The popular adaptive equalizers are maximum-likelihood
optimum receiver, linear equalizer, or decision-feedback equalizer.[2] The perfor-
mance of equalizer directly affects the communication quality.
Channel Coding
Channel coding adds redundant data bits in the transmitted message so that
if instantaneous errors occur in the received signal, the receiver can detect the
errors or the data still can be recovered. The channel encoder is located between
the source encoder where user’s digital message sequence is produced and the
modulator where the signal is modulated for transmission in the wireless channel.
There are three general types of channel codes: Block codes (Hamming code,
Hadamard code, Golay code, cyclic code, BCH code, Reed-Solomon Code, etc.),
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convolutional codes, and turbo codes. Some techniques exist to combine the chan-
nel coding and modulation such as trellis code and bit interleaved coded modu-
lation. Viterbi algorithm is a fast and optimal algorithm to decode convolutional
codes.
Diversity
Diversity is a powerful communication technique that provides significant wire-
less link improvement with little added cost. Diversity exploits the random nature
of radio propagation by finding independence within communication system. A
simple example can explain the diversity concept: If one radio path undergoes a
deep fade, another independent path may have a strong signal, so the transmitted
signal can still be correctly received. The popular diversity methods are listed as
follows:
• Frequency diversity
Frequency diversity is implemented by transmitting information on more
than one carrier frequency. The rationale is that frequency separated by
more than the coherence bandwidth of the channel will be uncorrelated and
will not experience the same fades. OFDM modulation technique exploit
frequency diversity by providing simultaneous modulation signals with error
control coding across a large bandwidth, such that if a particular frequency
undergoes a fade, the composite signal from all frequencies will still be de-
modulated.
• Time diversity
Time diversity repeatedly transmits information at time spacings that exceed
the coherence time of the radio channel, such that multiple repetitions of the
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signal will be received with independent fading conditions, thereby providing
diversity.
Rake receiver for CDMA is a kind of time diversity by exploring the re-
dundancy in the received signals over multipath channel. By demodulating
several replicas of the transmitted CDMA signal, where each replica expe-
riences a particular multipath delay, the RAKE receiver is able to align the
replicas in time so that a better estimate of the original signal may be formed
at the receiver.
Interleaving is a technique to obtain time diversity in digital communication
systems without adding any overhead. Interleaving is extremely useful for
channel coding because it helps to resist burst errors. Interleaver has two
forms: block structure or convolutional structure.
• Space diversity
Space diversity is very popular diversity technique, due to the fact that the
signals received from spatially separated antennas would have essentially un-
correlated envelops for antenna separations of one half wavelength or more.
Space diversity reception methods can be classified into four categories: se-
lection diversity, feedback diversity, maximal ratio combining, and equal gain
diversity.
• Space-time (space-frequency) diversity
Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems employing multiple trans-
mit and receive antennas will inarguably play a significant role in the devel-
opment of future broadband wireless communications. By taking diversity
of the larger number of propagation paths between the transmit and re-
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ceive antennas, the detrimental effects of channel fading can be significantly
reduced. It has been shown that MIMO systems offer a large potential ca-
pacity increase compared to single antenna systems. To exploit this diversity,
a considerable number of MIMO modulation and coding methods, known as
space-time codes, have been proposed.
• Multiuser diversity
In multiuser communications, different users have different channel condi-
tions because they are located in different locations and experience different
fading. By adaptively assigning resources such as frequency subchannels,
we can take advantage of this channel diversity, which is called multiuser
diversity. This multiuser diversity stems from channel diversity including
independent path loss and fading of users.
Antenna Array Processing
An antenna array processing is a technique for an array of antenna elements
connected to a digital signal processor, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Such a configuration
dramatically enhances the capacity of a wireless link through a combination of di-
versity gain, array gain, and interference suppression. Increased capacity translates
to higher data rates for a given number of users or more users for a given data rate
per user. Multipath paths of propagation are created by reflections and scattering.
Also, interference signals are superimposed on the desired signals. Measurements
suggest that each path is really a bundle or cluster of paths, resulting from surface
roughness or irregularities. The random gain of the bundle is called multipath
fading.
The antenna array processing works as follows. Each antenna element “sees”
each propagation path differently, enabling the collection of elements to distin-
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Figure 1.1: Antenna Array Processing
guish individual paths to within a certain resolution. As a consequence, antenna
transmitters can encode independent streams of data onto different paths or lin-
ear combinations of paths, thereby increasing the data rate, or they can encode
data redundantly onto paths that fade independently to protect the receiver from
catastrophic signal fades, thereby providing diversity gain. An antenna receiver
can decode the data from an antenna transmitter–this is the highest-performing
configuration– or it can simply provide array gain or diversity gain to the desired
signals transmitted from conventional transmitters and suppress the interference.
No manual placement of antennas is required. The antenna array processing elec-
tronically adapts to the environment by looking for pilot tones or beacons or by
recovering certain characteristics that the transmitted signal is known to have.
The antenna array processing can also separate the signals from multiple users
who are separated in space (i.e. by angle of arrival) but who use the same radio
channel (i.e. center frequency, time-slot, and/or code).
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1.2.3 Multiple Access
In this subsection, we will briefly review the most popular multiple access schemes.
In the following chapters, we will give different problem formulation for different
multiple access schemes and apply different techniques to enhance the system per-
formance.
In wireless communication, it is desirable for each user to transmit and receive
simultaneously, which is called duplexing. There are two techniques for duplex-
ing. Frequency division duplexing (FDD) provides two distinct frequency band for
transmitting and receiving. Time division duplexing (TDD) uses different time
slots for forward and reverse links. There are several pros and cons between FDD
and TDD. For FDD, the radio frequency must be carefully designed to reduce the
RF cost and handle the different powers of transmit and receive radio signals. For
TDD, there are transmission delays and the system is sensitive for propagation
delays. So TDD is often applied in cordless phone and fixed wireless networks.
For multiple users’ communication, multiple access schemes are developed to
share simultaneously the limited bandwidth of radio spectrum. Frequency division
multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency hopped
multiple access (FHMA), and code division multiple access (CDMA) are major
access techniques [1]. These multiple access techniques have been widely used in
current wireless communication systems such as GSM, IS-95, CT2, and DECT.
By using the antenna signal processing technique, space divsion multiple ac-
cess (SDMA) separates users’ signals in different direction of arrivals(DOA). With
SDMA, multiple users with different DOA are able to communicate at the same
time using the same channel. In addition, the antenna can collect transmitting
powers from multipath components, combine them in an optimal manner, suppress
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interferences from other users, and improve the received SINR. Consequently, less
power is required.
In random access protocols, the channels are utilized by users attempting to
access a single channel in an uncoordinated manner. Consequently, the trans-
missions are due to collisions by multiple users. Many packet radio (PR) access
techniques are developed to handle the collisions. PR is very easy to implement,
but has low spectral efficiency and may have delays. Some of the available PR
access techniques are Aloha, carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), carrier sense
multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD), data sense multiple access
(DAMA), and packet reservation multiple access (PRMA).
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) protocol such as IEEE
802.11 is one of the prime modern schemes for broadband wireless networks, be-
cause of its advantages over frequency selective channel and inter-symbol-interferences
caused by multipath propagations. In multi-user scenario, the available tech-
niques are OFDM-TDMA, OFDM-CDMA, and frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA). In OFDMA system, each user occupies a subset of subcarriers and
each carrier is assigned exclusively to only one user at any time, so that there are
no intra-cell interferences.
1.2.4 Cellular Concept
In the multi-access techniques mentioned in the previous subsection, because each
channel is used by only one user at each time, there is no cochannel interference
(CCI). However in order to achieve high capacity with limited radio spectrum
while at the same time covering very large areas, we need to introduce channel
reuse. Channel reuse will cause CCI and we will discuss how to allocate the
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Figure 1.2: Example of Different Reuse Value
wirless resources to minimize CCI. In this subsection, first we introduce the cellular
concept. Then we discuss the channel reuse and assignment. Finally, we discuss
the handoff.
The cellular techniques offer very high capacity in the limited available spec-
trum by applying many low power transmitters, which provides coverage to a small
portion of the service area. In a cellular system, a large coverage area is broken
into many small geographic areas called cells. Each cell is assigned with a small
proportion of the total channels, and the adjacent cells are assigned with different
groups of channels. The same group of channels can be reused in the cells that are
enough far away so that the transmitted powers are attenuated enough and the
interferences between cells are minimized. The cellular wireless networks provide
a method to use limited spectrums to serve large number of users by reusing the
channels throughout the coverage regions.
To mitigate the cochannel interferences, total number of channels are grouped
in Ru groups and neighboring cells are assigned with different group of channels.
For symmetric cell plans,
Ru = (i + j)
2 − ij, i, j = 0, 1, . . . . (1.5)
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Possible value are Ru = 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13.... In AMPS, Ru = 7. In GSM, Ru =
4 or 3. In USDC and PDC, Ru = 7 or 4. In Fig. 1.2,we show the cell plans with
different Ru.
Channels are assigned to different cells to efficiently utilize the spectrum by
fixed or dynamic policies. In a fixed assignment, each cell is allocated a certain set
of channels and each cell handles channel allocation independently of other cells,
which is simple for implementable and fits a network with spatially uniform traffic
density. In a dynamic channel assignment, the network will allocate a channel to
a cell at call setup. The minimum allowable distance between cochannel cells and
traffic density is considered in order to minimize the probability of blocking.
Handoff occurs when a mobile leaves the coverage area of a cell and enters
the coverage area of another cell. In channelized wireless system, different radio
channels is assigned during a handoff, which is called hard handoff. In CDMA
system such as IS-95, the assigned channel to user is not changed, but a different
base station is selected for communication. This kind of handoff is called soft
handoff.
1.2.5 Cross Layer Approaches
Traditional communication systems are designed in layers. According to OSI refer-
ence model, the communication system can be divided into seven layers from top
to bottom: Application, Presentation, Session, Transport, Network, Data Link,
and Physical Layers. Each layer implements a specific purpose and optimizes its
own goal. Obviously it will not be optimal from the whole system point of view.
Moreover, the system has to pay the communication overhead between layers. In
the communication systems nowadays, the bandwidth becomes more and more
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limited and precious. So it is necessary and emerging to consider the optimization
problem across layers. In this subsection, we briefly discuss three kinds of cross
layer designs that are of great interests in recent literature.
Data Link Layer and Physical Layer
The main task of the data link layer is to transform a raw transmission facility
into a line that appears free of undetected transmission errors to the network layer.
It also considers the flow control and error handling. Within this layer, one sublayer
called medium access control (MAC) controls access to the shared channel.
The concern of physical layer is to transmit raw bits over a communication
channel. The design issues largely deal with mechanical, electrical, and timing
interfaces, and the physical transmission medium, which lies below the physical
layer.
Because wireless channels are shared for different users, one user’s transmission
power is the interference for other users. Moreover in order to fully utilize the
multiuser diversity, different users’ rates should be controlled in such a way to op-
timize the overall system performance. So how to consider the resource allocation
such as power control and rate adaptation between date link layer and physical
layer is essential for wireless communication design. Most of our research works
are concentrated on this type of cross layer design.
Application Layer, MAC, and Physical Layer
The application layer contains a variety of protocols that are commonly needed
by users. The most popular applications payloads for wireless networks are voice,
video, and data. For voice payload, the concern is subjective perception which
is affected by the transmission delay and source encoder rate. So MAC layer
and physical layer controls are important means to guarantee the recovered voice
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packet qualities. For video transmission, the transmission is very bursty because
of different frames and different video contents. The variable rate transmission
over the lower layers can substantially improve the system performances. For data
transmission, the reliability reception of data streams is the most important design
issue. So powerful channel coding or ARQ is necessary for this type of application.
In our research, we apply joint source channel coding with power control for voice
transmission over CDMA networks.
Network Layer and Physical Layer in Ad-hoc Networks
The network layer controls the operation of the subnet. A key design issue is
determining how packets are routed from source to destination. A wireless ad hoc
network consists of a collection of wireless nodes without a fixed infrastructure.
Each node in the network serves as a router that forwards packets for other nodes.
Each flow from the source to the destination traverses multiple hops of wireless
links. Compared with wireline networks where flows contend only at the router
with other simultaneous flows through the same router, the unique characteris-
tics of multi-hop wireless networks show that, data stream flows also compete for
shared channel bandwidth if they are within the transmission ranges of each other.
This presents the problem of designing an appropriate topology aware resource
allocation algorithm. so that contending multi-hop flows share the scarce channel
capacity, while the total system performance is optimized.
1.3 Motivations and Contributions
Dynamic resource allocation is a general strategy to control the interferences and
enhance the performance of wireless networks [42, 25, 22, 31]. The basic idea
behind dynamic resource allocation is to utilize the channel more efficiently by
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sharing the spectrum and reducing interference through optimizing parameters
such as the transmitting power, symbol transmission rate, modulation scheme,
coding scheme, bandwidth, or combinations of these parameters. Moreover the
network performance can be further improved by introducing more diversity and
cross-layer considerations. Many interference management techniques have been
explored including power control, rate adaptation, dynamic channel allocation,
beamforming, multiuser detection, and so on [42, 50, 54, 51, 7]. Joint methods,
such as adaptive rate and power control [43, 54, 25], joint power control and beam-
forming [47, 95, 97], joint power control and multiuser detection for CDMA [86],
joint power control, multiuser detection and beamforming [50, 6], channel alloca-
tion with modulation and power control , and joint base station, power and channel
allocation [77] are also proposed to cancel/suppress the interference.
In the literature, a widely used objective is to minimize the total transmit-
ting power or to maximize the overall system throughput in the network while the
SINR targets are achieved for all users [42, 86, 50]. The solution for this objec-
tive can be obtained by a matrix inversion in centralized (non-iterative) schemes
[43] which require the full knowledge of the entire network, for instance link gains
and noise levels; while in distributed (iterative) schemes [42, 43, 44, 47] only local
measurements are required thus more suited to a network with limited information
available to the users. In addition, various schemes have been proposed to maxi-
mize the minimum SINR, to maximize throughput, to maximize the total capacity,
or to maximize the expected sum of data rates under energy and delay constraints
in [54, 22, 46] and the references therein. Stochastic approximation based power
control algorithms have also been studied in some research both in cases of single
user receivers and multiuser receivers [86].
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As we can see, most of the works tried to optimize some objectives under
certain Quality of Service (QoS) constraints in wireless networks. There is a need of
unified but general optimization framework for resource allocation to allow taking
into account a diverse set of objective functions with various QoS requirements.
Also, the QoS provisioning and support remains essential technical challenges in
wireless environments. Previous works generally adopt simple QoS parameters,
for instance, the fixed targeted SINR is routinely used to characterize the QoS
requirements. The transmission strategies in the previous research were designed
based on the current channel conditions, and did not consider the time diversity of
both short-term and long-term perspectives. Such kind of optimization approach
may exhibit disadvantages over a long term period of time for the time diversity is
not factored into consideration. Most of the existing schemes mentioned above do
not adaptively adjust according to the users’ QoS satisfaction levels. In addition,
there is a need to summarize the possible solutions for these resource allocation
problems. So all these facts give us the motivation for our research.
When the number of users is small in a wireless network, the resource allo-
cation problem can be solved by control optimization theory, where the problem
is viewed as a constrained optimization problem. When the number of users are
large, resource allocation problem of a wireless network is analogous to that of the
human society. In the proposed research, we shall employ the commonly accepted
principles of economy analysis, particularly game theory and mechanism design
theory, to tackle the problem by motivating self-interested users to adopt a social
behavior by sharing resources efficiently and thus to improve the overall system
quality. We will develop a unified optimization framework for dynamic resource
allocation and provide some solutions for some specific system scenarios.
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The significance of this dissertation is primarily targeted at developing a uni-
fied optimization framework with different approaches for dynamic resource allo-
cation. The proposed research is interdisciplinary in that it combines concepts
in signal processing, economics, decision theory, optimization, information theory,
communications, and networking to address the issues in questions. The cross-
layer optimization nature of the problem provides an innovative new inside into
vertical integration of wireless networks. The goal is to significantly improve and
advance the models to design and analyze resource allocation over wireless net-
works, especially in linking successful optimization control and economy models to
the engineering problems.
1.4 Organization of This Dissertation
In this dissertation, we will propose a unified optimization framework that address
the wireless communication resource allocation problem and enhance the system
performances. The organization of this dissertation is given by:
In Chapter 2, we give the basic mathematical background. A universal view
of resource allocation is developed. Because of the channel dynamics, the feasible
range of resource allocation is varying. This dynamics gives us difficulty to find the
optimal allocation within the feasible range. On the other hand, this dynamics also
gives us opportunities to explore the multiple dimension diversity. There are many
practical constraints for implementation and the optimization goals are assorted.
Most researches in literature concentrate on “sliced view”, i.e., the optimization
is performed for one goal and under some constraints. In this dissertation, we
will formulate the general resource allocation problem from a “universal” view.
In order to solve such a problem in an easy way, four different types of mathe-
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matical solutions are explained and compared. They are analysis approximation,
nonlinear/linear/convex programming, game theory, and dynamic programming.
In Chapter 3, we explain our proposed centralized resource allocation schemes.
We give the introduction and motivations of our research for the wireless systems
where centralized control is applicable. Then we discuss the fairness issue. Three
different criteria for fair resource allocation are explained and compared. Then
we discuss how to provide heterogeneous QoS. For different applications, the re-
quirements are quite different. For example, voice packet cannot suffer delay, data
packet cannot suffer BER, and video packet transmits in burst. We model the
QoS measure for delay sensitive application. In order to combat the time varying
channel and cochannel interference, we explore the time diversity and multiuser
diversity. In addition, we also explore the space diversity using antenna array pro-
cessing. We formulate three different problems in three different scenario. In one
case, we apply micro-economy concepts such as credit system, user autonomy, and
resource awareness for users’ efficient resource allocation. From the simulation
results, the proposed schemes can satisfy the delay constraint, allocate resource
fairly to all users, and have comparable performance to that of the greedy ap-
proach where fairness and delay constraint are not considered.
In Chapter 4, we present our distributed resource allocation scheme using game
theory. Introduction and motivations are given first. Then brief introduction about
game theory is introduced. The challenges for game theory approach are explained.
The utility function for each user has to depict some physical meaning. Because
of the nonlinearity of the system, the game is hard to be balanced in the desired
Nash equilibrium with a high system performance. We present a noncooperative
game approach to motivate individual users to adopt a social behavior and enhance
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the system performance by sharing resources. A performance upper bound is also
developed. From the simulation results, the proposed game theory approach can
achieve the desired Nash equilibrium and has the similar performance to that of
the performance upper bound. Finally, we compare the centralized and distributed
resource allocation approaches. Pro and con of the two approaches are compared
and analyzed. Possible hybrid system is proposed.
In Chapter 5, we further extend our research for frequency diversity using or-
thogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) to provide high throughput,
combat frequency selective fading, and provide flexible resource allocation. The
resource allocation problem is how to assign subchannel, how to allocate bits to
each subchannel, and how to control transmitted power. Existing work solve these
problems by waterfilling, integer programming, or iterative waterfilling. However
the complexity is high, the efficiency is low, and only centralized solution is avail-
able. In this dissertation, to overcome the disadvantages of previous schemes, we
present three methods for resource allocation in OFDMA networks by cooperative
game, non-cooperative game, and subspace method for single cell with multiple
users, multi-cell with one user per cell, and multi-cell with multiple users per cell,
respectively. In cooperative game, we provide a fair and simple solution. The
complexity is only O(N log N), compared with traditional scheme with O(N4),
where N is the number of subchannel. In the noncooperative game, behaviors of
Nash equilibriums are analyzed and a game rule is developed for users to share the
subchannel. The unqualified user will be kicked out from using some subchannel,
such that the other users can share the subchannel more efficiently and the overall
system performance can be improved. In the subspace method, two initialization
algorithms are constructed and one iterative subspace improvement algorithm is
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provided to solve the proposed very complex problem.
In Chapter 6, we present two examples for cross layer approaches. The first one
is the multimedia transmission over CDMA. We model and formulate the problem
for multimedia over MAC and physical layers. A protocol is constructed for em-
bedded voice coder, adaptive channel coding, adaptive processing gain, and adap-
tive power, such that the distortion is smoothly and predictably controlled. We
develop a fast algorithm to minimize the overall system distortion, under the max-
imal transmitted power and distortion constraints. From the simulation results,
the proposed scheme can increase the number of users and reduce the required
transmitted power fundamentally. The second cross layer approach is joint power
control and blind beamforming. The objectives are to eliminate additional over-
heads for measurement and provide a scheme that is robust for estimation errors.
The proposed scheme uses a local information from a blind beamforming algorithm
and updates the transmitted power in a distributed manner. A Cramer-Rao lower
bound is also developed to compared the performance. From the simulation re-
sults, the proposed scheme can achieve a large range of BER for the whole networks
without requiring training sequence.
In Chapter 7, we draw a conclusion to show that our works explore the mul-
tiuser, time, frequency, and space diversity and formulate the problem more accu-
rately and efficiently in a cross layer approach. Then we give some possible future
work: effective bandwidth and capacity, video transmission, dynamic programming
over HMM model, dynamic reinforcement learning for cooperation in multiuser sys-
tem, repeated game approach, utility and pricing for multimedia transmission, and







2.1 General Resource Allocation Formulations
The development in the filed of wireless communications has been nothing short of
astonishing in the past decades. We now are witnessing the transition between the
mobile telephone era and the era of wireless computing. With the breakthrough
advances of digital signal processing high data rate, many of the technical prob-
lems associated with the adverse and changing propagation conditions in mobile
radio communication have been solved. Multi-megabit data rates to portable mo-
bile terminals are no longer science fiction, but reality. As the engineer seems to
have the upper hand in this struggle against nature, very much of the development
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efforts are concentrated on the social struggle for scarce resources. One of the most
technical challenges that limit achieving these requirements is interferences due to
the bandwidth limitation and reuse of the bandwidth, which becomes bottleneck of
nowadays wireless communications. Dynamic resource allocation is a general strat-
egy to control the interferences and enhance the performance of wireless networks.
The basic idea behind dynamic resource allocation is to utilize the channel more
efficiently by sharing the spectrum and reducing interference through optimizing
parameters such as the transmitting power, symbol transmission rate, modulation
scheme, coding scheme, bandwidth, or combinations of these parameters.
In traditional resource allocation, the resources are managed within each layer.
For example, in physical layer, the adaptive transmitted power and adaptive mod-
ulation are applied to increase the spectrum efficiency and reduce the co-channel
interferences. While in application layer, the multimedia encoder is designed to
have highest compression rate with small distortion. This kind of layered ap-
proaches can be easily implemented and each layer has its own concentration.
But the resulting resource management might not be optimal. Because the wire-
less communications become more and more crowded, there are more and more
demands for efficiency of resource allocation. This motivates the cross layers ap-
proach. For example, the source coder can get information from the physical layer
about the current channel condition. If the channel is good, the source coder can
generate more bit stream which will result in higher quality. Otherwise, the source
coder will generate the minimal bit stream reduce the burden of physical layer.
In order to optimize the network performance, we need to know what are the
available resources, i.e., what are the parameters for optimization. We define the
parameter sets as Θ. For different layers, we list possible resources as:
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1. Physical Layer
Transmitted power, rate (source rate, channel rate, symbol rate), base sta-
tion, antenna weight vector ...
2. MAC Layer
The buffer size, waiting time, arrival rate, service rate ...
3. Network Layer
The route from the source to destination.
4. Application Layer
Source coding rate for voice or video encoders.
With these parameters, the fundamental problem for wireless resource alloca-
tion is how to efficiently allocate them across layers and to different users so that
the network performance is optimized. For the network performance, there are
many criteria. For example optimization goal can be overall throughput, overall
transmitted power, average distortion, maximum outage rate, overall QoS, etc. or
multi-purpose. We represent optimization goal as Σ. For different wireless net-
works and different situations, Σ can have very different representations. These
optimization goals can have sum, product, or other format and are functions of
the resources. They can be linear, convex, or nonlinear at all. Sometime the goal
itself can be implicit or multiple purposes as well. The most important thing is to
define the goal function that can represent the real network performances.
In real implementation, there are many practical constraints. For example, the
mobile unit can only generated limited transmitted power. We define the con-
straints sets as Φ. The typical constraints are maximal power constraint, minimal
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or maximal rate constraint, minimal distortion, maximal delay time, and other
practical constraints. These constraints are functions of the possible resources.
These functions might have nonlinear and nonconvex properties.
In the wireless resource allocation, the key problem is how to allocation the
limited resources to optimize the system performance under some practical con-





For dynamic system, channel conditions are kept changing. Under this condi-
tion, the feasible range of the solution that satisfies the constraints is also varying.
For the traditional wireless networks, the system is designed to accommodate the
worst case situation. One example is shown in Fig. 2.1, where a two-user case is
illustrated with the axes representing the throughput for each user. The feasible
ranges for time 1 and time 2 are very different. For the traditional system with-
out dynamic resource allocation, the optimal resource allocation point is shown at
point A in order to let the system feasible for all times. If we explore diversity
for the dynamic system, we can apply allocation point B at time 1 and allocation
point C at time 2. Obviously, the resulting solution is much better than that of
the traditional scheme. This is because we take consideration of both time diver-
sity and multiuser diversity. The challenge for dynamic resource allocation is how
to find the feasible and optimal resource allocation point dynamically for different
times in a simple and implementable way. In addition, we can also apply frequency,
space, and route diversity to explore the dynamics of the system.
Basically we have formulate the resource allocation as a constrained optimiza-
























Figure 2.1: Illustrative Example on Dynamics
discuss four basic mathematic tools to solve the fundamental problem. We will
explain their basic approaches and point out their advantages and disadvantages.
Then we will discuss the different problem formulations in details in the following
chapters.
2.2 Analysis Solution
For general constrained optimization problem, if the optimization goal and con-
straint functions are linear or convex or have some nice forms, we can apply the
methods such as Lagrange multiplier or convex optimization algorithm to have
a nice analysis solution. In order to have clean analytic results for the resource
allocation, the approximation and simplification for the optimization goal and con-
straints are the key factors that affects the performance of analysis solutions.
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The Lagrange function for (2.1) can be written as:
J = Σ + λΦ. (2.2)
where λ is Lagrange multiplier. We differentiate J over Θ and find the solution
for λ. By using the constraint functions Φ can can find the optimal solution for
(2.1). The difficulty is that λ might not be solvable and even with λ, the optimal
solution may be hard to obtain from Φ.
If the optimization goal Σ and the constraint functions Φ in (2.1) are convex
functions, we can apply convex optimization methods to solve the problem nu-
merically with great efficient. The convex optimization methods have extensive
and useful theory and can be applied to many engineering problems. The convex
optimization methods are tractable in theory and practice: there exist algorithms
such that
• computation time small, grows gracefully with problem size
• global solutions attained
• non heuristic stopping criteria; provable lower bounds
• handle non-differentiable as well as smooth problems
The popular convex optimization methods include linear optimization, quadratic
optimization, geometric programming, vector optimization, dual methods, gradi-
ent method, steepest descent method, Newton method, barrier method, interior
point method, and cutting plane method.
The challenge for analysis solution is the difficulty to approximate the opti-
mization goal and the constraint functions to a nice and handleable form. The
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approximations need to be accurate under some conditions. For example, the
capacity function can be written as:
C = W log(1 + Γ) (2.3)
where W is the bandwidth and Γ is the signal to noise ratio. Obviously C is a
non-convex and nonlinear function of Γ and has the S-type shape. In order to make
it easy to handle, we can assume Γ À 0 such that the above capacity function can
be approximated by:
C ≈ W log(Γ), (2.4)
which is a nice concave function.
However in reality, we may not be so lucky to have the good approximations.
So this reason limits the usage of the analysis approach. In literature, only simple
problems, with small number of users, small number of optimization parameters
and simple channel models, can be solved by this type of mathematical solutions.
On the whole, the advantage of this approach is the clean solution. The resource
allocation can be calculated fast and directly. However the performance is highly
related to how good the approximation and simplification to the reality.
2.3 Optimal Control Solution
Since the problem defined in (2.1) is a constrained optimization problem. It is
nature to use the methods such as linear programming, nonlinear programming,
or integer programming to solve the problem.
Many major developments are achieved in optimal control theory in the last
ten years. First is the merging of linear and nonlinear programming algorithms
throughput the user of interior point methods. The second development is the
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increased emphasis on large scale problems and the associated algorithms that
take advantage of problem structure as well as parallel hardware. The third de-
velopment is the extensive use of iterative unconstrained optimization to solve the
difficult least squares problems arising in the training of neural networks. All these
developments are extremely useful for resource allocation.
The advantages of such kind of solutions are obvious. In reality, the optimiza-
tion problems are often nonlinear and nonconvex. The optimal control methods
fit this kind of problem very well. For example, if the second order differentials
are available for the goal and constraints, we can use the Newton algorithm with
Barrier method to solve the problem efficient.
There are some disadvantages of this kind of solution. First because of non-
linearity and nonconvexity, there exits many local optima. Careful or multiple
initializations are needed. For the worst case, simulated annealing has to be ap-
plied for global optima. Second full knowledge of channel conditions is needed
to do the optimizations, which increases the burden of channel estimations and
the associated overhead. Moreover the complexity usually increases fast with the
increasing of the number of users. So this kind of solutions are very complex and
only fit centralized control with small number of users.
2.4 Game Theory Solution
In multi-access wireless networks, since an individual mobile user does not have the
knowledge of other users’ conditions and cannot cooperate with each other, they
act selfishly to maximize their own performances in a distributed fashion. Such a
fact motivates us to adopt the game theory [56].
The resource allocation can be modelled as a non-cooperative game that deals
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largely with how rational and intelligent individuals interact with each other in
an effort to achieve their own goals. In the resource allocation game, each mobile
user is self-interested and trying to maximize his utility function, where the utility
function represents the user’s performance and controls the outcomes of the game.
So the goal of this kind of solutions is to define the meaningful utility function
such that the system can be balanced in the desired social optimal equilibrium.
For noncooperative game, because of each user’s greediness, the Nash equilib-
rium of the game usually turns out to be not optimal. If the users play multi-stage
games and the users overall payoff is a weighted average of the payoffs in each
stage, we can apply the repeated game theory, which is the best understood class
of dynamic games. The repeated game can let users cooperative together to have
better Nash equilibrium. The rationale is: even though each user could do bet-
ter in the short run by defecting instead of cooperating , for a patient user, this
short-run gain is outweighed by the prospect of unrelenting future “punishment”
from other users. The difficulty to model cooperative game is how to model the
punishment.
If there exist limited communications between users, we can apply cooperative
game to improve the system performance. The cooperative game is defined as: A
cooperative game is a structure in which the players have the option of planning
as a group in advance of choosing their actions. The famous results include Nash
bargaining solution, coalition analysis, core concept, and Shapley function.
The biggest advantage of this kind of solution is that it can be implemented
in a distribute manner with large number of users. This kind of solution is very
similar to economy or social problem. Everybody is selfish and the society needs
to design the game rule for each individual to improve the social good.
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The disadvantage of this kind of solutions is the difficulty to design the utility
function. First users’ QoS is a hard parameter to describe. Second, even we
can describe QoS by a utility function, when the different users compete with
each other, this utility function may not produce the desired Nash equilibrium.
Some techniques such as pricing and repeated game are applied to improve the
equilibrium. In pricing, the system provides prices for the resources and users
have to pay the price to get the resources. By doing this, the system can control
the outcome of the competition. The prices are determined by the system for the
social good or determined by the “demand and request” rule.
2.5 Dynamic Programming Solution
The above three methods only consider the optimization at one time. In reality,
some of the applications need to do optimization over different time. Naturally,
the dynamic programming technique can be applied. The dynamic programming
method makes the optimal decisions based on the distributions of the channels or
the sources.
Basic structure of dynamic programming is briefly explained as follows: suppose
a discrete time system
xk+1 = fk(xk, uk, wk), k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (2.5)
where k is the discrete time, xk is the state which summarizes past information
that is relevant for future optimization, uk is control where decision is selected at
time k from a given set, wk is the random parameter or noise with probability
distribution Pk, and N is horizon or number of times control is applied. Define
policies π = {µ0, . . . µN−1}, where µk maps state xk into control uk = µk(xk) and
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is such that µk(xk) ∈ Uk(xk) for all xk. We want to select the optimal policy π∗
such that the expected cost of π starting at x0 is minimized:
Jπ∗(x0) = min
π
Jπ(x0) = E{gn(xn) +
N−1∑
k=0
gk(xk, µk(xk), wk)} (2.6)
The dynamic programming considers the optimization over times.
Scheduling is an extreme case of dynamic programming. For scheduling, only
one user can transmit each time, which fits the situation such as single cell CDMA
systems. If the optimization goal is for each time only, the optimal solution is
that only the user with the best channel response transmits. However this will
introduce unfairness and long delays. There is a tradeoff for fairness (delay) and
system performance. Many scheduling methods are developed to reconcile the
tradeoffs.
The advantages of this solution are the optimization over time. The user might
not be optimized at a specific time. But his sacrifice for performance will increase
the overall system performance and will be compensated back in the future, which
explores time diversity.
The disadvantages of this solution lies in two factor. First the distributions are
hard to obtain, especially in multiuser cases. Second, the computation complexity
is extremely high. So this solution usually is useful when the system model is very
simple and there are only few users.
2.6 Comparison of Different Solutions
In the previous sections, we briefly review the existing techniques to solve the
resource allocation problem. We explain their basic approaches as well as the pro
and con of the solutions. There are many other techniques that can combine with
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Table 2.1: Pro and Con of Different Approaches
Methods Pro Con
Analysis easy implementation approx. far from the reality
Optimal Program noncovex nonlinear problem centralized implementation only
Game Theory distributed implementation non-optimal equilibrium
Dynamic Program optimization over time complex, simple model only
the optimization frame works. We will explain in details in the following chapters.
On the whole, the advantages and disadvantages of the above four methods
are listed in Table 2.1. Different solutions may fit different problem formulations.
For the research works, it is usually to combine the different techniques to have a




with Time Average Fairness
In Chapter 3 of the dissertation, we will discuss some centralized resource allo-
cation schemes with fairness constraint. These schemes fit the wireless networks
where centralized control is implementable. The mathematical tools we used here
are analysis approximation, optimal control, and dynamic control. Compared with
traditional resource allocation, our proposed schemes can improve the system per-
formance, while maintaining the fairness for all users.
This chapter is organized as follows: First we give the introduction and motiva-
tions for our research. Then, we explain the fairness issues and give some popular
definitions of fairness. In the rest of this chapter, we list three works for the cen-
tralized resource allocation: First one explores the adaptive modulation, second




With the development of wireless networks, the number of mobile users becomes
more and more large and the network topology becomes more and more compli-
cated. As a result, the distributed resource allocation becomes more and more
popular, because of the great reduction of system cost and efficiency to save the
overheads for centralized control. However, on the other hand, for each user, the
applications become more and more heterogenous. Image, Video, and data are in-
tegrated besides voice in nowadays system. As a result, the optimization problem
becomes more and more complicated, because of the goals and constraints for dif-
ferent layers are all different and complicated. The centralized resource allocation
has its own advantages to cope with more difficult problems, due to its abundant
mathematical theories and more available information. So there is a tradeoff be-
tween the centralized and distributed resource allocation and each of them will fit
different network scenarios.
The bottle neck for centralized resource allocation lies in two factors. First,
the communication overhead might be unacceptable if the network topology is too
distributed. For example, for multicell case, it is hard to get the channel estimation
from one cell to the other. Second, the optimization parameters will grow too fast
with the number of users is increasing, which will increase the system cost greatly.
So centralized system fits the wireless network like micro cell scenario where there
is a centralized control node, base station, and the number of users are small.
The other advantage for centralized resource allocation is that it can deal with
much more complicated problem. The first reason is that there might be very
powerful computing ability in base station, where the very complicated optimiza-
tion problem can be solved. For the cross layer optimization, where voice, video,
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data, and routing are considered, the optimization problem usually has ugly non-
linear nonconvex form. This computation task can be implemented in base station
and the results are assigned to the mobile users to save their computation cost.
The second reason is that the information such as channel conditions can be ob-
tained from base station and be applied for the optimization. Consequently, the
optimization results are more accurate, converge more fast, and more robust.
The motivation for us to explore the centralized resource allocation lies in two
factors: First, we want to explore the fairness to different users, which will impose
another constraint for resource allocation and might be related to the concepts of
dynamic programming. Second, we want to connect MAC layer and physical layer
optimization. We will jointly consider the adaptive modulation, power control, and
antenna diversity so as to fully explore the space-time diversity and increase the
system performance. We also apply some economy ideas for this type of resource
allocation.
3.2 Fairness
Before we dig into our proposed resource allocation schemes, we will briefly review
the current scheme where the fairness is not considered. Then we review three
popular fairness concepts.
In most of traditional networks, the optimization can be classified to two cat-
egories. In the first category of greedy scheme, the system optimization goal is to
optimize the system performance such as to maximize the overall throughput, or
minimize the overall transmitted power, without considering the fairness between
users or each user has the minimal constraint. For this kind of resource allocation,
the resources are allocated to each user for their minimal requirement, then the
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rest is greedily allocated to the users with the best conditions, which is extremely
unfair. Since each user pays the same for his service, it is desirable to have fair
resource allocation scheme. On straight-forward way is to let each user have the
same quality of service, which is the second category of strict fair scheme. How-
ever the performance of such a scheme is very low compared to the greedy scheme,
because it doesn’t consider the time diversity and multiuser diversity. In order to
provide fair services to all users, we need to define the new fairness concepts. From
literature, there exist three popular kinds of fairness: max-min, proportional, and
time average.
max-min fairness
Max-min fairness is a very popular fairness principle, which has been advocated
for a long time of resource allocation. The objective of max-min fairness is to
maximize, under the practical constraints, the minimum performance of each user
can obtain. Max-min fairness basically relies on the following principle: In the
domain of feasible resource allocation, one user’s (user 1) performance cannot be
increased without decreasing some other user’s (user 2) performance such that
user 1’s performance is better than user 2’s. The compactness and convexity
of the feasible region imply that such a max-min solution exists and is unique.
However the max-min fairness criterion gives an absolute priority to the user with
bad conditions, which in turn will reduce the system performance.
proportional fairness
An alternative fairness criterion which favors the users with bad conditions less
emphatically, is proportionally fair [80].
Definition 3.2.1 A feasible resource allocation vector λs for user s is proportion-
ally fair, if and only if for any other feasible resource allocation vector λ′s, the sum
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The physical meaning of proportional fairness is that an increase in the allo-
cation of network resources for one user must be compensated by corresponding
decreases in the allocations of one or more other users. Another interpretation is
that a resource allocation is fair if it is in proportion to the users willingness to
pay.
time average fairness
The previous two fairness concept only consider the fair allocation for each
time. Since users experience different channels for different times, we can further
explore the time diversity by defining the time average fairness. The principle of
time average fairness is that the user will get the same time average performance.
This fairness also depends on how patient the users can wait for the channel to
become better for transmission. For example, for the voice transmission, delay is
very strict, so fairness for the users of this type of service is within a short term.
While for the data transmission where the delay can be suffered, fairness can be
relaxed for a long period of time. The mechanism to maintain such a fairness is
that the user will demand more in the future if he cannot get his desired QoS now.
3.3 Joint Power Control and Adaptive Modula-
tion
In multi-access wireless communication systems, power control and adaptive mod-
ulation are two important means to increase spectral efficiencies, combat time-
varying fading channels, and reduce co-channel interferences. In our approach, the
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overall uplink transmitted power is minimized under the constraints that there
is no reduction in overall network throughput and each user achieves the desired
time-average throughput. Adaptive M-QAM modulations with two kinds of an-
tenna diversity are considered. Each user can select a range of modulation rates,
according to his channel condition and transmission history. Two subproblems
are considered for the development of suboptimal low complexity adaptive algo-
rithms. First at the user level, the following needs to be determined: the range
of modulation rates that each user can accept at a specific time to ensure fair-
ness. Then each time at the system level, within the acceptable ranges, the system
finds out what throughput allocation for different users requires the lowest overall
transmitted power. The scheme can be interpreted as “water filling” each user’s
throughput in time domain and allocating network throughput to different users
at each time. From the simulation results, the proposed scheme reduces the overall
transmitted power up to 7dB and increases average spectral efficiency up to 1.2
bit/s/Hz, compared with the previous known power control schemes.
The organization of this section is as follows: First, we give the motivation and
sketch of the proposed scheme. Then, a network system model is presented with
antenna diversities. Approximations of MQAM are presented. The optimization
problem is formulated. The problem is heuristically divided into two sub-problems.
Several adaptive algorithms are developed. A power and throughput management
system is constructed. The proposed algorithms are evaluated by simulation study.
Motivation and Sketch
Much work has been done for resource allocation, such as power control and
adaptive modulation in multi-access wireless channels. In [4, 5, 43, 44], resource
allocation has been extensively studied. In [47, 95, 97, 6], beamforming, multiuser
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detection, and power control have been combined for cellular wireless communica-
tion systems. In [7, 65, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], adaptive modulation techniques have been
proposed to enhance the spectrum efficiency for wireless channels. The perfor-
mance approximation and robustness for estimation errors have been investigated.
In [66, 13], adaptive coding provides another way for transmission rate control.
In [48, 14, 15], the authors have explored resource allocation problems from the
channel capacity point of view. In [16, 54, 49, 17, 18, 19, 53, 22], many adaptive
algorithms are constructed to adaptively control the transmitted power and rate to
optimize the system performance. In [59], the authors present an “opportunistic”
transmission scheduling policy for a single cell TDMA/FDMA system that exploits
time-varying channels and maximizes the system performance stochastically. In
[57], game theory is introduced in the power control problem. Each user com-
petes with other users for limited resources, and the system is balanced in some
equilibriums.
In traditional power control, each link’s transmitted power is selected so that
its received SINR is larger than or equal to a fixed and predefined targeted SINR
threshold, required to maintain its link quality, while the system minimizes the
overall transmitted power of all links. However, a link with a bad channel condi-
tion requires too much transmitted power and therefore causes unnecessary CCI
to other links. This is a major issue that will be addressed in our approach. In
adaptive modulation, each link can select a range of different modulation rates;
consequently, a range of targeted SINR thresholds can be applied. A joint adaptive
power and rate allocation scheme is developed by using M-QAM adaptive mod-
ulation with antenna diversity. The optimization goal is to minimize the overall
transmitted power under some constraints: The overall network throughput is not
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reduced; the time-average throughput of each user is maintained as a constant that
is determined by the service for which the user pays. In order to solve the problem,
the problem is heuristically divided into two sub-problems. First, users determine
the ranges of throughput that they can accept at different times and report these
ranges back to the system. An algorithm is developed to ensure fairness at the user
level. Second, the system determines what is the optimal throughput allocation
to different users at each time within the acceptable throughput ranges provided
by the users. Three adaptive algorithms are developed to solve this sub-problem
at the system level. The whole scheme can be interpreted as “water filling” each
user’s throughput in time domain and allocating network throughput to different
users each time, according to their channel conditions. From the simulation re-
sults, the proposed scheme reduces the overall transmitted power up to 7dB and
increases the average spectral efficiency up to 1.2 bit/s/Hz, compared with the
previous scheme in [47].
System Model and Problem Formulation
System Model
K co-channel links exist in distinct cells, such as in TDMA or FDMA networks.
Each link consists of a mobile unit and its assigned base station. Coherent detection
is assumed to be possible so that it is sufficient to model this multiuser system by an
equivalent baseband model. Antenna arrays with P elements are used only at the
base stations. Each link is affected by the multipath fading, with the propagation
delay far less than one symbol duration. The maximum number of paths is L. For
the uplink case, the signal at the pth antenna array element of the ith base station









kigk(t− τki)sk(t− τki) + npi (t) (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Selective Combining and Maximum Ratio Combining
where ρki and Gki are the log-normal shadow fading and the path loss from the
kth user to the ith base station, respectively, αplki is the l
th path fading loss from the
kth user to the ith base station’s pth antenna, Pk is the transmitted power, gk(t)
is the shaping function, sk(t) is the message symbol, n
p
i (t) is the i
th base station’s
thermal noise at the pth antenna, and τki is the channel propagation delay. Here
τii = 0, ∀ i (the delay from the mobile to its assigned BS), and τki, k 6= i (the delay
from the mobile to other cell’s BS) is uniformly distributed within one symbol
duration. The channels change slowly and are stable over a frame with hundreds
of symbols. The impulse response from the kth mobile to the pth element of the








ki includes the effects of
the transmitter, receiver filter, and shaping function gk(t − τki). We define npi (n)
as the sampled noise.
Because of the channel distortions, CCI, and thermal noises, the average re-
ceivers’ SINR can be very low most of the times. Under this condition, in order
to satisfy the desired BER, only low modulation rate or even no transmission can
be selected. Antenna Diversity is an important means to increase the average
receiver’s SINR. Consequently, MQAM can be applied with different modulation
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rates for the desired BER. The antenna outputs can be combined by Maximal Ra-
tio Combining (MRC) or Selective Combining (SC) [3], as shown in Fig. 3.1. MRC
diversity requires that the individual signals from each branch be compensated in
phase and weighted by the square roots of their SINRs, and then be summed co-
herently. If perfect knowledge of the branch amplitudes and phases is assumed,
when the noise is spatially white, MRC is the optimal diversity-combining scheme
and provides the maximum capacity improvement. The disadvantage of MRC is
that it requires all knowledge of the branch parameters. SC combiner only chooses
the branch with the highest SINR. SC is simpler than MRC but yields suboptimal
performance. By using the antenna diversity, the ith base station’s combiner out-
put can be written as wHi xi, where xi = [x
1
i . . . x
P
i ]
T , and wi is a P × 1 combiner




For MRC: |[wi]j| =
√
Γji ,




1, jth antenna has the largest SINR;
0, otherwise.
where Γpi is the received SINR at the p
th antenna element that can be calculated
from (3.2). The ith base station’s combiner output SINR is given by [19]:
Γi =
PiρiiGii‖wHi hii‖2∑
k 6=i PkρkiGki‖wHi hki‖2 + wHi Niwi
(3.3)
where hki = [h
1
ki, . . . , h
P
ki]
T , Ni = E{ninHi }, and ni = [n1i . . . nPi ]T .
In adaptive modulation, the transmitters and receivers can adaptively select
the modulation rates, i.e. throughput, according to the channel conditions. It has
been shown that adaptive modulation can greatly increase the spectral efficiency of
wireless communications [65, 54]. In our approach, adaptive MQAM modulation
is applied. It has been shown that BER of square MQAM with Gray bit mapping
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Figure 3.2: BER Approximation and BER Standard Formula for MQAM

















where erfc is the complementary error function. This approximation is tight when
the SINR Γ is high.
Now the relation between SINR and throughput will be shown. In the ith cell,
the ith link between the mobile and its assigned base station uses the modulation
with constellation size Mi. Without loss of generality, each user is assumed to have
the unit bandwidth. The ith link has throughput Ti = log2(Mi). For BER = 10
−2
and BER = 10−5, the required SINRs of different constellation sizes are shown in
Fig. 3.2. One can see that for the traditional power control with fixed modulation
(8-QAM), the receiver must have SINR greater than a specific threshold to have
any throughput that satisfies BER = 10−5. In our approach, each user can select
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a range of different modulation rates. Consequently, the targeted receiver’s SINR
can be chosen within a range.
It is hard for (3.4) to be inverted and differentiated. In [65, 54], the authors




where c1 ≈ 0.2, c2 ≈ 1.5, and c3 ≈ 1. This approximation is tight when the SINR












5 = −ci2/ ln(BERi/ci1). In Fig. 3.2, the approximation is
compared with the expression in (3.4) at BER = 10−2 and BER = 10−5, respec-
tively. It is shown that (3.6) is a good approximation for throughput vs. SINR for
a fixed BER.
In reality, the channel estimation errors can affect the performance of adaptive
modulation. In our approach, the perfect channel estimation is assumed and it is
used in many literature works. Many analysis for the effects of channel estimation
errors on adaptive modulation can be found in [8, 10, 11].
Traditional Power Control
In traditional power control problem [47], the SINR of each user is maintained
greater than or equal to some threshold γi that can provide the adequate link






subject to Γi ≥ γi, ∀ i
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where Γ = [Γ1 . . . ΓK ]
T . In this kind of power control, a fixed and predefined
targeted SINR threshold γi for the desired modulation rate and BER is assigned
to each user. Then the transmitted powers are updated to ensure users’ targeted
SINRs without considering their channel conditions. The system works perfectly
in low SINR areas. When the targeted SINRs become high enough, the overall
transmitted power will start to increase rapidly. If the targeted SINRs are larger
than some specific values, there are no feasible solutions, i.e., the receivers cannot
get enough SINR levels, no matter how large the transmitted powers are. One
of the underlying reasons for such a problem is that the users with bad channel
responses require too many transmitted powers; thus they introduce unnecessarily
high CCI to others. Therefore, having a fixed targeted SINR threshold is not an
optimal power control approach.
Optimization Problem
All links are assumed to apply MQAM with throughput Ti within a range
[Tmini , T
max
i ], according to their channel conditions, while the overall network
throughput T =
∑K
i=1 Ti is maintained greater than or equal to a constant R.
R is equal to the sum of the fixed targeted throughput in the previous scheme [47]
in (3.7). R should be selected such that the system is always feasible. If R is too
large, it is likely that the overall network throughput will be larger than the overall
system capacity, as a result there will be no solution. Each time, the links with bad
channel conditions sacrifice their throughput, i.e., they use lower SINR thresholds,
which reduce the unnecessary CCI. The links with good channel conditions use
higher SINR thresholds, i.e., more bits per symbol are selected, which increases
the network throughput. For each link, the time-average throughput is a constant
to ensure fairness, and the throughput is “water filled” at different times. For the
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whole system at any specific time, the overall network throughput is allocated to
different links, according to their channel conditions so as to minimize the overall
transmitted power. The value of R is also equal to the sum of all users’ time
average throughput, so that the sum of users’ time average throughput and the










Feasibility: (I−DF)P ≥ u,
Network Performance: T ≥ R,









i=1 E(Ti(n)). Only one type of users is assumed, so consti =
constj, ∀i, j. The feasibility constraint (I−DF)P ≥ u is the matrix expression for
the equalities Γi ≥ γi, ∀i [47], where u = [u1, . . . , uK ]T , ui = γiwHi Niwi/(ρiiGii‖wHi hii‖2),
P = [P1, . . . , PK ]





0 if j = i,
ρjiGji‖wHi hji‖2
ρiiGii‖wHi hii‖2
if j 6= i.
In the problem defined above, the complexity lies in the optimization over time
and grows rapidly with the number of users. In the next part, algorithms are
developed to reduce the complexity and distribute the computing efforts to both
the system level and the user level.
Problem Partition and Adaptive Algorithms
Problem Partition
The difficulties to solve (3.8) lie in the feasibility and fairness constraints. First,
in the feasibility constraint, if the users’ transmitted powers are fixed, the targeted
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SINR γi is linearly constrained. On the other hand, if γi is fixed, the constraint is
linear for P. However, if both SINRs and powers are considered, it is a Bilinear
Matrix Inequality (BMI) problem [68]. The BMI problem is non-convex and non-
linear. Only limited tools are available in the literature to find the solutions[68].
Second, in the fairness constraint, the throughput is considered at the different
times. It is very difficult to solve the problem by traditional dynamic program-
ming, because the distributions of the received SINRs and transmitted powers are
extremely hard to model and calculate. Therefore the problem defined in (3.8) is
too difficult to find an analytically optimal solution. A heuristic way is needed to
obtain a suboptimal solution with relatively good performances.
If the fairness constraint is not considered, the problem in (3.8) is a pure con-
strained optimization problem. With the consideration of fairness, the motivation
to solve the problem comes from jointly considering the throughput ranges and
fairness constraints. First, the users report the ranges of throughput that they can
accept. Then the system decides how to allocate the throughput to each user each
time, according to these ranges. The acceptable throughput ranges are modified
by the users’ transmission history. Each time, some users may have more through-
put, while others have less. Then the users with more throughput will become
less aggressive about transmitting and will request smaller throughput ranges in
the near future, and vice versa. From the above idea, the optimization problem in
(3.8) is divided into two sub-problems:
1. At the user level, in order to ensure fairness, the users trace their histories
of throughput and report the ranges of throughput that they can accept to
the system at current time.
2. At the system level, for the whole network each time, the system determines
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the optimal throughput allocation to different users, and this allocation re-
quires the lowest overall transmitted power.
Therefore, the overall transmitted power is minimized each time, and fairness
is guaranteed. However, the optimal solution for (3.8) is not guaranteed to be
achieved. But, from the simulation results, the significant performance improve-
ments over the traditional system [47] will be shown.
An illustrative example for two users is shown in Fig. 3.3. The two axes
represent the two users’ desired SINRs that are related to their throughput. The
provided ranges are the required SINRs for the throughput ranges that the users
provide, and these ranges are also restricted by the feasibility constraint. On
the dashed line, the overall network throughput T = T1 + T2 is a constant. At
the system level, the goal is to find what is the optimal point each time that
requires the minimum overall transmitted power, within the range (shown as the
polyhedra) and under the overall throughput constraint T ≥ R. At the user level,
the problem is how to change the throughput ranges over different times to ensure
fairness. For example, if user 1 is assigned to have small throughput now, he will
be more aggressive about transmitting his data in the future. Consequently, the
throughput range will move to the right within the practical range, and user 1 has
to be assigned the higher throughput in the future.
Adaptive Algorithm for Throughput Range at the User Level
In this part, the first sub-problem will be solved. An adaptive algorithm is de-
veloped at the user level to report the acceptable throughput ranges back to system,
so as to ensure fairness. The key idea is to adapt the throughput ranges with joint
consideration of the fairness constraint. Instead of having a fixed throughput range
[Tmini , T
max
i ] for each link, the throughput ranges are adaptively changed by taking
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Figure 3.3: Two Users Example for Problem Partition
into account the links’ throughput histories. Assume the ith link can select through-
put Tmini (n) ≤ Ti(n) ≤ Tmaxi (n) at time n, and the average desired throughput for
the ith link is T avei . Each time, T
min
i (n + 1) and T
max
i (n + 1) are modified by the




i (n + 1) and T
max
i (n + 1) are
increased so that there is a higher probability that the future throughput Ti(n+1)




i (n + 1) and T
max
i (n + 1)
are decreased so that there is a higher probability that Ti(n + 1) is smaller than
T avei . T
min
i (n + 1) and T
max




i , which are the
practical minimum and maximum throughput boundaries that the ith link can se-
lect, respectively. Their values are fixed and predefined by the system. In order to
track the history of Ti, T
mid
i (n) = T
mid
i (n−1)+β(Ti(n)−T avei ), 0 < β < 1, where
β is a constant that depends on how much delay the user can suffer. If the delay
constraint is tight, β should be selected as a relatively larger number, so that the
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throughput range will move quickly to compensate the user’s throughput loss at a
specific time. If the user can suffer longer delay, β could be selected as a relatively
smaller number, so that the user can wait until the channel becomes better to be
compensated back. The selected value of β is also affected by how rapidly the
channels change. If the channels change slowly, a smaller β is preferred, so that
the user can wait; otherwise, a larger β is selected. Each time, the throughput




Tmidi (n) = T
mid
i (n− 1) + β(Ti(n)− T avei ),
Tmini (n + 1) = min(max(T
ave
i − Tmidi (n) + T̂mini , T̂mini ), T̂maxi ),
Tmaxi (n + 1) = max(min(T̂
max
i − Tmidi (n) + T avei , T̂maxi ), T̂mini ).
(3.9)
The above throughput window may move to the opposite direction of the chan-
nel changing trend. When the channel is bad, the user selects less throughput. But
in the next time, the user has to select a larger throughput because the through-
put window moves to a higher throughput area, even if the channel is still bad.
With the consideration of the channel changes, a scheme is developed so that
the throughput window follows the channel changing trend. This problem can be
categorized as a dynamic programming problem given by:
[Tmini (n+1), T
max




i (n)], vn, Ti(n)), n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
(3.10)
where fn is a function to select the throughput window at time n, and vn is the
control policy that has a different impact on the outcomes of fn. The problem in
(3.10) is extremely difficult to solve, but an intuitive idea can be applied to find a
much simpler solution. Because β may not be an integer, the throughput window
developed in (3.9) may not be discrete. If the ith user’s assigned throughput at
the current time n is smaller than the median of all the users’ assigned throughput
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in the adjacent cells, this means that the ith user is possibly still under the bad
channel condition. The lower throughput window is assigned to follow the channel
condition, by using the floor of the original throughput window. Here the floor is a
function that finds the maximum integer immediately less than the real value. On
the other hand, if the ith user’s throughput is larger than the median of the users’
throughput among the adjacent cells, the higher throughput window is assigned to
follow the channel condition by using the ceiling of the original throughput window.
Here the ceiling is a function that finds the minimum integer immediately greater
than the real value.
In addition, when a user is trapped in a bad channel for a long time, instead
of assigning him with a very high throughput range, the algorithm should be able
to assign this user with lower throughput. By doing so, the user will not cause too
much CCI to others, and the system performance can be improved. The history
of Tmini (n) is tracked. If the user detects Z consecutive T
min
i (n) equal to T̂
max
i ,
the user will report the acceptable throughput range as [T̂mini , T
max
i (n)], instead
of [Tmini (n), T
max
i (n)]. Consequently, the system is able to assign the minimal
throughput to the user. The throughput ranges are updated by users to BS every
power update interval. Because the ranges are discrete and limited by the hard-
ware, the associated overheads to report these ranges are small. In a real system,
this information is coded by a powerful error control code to ensure that it comes
through without errors. In each iteration, users’ throughput windows are updated
by:
Adaptive Algorithm for Each User’s Throughput Window













Tmidi (n) = T
mid
i (n− 1) + β(Ti(n)− T avei );
if Ti(n) > median(Tj(n)), j ∈ all adjacent CCI cells,
Tmini (n + 1) = floor(min(max(T
ave
i − Tmidi (n) + T̂mini , T̂mini ), T̂maxi ));
Tmaxi (n + 1) = floor(max(min(T̂
max
i − Tmidi (n) + T avei , T̂maxi ), T̂mini ));
else
Tmini (n + 1) = ceiling(min(max(T
ave
i − Tmidi (n) + T̂mini , T̂mini ), T̂maxi ));
Tmaxi (n + 1) = ceiling(max(min(T̂
max
i − Tmidi (n) + T avei , T̂maxi ), T̂mini ));
3. Feedback the Acceptable Throughput Ranges to BS:
if Tmini (n + 1) = T
min
i (n) = . . . = T
min
i (n− Z + 1) = T̂maxi ,
report [T̂mini , T
max





If a user is never trapped in the bad channel for a long period of time, when
Ti(n) is continuously less than T
ave
i for some time, T
min
i (n) is increased to T
ave
i .
Then the next Ti(n + 1) has to select the throughput equal to or greater than
T avei ; consequently, T
mid
i (n) stops increasing. The same analysis can be applied to
Tmaxi (n). Since T
min
i (n) and T
max
i (n) are bounded and are linearly modified by
Tmidi (n), T
mid
i (n) is also bounded. If T
mid




= T avei +
(Tmidi (N)− T avei )
βN
. (3.11)






= T avei , i.e., the system is fair, so that each user’s time-average
throughput is a constant.
If a user is trapped in the bad channel for a long period of time and detects Z
consecutive Tmini (n) equal to T̂
max
i , the user will report the acceptable throughput
range as [T̂mini , T
max
i (n)]. Under this condition, T
mid
i (n) will not be bounded. If
the channel becomes better in the future and the system assigns more throughput
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to this user, Tmidi (n) will be increased. Consequently, T
max
i (n) will be less than
T̂maxi , and the second term on the right hand side of (3.11) will approach to zero,
asymptotically. If a user is trapped in the bad channel indefinitely, Tmidi (n) will
go to negative infinity, and fairness constraint cannot be satisfied. In practice,
this situation seldom happens. If it does happen, there is no practical meaning to
guarantee fairness for this user because this user will cause too much CCI that will
reduce the system performance a lot.
Adaptive Algorithms for Throughput Allocation at the System Level
In this part, the second sub-problem will be solved, and three adaptive algo-
rithms will be developed at the system level to allocate throughput to different
users each time to generate the minimum overall transmitted power. The first one
is a full search algorithm that can guarantee to find the optimal solution each time,
but the complexity is very high. The second one is a fast search algorithm that
analyzes which users contribute more to the overall transmitted power. The last
one is an adaptive algorithm by assuming that the throughput is continuous and
approximated by (3.6). Then the throughput allocation result is projected to the
closest discrete value that satisfies all the constraints.
Full Search Algorithm
Because there is only limited number of discrete throughput Ti that each user
can select, and there are only limited number of users, a full search method can be
applied to find the optimal throughput allocation. The users provide the acceptable
throughput ranges to the system. The system calculates the overall transmitted
powers of all combinations of Ti by the iterative algorithm under the constraints
in (3.8). The throughput allocation that generates the lowest overall transmitted
power is selected. The adaptive algorithm can find the optimal solution each time,
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but it has very high complexity. The complexity is increased exponentially with
the number of users, which is not acceptable in practice. It can be used as a
performance bound. The full search adaptive algorithm is given by:
Full Search Adaptive Algorithm for Throughput Allocation
1. Adaptive Modulation:
search all possible Ti(n) for every user subject to the constraints.
find the combination of Ti(n) that minimizes
∑K
i=1 Pi
calculated by the iteration.
2. Iteration:
• Initialization: P1, . . . , PK = any positive feasible values
• Antenna Diversity: wi = arg maxwi Γi
• Power Allocation Update Iteration:
γi = required SINR for Ti(n) and desired BER;
D = diag(γ1, . . . , γK); P = DFP + u.
3. Throughput Range Update:
Update Tmidi (n), T
min




In order to reduce complexity, a fast search algorithm is developed. The system
needs to find out which users contribute more to the overall transmitted power.
The gradient of overall transmitted power to each user’s targeted SINR is derived.
If the users with larger gradients can sacrifice their SINRs a little bit, the overall
transmitted power will be reduced significantly.
In the Perron-Frobenius theorem [67], if the spectrum radius of DF, ρ(DF), i.e.,
the maximum absolute eigenvalue, is less than 1, the minimum overall transmitted
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j. Since D = diag(γ1, . . . , γK), and [F]ij > 0,∀i, j, if γj, j =
1 . . . K, j 6= i is fixed, every component in Q is a function of (γi)j, j = 1 . . .∞ with
non-negative coefficients. In vector u, every ui has the non-negative coefficients as
well. So Psum =
∑K
i=1 Pi = 1
TQ−1u is also a function of (γi)j with non-negative
coefficients. The only situation where the coefficients are zeros is when the antenna
diversity uses a null for the desired mobile user. This hardly happens in practice.
Since γi > 0, ∀i, when the other γj, j = 1 . . . K, j 6= i is fixed, Psum is a convex
and increasing function of γi. From (3.6), γi is an increasing and convex function
of throughput Ti. So Psum is also an increasing and convex function of Ti, when
the other Tj, j = 1 . . . K, j 6= i is fixed. Consequently, the overall transmitted
power is minimized when the network throughput constraint is equal, i.e., T = R.
This is because any Ti can be reduced to have smaller overall transmitted power,
if T > R.
Now the gradients of overall transmitted power can be deduced. If the deriva-
tives are taken with respect to γi at both sides of (3.12), the i
th element of gradient
g = [g1 . . . gK ]








where ci = 1
T (I − DF)−1vi, and [vi]j = 1 , if j = i; [vi]j = 0 , otherwise. The
value of ci reflects how severe the CCI is. When the CCI is large, ci tells how much
the ith user causes the CCI to other users. When the CCI is small, ci ≈ cj, ∀i, j.
Since the adaptive algorithm only needs the direction of the gradients and does not
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need the amplitudes, the value of ci can be ignored, i.e., ci = 1,∀i, when the CCI
is small. Equation (3.13) is very significant in that it provides a very simple way
to find the gradients. In this case, SINRs can be measured at each base station’s
antenna diversity output, and the feedback channels can be used to get the mobile
transmitted power values to calculate the gradients. Consequently, the complexity
can be reduced greatly.
With the gradients, a greedy algorithm is developed. First, because the network
throughput constraint T = R is non-linear, the overall transmitted power Psum is
no longer a convex function of γi under this constraint. The gradients of differ-
ent users are compared. If a user with a larger gradient selects lower throughput,
i.e., he requires a lower targeted SINR threshold, the overall transmitted power is
greatly reduced. So first the throughput that generates the lowest overall trans-
mitted power is decided for the user with the highest gradient, subject to the con-
straints. When the throughput of the user with the largest gradient is changed,
the throughput of the other users is modified in the order from the lower gradient
to higher gradient to compensate the network throughput constraint T = R. By
doing this, more throughput is allocated to the users with small gradients, and
less throughput is assigned to the users with large gradients; Consequently, the
overall transmitted power will be reduced significantly. Note that the throughput
of the user with the largest gradient may not end up with the lowest throughput
Tmini (n), because the increase of the sum of other user’s powers may be larger than
the decrease of this user’s power. In the next iteration, the throughput of the user
with the largest gradient is fixed, and the system finds the optimal throughput for
the user with the second highest gradient, and so on until we find the throughput
of the last user in the row. Because every user only searches for a fixed amount of
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throughput range and reordering is needed, if the gradient is calculated by (3.13)
and ci ≈ cj, ∀ i, j for simplicity, this sub-optimal algorithm has the complexity
of only O(K2 log2 K). If the CCI is severe and ci 6= cj, then the complexity is
O(K3 log2 K). If the user index is rearranged from the largest gradient to the
lowest, i.e., g1 ≥ g2 ≥ . . . ≥ gK , and any non-feasible solution has Psum = ∞, the
sub-optimal adaptive iterative algorithm is summarized by:




1 , . . . , TK(0) = T
ave
1 ,
P1, . . . , PK = any feasible positive const.
2. Adaptive Modulation
for i = 1 to K
for Ti = T
min
i (n) to T
max
i (n)
1.Modify from TK(n) to Ti+1(n)
to satisfy the constraint T = R (exhaust TK first.)
2.Run iteration
•Antenna Diversity: wi = arg maxwi Γi
•Power Allocation Update Iteration:
γi = required SINR for Ti and desired BER,
D = diag(γ1 . . . γK), P = DFP + u.




3. Throughput Range Update: Update Tmidi (n), T
min




The algorithm is suboptimal because the optimal throughput for one user may
not be optimal for all users. The algorithm may stop at some local minimum points
or the boundary points. From the simulation results that will be shown later, the
sub-optimal algorithm has relatively good performance.
Projected Gradient Algorithm
As what have been stated, the feasible constraint in (3.8) is a BMI constraint.
Here the approximation of throughput in (3.6) is used, and a projected gradient
algorithm [68] is developed to change each user’s targeted SINR to find the minimal
overall transmitted power. The throughput allocation results are probably not
integers. The results are projected to the nearest discrete throughput allocation
that satisfies the constraints. Then the above two steps are employed again, until
the discrete throughput allocations are the same in two consecutive iterations.
First, the projected gradient method will be developed. The throughput is now
supposed to be continuous and has the value T̃i. If each user’s targeted SINR is
changed by the gradient in (3.13), the overall throughput constraint
∑K
i=1 T̃i =
R cannot be satisfied. The gradient needs to be modified such that the overall
throughput constraint holds. The plane that is tangent to the curve
∑K
i=1 T̃i = R
at point [γ1, . . . , γK ] needs to be found, where γi = (2
T̃i/c
i
4 − 1)/ci5. Without loss
of generality, this plane can be moved to the origin. The plane can be expressed
as:
∑K






5γi). The modified gradient is given
by q = [q1 . . . qK ]
T . By the definition of projection, vector q satisfies equation
‖g − q‖2 = min∀q∈plane ‖g − q‖2. The right hand side needs to be minimized to
get the optimal vector, i.e., the projection q.
The best throughput allocation T̃i is obtained from the above projected gradient
algorithm. T̃i needs to be projected to a discrete value. The projection problem
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can be written as:
min
Ti




Ti = R, T
min
i (n) ≤ Ti ≤ Tmaxi (n), and (I−DF)P ≥ u.
where T̃i is projected to the discrete value with the constraint
∑K
i=1 Ti = R. How-
ever the discrete throughput projection may not be feasible or not in the ranges.
If so, the second closest point needs to be found to see if it satisfies all the con-
straints. The search is continued until a feasible solution is found. The projected





1 , . . . , TK(0) = T
ave
K ,
P1, . . . , PK = any feasible positive const.
2. Iteration: Stop when Ti is stable.
• Antenna Diversity: MRC or SC
• Adaptive Threshold Allocation
do
{SINR Range:γmini = (2T mini /ci4 − 1)/ci5; γmaxi = (2T maxi /ci4 − 1)/ci5
Projected Gradient:
g = 5Psum; q = projection(g); γi = γi − µ · qi ∀ i;
Within Range:if (γi > γ
max
i ) γi = γ
max
i ; if (γi < γ
min
i ) γi = γ
min
i }
while (γi not stable, not boundary)
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• Adaptive Modulation: Select T̃i = ci4 log2(1 + ci5γi).
• Throughput Projection:
Project T̃i to the nearest Ti that satisfies the constraints.




4 − 1)/ci5; D = diag(γ1, γ2...γK); P = DFP + u.
3. Throughput Range Update: Update Tmidi (n), T
min
i (n), and T
max
i (n).
In the algorithm, µ is a small constant, whose value decides the rate of convergence
and the variance of the final results. Whether or not γi is stable is decided by
comparing the maximum difference of γi in two consecutive steps. The algorithm
has complexity of O(K3). However, because two iterations are needed each time,
the complexity is higher than that of the fast search algorithm but still much lower
than that of the full search algorithm, when the number of users is large. From
the simulation results, it will be shown that the projected gradient algorithm can
find the optimal solution each time.
The algorithm starts from any feasible rate and power allocation. In each
iteration, the gradient of the overall transmitted power is calculated and projected
on a plane where the network performance constraint is satisfied. This modified
gradient is at least pointing in the direction where the overall transmitted power is
increasing. The algorithm modifies the SINR allocation at the opposite direction
of this modified gradient, so that the new overall transmitted power is less than or
equal to that of the old iteration. When the algorithm finds the SINR allocation
solution, this SINR allocation must be feasible, and the transmitted powers are
updated by fixing the targeted SINRs. This power update iteration converges to
a unique solution [5, 47].
Joint Power Control and Throughput Management System
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Figure 3.4: Power Control and Throughput Management System
With the adaptive algorithms, a joint power control and throughput man-
agement system is constructed in Fig. 3.4. Because of users’ multipath fading,
shadowing, and random locations in their respective cells, the channel conditions
are varying. Therefore, accurate techniques for “real time” estimations of channel
conditions are essential [8, 11, 3]. The fluctuations of channels are assumed to
be tracked perfectly by the base stations. This information is sent back to the
mobile users via an error-free feedback channel. The time delay in this feedback
channel is also assumed to be negligible, compared to the speed of channel and
CCI variations. All these assumptions are reasonable in slowly varying channels.
The way the system works and the distribution of computing efforts are shown
as follows: At the user level, the users compute and provide the system with
their acceptable throughput ranges, according to their transmission histories and
current channel conditions. At the system level, where the base stations have much
stronger computing power, the adaptive algorithm module gets the estimation of
users’ channel responses from the channel estimation module. Then power control
and modulation rates are computed. The power control and best throughput
allocation information is sent back to the mobile users. Then the mobile users,
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accordingly, adapt their transmission rates and powers.
For the mobile device with battery power supply, the maximum transmitted
power is limited. In the optimization problem, the maximum power constraint
can also be considered. In the proposed approaches, this constraint can be easily
implemented by the full search and fast search algorithms. The algorithms are
modified such that only the throughput allocation that satisfies the maximum
power constraint will be selected. However, in the projected gradient method,
the maximum power constraint will impose another very complex and non-linear
constraint in the proposed adaptive algorithm.
Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithms, a network
with hexagonal cells is simulated. The radius of each cell is 1000m. Two adjacent
cells do not share the same channel, i.e., the reuse factor is 7. There are 50 cells
in the networks. One base station is placed at the center of each cell. In each cell,
one user is placed randomly with a uniform distribution. In the simulation, the
fading is considered as complex Gaussian distributions with three multipaths of
equal powers. The fading is independent between two resource allocation intervals.
Each base station has a P -element antenna array. Noise power is 10−3. Z = 50.
3dB log-normal distribution is considered. In our approach, the two slopes path
loss model [20] is applied to obtain the average received power as a function of
distance. We select the basic path loss exponent as 2, the additional path loss
exponent as 2, the base station antenna height as 50m, the mobile antenna height
as 2m, and the carrier frequency as 900-MHz. In Table 3.1, the overall transmitted
power of our proposed system is shown with respect to different number of anten-
nas. The value is normalized with the case where only single antenna is applied.
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Table 3.1: Normalized Transmitted Power with Respect to No. of Antennas
No. of antennas 2 3 4 5 6 7
MRC(BER=10−2) 0.2722 0.1271 0.0904 0.0598 0.0468 0.0412
SC(BER=10−2) 0.3746 0.2095 0.1677 0.1260 0.1083 0.1065
MRC(BER=10−5) 0.1519 0.0787 0.0572 0.0463 0.0349 0.0264
SC(BER=10−5) 0.1958 0.1248 0.0873 0.0797 0.0716 0.0655










































































































(a) BER=10−2 (b) BER=10−5
Figure 3.5: Normalized Power (dB) vs. Throughput
Two different BER requirements (BER = 10−2 and BER = 10−5) are shown re-
spectively . The overall transmitted power can have a reduction of about 75% to
95% for MRC compared to the single antenna case. The performance of SC is con-
sistently worse than that of MRC. Since SC can apply non-coherent modulation,
the complexity is much smaller. When the desired BER is decreased, SC performs
closer to MRC. With the number of antennas P increasing, from simulations, the
decrease of powers saturates around P = 4. Therefore, P = 4 is chosen for rest of
simulations.
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In Fig.3.5 (a) and (b), the normalized overall transmitted power as a function
of average spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz) is compared for the fixed scheme [47], fast
search scheme, projected gradient algorithm, and optimal full search scheme with
MRC and SC diversity at BER = 10−2 and BER = 10−5, respectively. We normal-
ize the power with MRC scheme when the spectral efficiency equals to 1. Each user
is assumed to have the same desired time-average throughput T ave1 = . . . = T
ave
K .
Define window size = (Tmaxi − T avei ) = (T avei − Tmini ) = 2 bit/s, ∀i. Each user is
assumed to have unit bandwidth. From the simulation results, the projected gradi-
ent algorithm can find the optimal solution obtained by the full search algorithm.
Because there is only one allocation scheme available when the average spectral
efficiency is equal to one, all the algorithms perform the same. When the average
spectral efficiency increases, the proposed algorithms greatly reduce the overall
transmitted power and increase the maximum achievable throughput. The subop-
timal fast search algorithm has the performance between those of the fixed scheme
and optimal scheme. The results show that the proposed scheme can reduce the
overall transmitted power by about 7dB, when the average spectral efficiency is
larger than 2. The proposed scheme also increases the maximum spectral efficiency
by about 1 bit/s/Hz. In the lower spectral efficiency range, the suboptimal fast
search algorithm has almost the same performance as that of the optimal solution.
If the MRC diversity is employed, it reduces about 3dB to 4dB more transmitted
powers than those of SC diversity. The SC diversity and proposed sub-optimal
algorithm have a lower complexity.
In order to further study the projected gradient method, the throughput is
assumed to be continuous. In Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b), the MQAM performances
are compared with MRC and SC diversity at BER = 10−2 and BER = 10−5,
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(a) BER=10−2 (b) BER=10−5
Figure 3.6: MQAM Performance with Continuous Throughput Assumption
respectively. The simulations are conducted from time 1 to 1000. From the results,
it is shown that the adaptive algorithms can improve the average spectral efficiency
by 0.9 bit/s/Hz, and decrease the overall transmitted power by 40% less than
those of the fixed schemes. The MRC scheme again has better performance than
SC scheme. The overall transmitted power of MRC is 40% less than that of SC.
The maximum achievable spectral efficiency of MRC is about 0.7 bit/s/Hz to 0.9
bit/s/Hz higher than that of SC. However, this improvement is decreasing as BER
is getting smaller.
In Fig. 3.7 (a) and (b), the average power saving and average spectral efficiency
gain are shown as the functions of window size. The overall transmitted power
can be reduced up to 7dB, and the spectral efficiency can be increased up to 1.2
bit/s/Hz. The power stops decreasing and spectral efficiency increasing speed
is reduced, as the window size is growing. This is because of the time-average
throughput constraint for each user. The user that gets better throughput at this
time must pay back in the future. So there is no need to have a very large window
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(a) Power Saving (b) Spectral Efficiency Gain
Figure 3.7: Effects of Window Size
size. Only a limited number of modulation rates are necessary; consequently, the
system complexity can be simple.
3.4 Link Quality and Power Management with
Space-Time Diversity
In multi-access wireless networks, dynamic allocation of resource such as link qual-
ities and transmitted powers is an important means to combat time varying fading
environments and co-channel interferences (CCI). In most prior works, every link’s
quality is maintained by having a fixed signal-to-interference-noise-ratio (SINR)
requirement. We discover that such a constraint is too strong and can degrade the
performance of the whole wireless networks, because a user with a bad channel
response requires too much transmitted power and therefore causes unnecessary
CCI to other users. In our approach, we alleviate this constraint and explore the
time diversity. For each user, the time average link quality is maintained as a
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constant to ensure fairness. For the whole system, we want to minimize the overall
transmitted power. In order to solve this problem, each user provides the system
with a SINR range that is acceptable, according to his channel conditions and
transmission history. Then the system allocates the resources according to these
ranges, channel conditions, and other practical constraints. Each time, some users
may sacrifice their performances to reduce the overall network transmitted power.
These users’ temporary sacrifices will improve the system performance and will be
paid back in long term. The scheme can be conceived as “water filling” the wireless
network resources to different users at different times. In addition, by combining
our proposed scheme with beamforming, we can have one more degree of freedom
to combat CCI’s in different directions of arrivals and different channel conditions
over time.
The organization of section is as follows: First, we give the motivation and
sketch of the proposed scheme. Then, we present the system model. We first
explain the traditional power control problem and point out its shortcomings. We
develop adaptive algorithms to reduce the overall transmitted power by alleviating
the fixed link quality constraint and exploring time diversity. We discuss downlink
cases and point out the differences from the uplink cases. Joint beamforming and
our proposed scheme is presented. We have simulation studies.
Motivation and Sketch
Resource allocation for the wireless networks has been extensively studied in
the literature. In [94, 21, 22, 43, 44, 23], classical power control algorithms are
presented, and their convergence is proved. In [54, 24, 25, 16, 18, 55, 117, 22], the
authors study combining rate adaption and power control to optimize the system
performance. In [47, 95, 26, 27], beamforming, power control, multiuser detection,
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and base station assignment are combined for cellular wireless communication sys-
tem. In [48, 28], the problem of optimal resource allocation is considered from
the information theoretic point of view. Throughput capacity and delay-limited
capacity are extensively studied. In [49, 30], dynamic programming is considered
for integrating link adaptation and power control to improve the overall through-
put. In [31, 32], game theory is introduced to power control problem. The utility
functions are designed for users to compete resources with each other. The system
is balanced in some equilibrium.
In the traditional power control, the overall transmitted power is minimized,
while each user modifies his transmitted power, so that his received SINR is larger
than or equal to a fixed and predefined targeted SINR threshold required main-
taining his link quality. However a user with a bad channel response will transmit
a very high power, therefore he can cause unnecessary CCI to other users. As a
result, the overall network performance is degraded. In our approach, by alleviat-
ing the fixed link quality constraint and exploring the time diversity, we develop
adaptive joint link quality and power management schemes with fairness constraint
for both uplink and downlink. The schemes encourage some users to sacrifice their
performances in a short period, with the incentive that the overall network trans-
mitted power can be reduced and the users’ temporary sacrifices will be paid back
in a long term.
In the proposed schemes, each user provides the system with a SINR range
that he can accept each time. Then the system employs adaptive algorithms to
assign different users their targeted SINR’s, according to their acceptable SINR
ranges, channel conditions, and other practical constraints. Different users may
have different assigned SINR’s each time, while each user’s time average SINR is
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maintained as a constant to ensure fairness for the link quality that the user has
paid for. In order to ensure fairness, users adjust their acceptable SINR ranges,
according to their channel conditions and transmission histories. If a user has a
smaller assigned SINR now, he will provide the system with a higher acceptable
SINR range in the future, such that the system has to assign a higher SINR to him.
The scheme can be conceived as “water filling” the wireless network resources to
different users at different times, according to their channel conditions. Moreover,
the joint consideration of the proposed scheme and beamforming can be interpreted
as to combat CCI’s in different DOA’s and different channel conditions over time.
As will be shown in the simulation results, the proposed schemes reduce up to 60%
of the overall transmitted power, increase the maximal achievable SINR by up to
6dB compared with the previous work [47, 95], thus the schemes greatly increase
the network performance.
System and Channel Models
Consider M co-channel links that may exist in distinct cells of multicell net-
works. Each link consists of a mobile user and his assigned base station. Assume
coherent detection is possible so that it is sufficient to model this system by an
equivalent baseband model. Each link is affected by propagation loss, shadowing
fading, and multipath Rayleigh fading. For uplink, the output signal at the ith









migm(t− τ lmi)sm(t− τ lmi) + ni(t) (3.15)
where L is the maximal number of multipath, Pm is the m
th user’s transmitted
power, Gmi and ρmi are the path loss and the log-normal shadow fading from the
mth user to the ith base station, respectively, αlmi is the Rayleigh fading for the l
th




transmission delay, and ni(t) is the thermal noise. We assume that the channels
change slowly and are stable over a frame with hundreds of symbols. We also
assume the multipath delay is far less than one symbol duration, i.e. τ lii ≈ 0, ∀i, l
(the delay from the mobile user to his assigned BS), and the delay from the user to
any other cell τ lmi,m 6= i is uniformly distributed in [0, T ], where T is the sample
duration.






where rmi includes the effects of transmission delay, transmitter filter, receiver







PmGmiρmism(k) + ni(k) (3.17)
where ni(k) is the sampled thermal noise. The i
th user’s SINR can be written as:
Γi =
PiρiiGii|hii|2∑
m6=i PmρmiGmi|hmi|2 + Ni
(3.18)
where Ni = E(|ni|2).
Now we discuss the downlink cases. One issue that complicates the downlink
problem is the possible lack of direct measurements of downlink channel responses
at the base stations, especially for frequency-division-duplex (FDD) systems. The
other issue is the lack of efficient downlink algorithms, even though the downlink
channel responses are available. To obtain the optimal power control involves
a complicated multi-variable optimization. In our approach, we use the virtual
uplink power control technique [95], which just involves simple computations. The










img̃im(t− τ̃ lim)s̃i(t− τ̃ lim) + ñm(t) (3.19)
where s̃i is the message signal transmitted from the i
th base station to its associated
mobile user, ñm is the thermal noise at the m
th mobile user, P̃i is the signal power,
and G̃im, ρ̃im, α̃
l
im, g̃im, and τ̃
l
im have the same definitions as those of the uplink






where r̃im includes the effects of receiver matched filter, shaping function, and






P̃iρ̃imG̃ims̃i(k) + ñm(k). (3.21)
The SINR at the mth mobile receiver can be expressed as:
Γ̃m =
P̃mρ̃mmG̃mm|h̃mm|2∑
i 6=m P̃iρ̃imG̃im|h̃im|2 + Ñm
(3.22)
where Ñm is the thermal noise power at the m
th mobile user.
Joint Adaptive Link Quality and Power Management
In this part, we will first review the traditional power control problem and indi-
cate the disadvantages of this kind of approaches. Then we give the reformulated
problems for both uplink and downlink cases. Adaptive algorithms are developed
to solve the problems.
Traditional Power Control
In the traditional uplink power control, the transmitted power of each mobile
user is selected, so that each user has Γi ≥ γi, for i = 1, ...,M , while the overall
transmitted power used by all mobile users is minimized. Here γi is a fixed and
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predefined targeted SINR threshold to maintain the required link quality. Given
that the path gains and the transmitted powers are non-negative, the matrix ver-







subject to (I−DF)P ≥ u
where u = [u1, . . . , uM ]
T with ui = γiNi/ρiiGii, P = [P1, . . . , PM ]






0 if j = i,
ρjiGji|hji|2
ρiiGii|hii|2 if j 6= i.
(3.24)
If the spectral radius of DF, ρ(DF), i.e. the maximal eigenvalue of DF, is inside
the unit circle, the system has feasible solutions, i.e., there exists a positive power
allocation that Γi ≥ γi, for i = 1, ..., M . By Perron-Frobenius theorem [67] , the
optimum power vector for this problem is P̂ = (I−DF)−1u. The optimal solution
of the power vector is achieved when the equations of the constraint are held, i.e.
Γi = γi,∀i. It has been shown that this is a NP hard problem[91]. Many adaptive
algorithms [94, 43, 44, 47] have been developed to decrease the system complexity
by updating the transmitted powers in a distributed manner.
In the traditional power control scheme mentioned above, each user adjusts his
transmitted power to maintain the fixed and predefined SINR thresholds. When
these targeted SINR thresholds are small and CCI’s are minor, the system works
perfectly well. However, when the targeted SINR thresholds become large, each
user transmits a higher power and causes higher CCI to other users. The overall
transmitted power will start to increase rapidly. If the targeted SINR thresholds
are larger than some specific levels, CCI’s will be so large that no feasible solutions
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exist, i.e. no matter how large the transmitted powers are, the receivers cannot
get enough SINR levels. The reason for such a problem is that the user with the
bad channel condition transmits too much power, thus introduces unnecessarily
high CCI to other users. Consequently the overall system performance is reduced.
Therefore, having the fixed and predefined targeted SINR thresholds constraint as
the problem defined in (3.24) is not a good approach for wireless resource alloca-
tions.
Proposed Approach for Uplink
In our approach, we alleviate the constant SINR constraint by allowing users to
have the time-varying SINR thresholds, according to their channel conditions. We
assume the ith user can accept the instantaneous SINR threshold within a range
from γmini to γ
max
i , according to his channel condition, while the overall network
link quality is kept higher than or equal to a value for adequate overall network
performances. Each time, the users with bad channel conditions sacrifice their
SINR’s (because such levels of SINR’s may not improve anything for these users),
and are assigned with lower SINR thresholds. At the same time, the users with
good channel conditions get higher SINR’s. Consequently they have better link
qualities. For each user, the time average link quality is kept as a constant to
ensure fairness that the user has paid for. Each time, some users may sacrifice
their performances to reduce the overall network transmitted power. These users’
temporary sacrifices will be paid back in a long term. The scheme can be conceived
as “water filling” wireless network resources in the time domain and to the different
users, according to users’ channel conditions. The user’s link quality can have
different definitions for different scenarios. For example, for adaptive modulation
systems, the throughput and BER can be approximated by simple exponential
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expressions in [54, 25]. For adaptive coding systems and multimedia transmissions,
the coding performance and distortion can also be approximated as functions of
γi [66]. In our approach, we define the link quality as γi directly, which fits the
situations such as power limited communications [43]. For the other link quality
functions, the schemes described in the rest of section can be easily extended in













i=1 γi ≥ ψ,




where γavei is the time average i
th link’s quality, and ψ is the network overall link
quality that our system needs to guarantee, which is at least as large as that of the






It is worthy to emphasize that the inequality (I−DF)P ≥ u is a bilinear matrix
inequality (BMI) [68]. If we fix the powers, the targeted SINR’s are linearly con-
strained; if we fix targeted SINR’s, the powers are linearly constrained. However,
if both are considered, it is a BMI problem. In the previous works [94, 47], each
user’s targeted SINR is the same, thus the inequality constraint is linear. While
in the proposed scheme, different user can select different γi, so the constraint is
not linear any more. A BMI problem is non-convex and can have multiple local
optima.
The time-diversity fairness constraint E(γi) = γ
ave
i in (3.25) involves optimiza-
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Table 3.2: Adaptive Algorithm for Moving Acceptable SINR Range
Initial:
γmini (0) = γ̂
min
i ;







γmidi (n) = γ
mid
i (n− 1) + β(γi(n)− γavei );
γmini (n + 1) = min(max(γ
ave
i − γmidi (n) + γ̂mini , γ̂mini ), γ̂maxi );
γmaxi (n + 1) = max(min(γ̂
max
i − γmidi (n) + γavei , γ̂maxi ), γ̂mini ).
tions at different times. The difficulties to solve it analytically by the techniques
such as dynamic programming lie in how to represent the channel models with
CCI’s and the computational complexity with large number of users. In our ap-
proach, we develop a moving SINR window algorithm and a projected gradient
algorithm to heuristically solve (3.25). The basic idea is to first change the accept-
able SINR ranges, according to the transmission histories and channel conditions,
so that the fairness constraint is satisfied. Then within these SINR ranges, a pro-
jected gradient algorithm finds the allocation that produces the minimal overall
transmitted power.
Instead of having fixed γmini and γ
max
i , we assume that the i
th user can select
SINR level γmini (n) ≤ γi(n) ≤ γmaxi (n) at time n and the targeted time average
SINR is γavei . Each time, γ
min
i (n+1) and γ
max
i (n+1) are modified by current γi(n).




i (n+1) and γ
max
i (n+1) are increased, so that
there is a higher probability that γi(n+1) is larger than γ
ave
i ; else γ
min
i (n+1) and
γmaxi (n + 1) are decreased. γ
min
i (n + 1) and γ
max
i (n + 1) are bounded by γ̂
min
i and
γ̂maxi , which are the minimal and maximal SINR’s that are fixed and predefined
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by the system. In order to track the history of γi, we define
γmidi (n) = γ
mid
i (n− 1) + β(γi(n)− γavei ), 0 < β < 1, (3.26)
where β is a delay sensitive factor. If a user’s payload is a voice traffic and cannot
suffer much delay, β should select a relatively larger number, such that the link
quality will be compensated quickly. If a user’s payload is a data traffic and can
suffer some delay, β can select a relatively small number, so that the user can wait
until the channel becomes better to transmit. Each time, γmini (n), γ
max
i (n), and
γmidi (n) are updated by each user in Table 1.
When γi(n) is continuously less than γ
ave
i for some time, γ
min
i (n) is increased to
γavei . Then the next γi(n + 1) ≥ γavei , consequently, γmidi (n) stops increasing. The
same analysis can be applied to γmaxi (n). Since γ
min
i (n) and γ
max
i (n) are bounded
and they are linearly modified by γmidi (n), γ
mid
i (n) is also bounded. Rearrange





(γmidi (N)− γavei )
βN
. (3.27)
Since γmidi (N) is bounded, the second term on the right hand side decreases to





= γavei , i.e. the proposed
algorithm guarantees fairness.
Now we can construct the adaptive algorithm to adjust each user’s targeted
SINR threshold to reduce the overall transmitted power. We need to find out which
users cause larger CCI’s and contribute more to the overall transmitted power. If
these users can sacrifice their targeted SINR’s a little bit, the overall transmitted
power will be reduced significantly. Psum can be written as Psum = 1
T (I−DF)−1u.
From [53], we know Psum is a convex and increasing function of γi, when the other
γj, j = 1 . . . M, j 6= i are fixed. Take derivatives of γi of Psum, then we have the
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ith element of gradient g = [g1 . . . gM ]











= 1T (I−DF)−1[D̂iFP + ûi]











Ni/(ρiiGii|hii|2) if j = i,
0 otherwise.












where Γi is the SINR detected at the base station’s antenna output for the i
th user,
ci = 1
T (I − DF)−1vi, and [vi]j = 1, if j = i; [vi]j = 0, otherwise. ci reflects
severeness of CCI’s and tells which user causes more CCI to other users. When
CCI’s are small, ci ≈ cj, ∀i, j. Since we only care the direction of the gradient and
do not care the amplitude, we can ignore the value of ci when CCI’s are small. By
using this gradient, we know how to reduce the overall transmitted power.
Since each user can have his targeted SINR threshold in a range from γmini (n)
to γmaxi (n), ∀ i, at time n, if we do not have any more constraint, every user
will have γmini (n) as his targeted SINR threshold, so that the transmitted powers
are minimized. However, the network performance is consequently degraded. So
we assume the overall link quality of the network
∑M
i=1 γi(n) ≥ ψ. Because we
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optimize the overall transmitted power Psum which is an increasing function of γi
[53], the optimal solution will occur when
∑M
i=1 γi(n) = ψ. If we change each user’s
targeted SINR according to (3.29), the constraint
∑M
i=1 γi(n) = ψ will not hold.
We have to modify the gradient by projecting the gradient onto the plane where
the constraint holds. Define the modified gradient as q = [q1 . . . qM ]
T . By the




i=1 γi(n) = 0], i.e., q = arg min∀x∈Ω ‖g − x‖2, where x is a vector in




(xi − gi)2 + (−
M−1∑
i=1
xi − gM)2. (3.30)
Take derivatives with respect to each argument, set the derivatives to zeros, write
the equations in matrix form, we can get the optimal projection q of g onto Ω,














M − 1 −1 . . . −1

















Now we can construct an adaptive algorithm to move along the projected gra-
dient q to reduce the overall transmitted power, as summarized in Table 2. We
initialize the algorithm with γ1(0) = γ
ave
1 , . . . , γM(0) = γ
ave
M . The initialization is
assumed to be feasible. µ is a small constant, whose value decides the rate of con-
vergence and the variance of the final result. The convergence criteria for the adap-
tive algorithm can be implemented, according to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker(KKT)
conditions [38]. For the specific problem in (3.25), the KKT conditions are given
by the following theorem:
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Table 3.3: Adaptive Algorithm for Uplink
Initialization: γ1(0) = γ
ave







g = 5Psum; q = projection(g);
γi(n) = γi(n)− µqi ∀ i;
if (γi(n) > γ
max
i (n)), γi(n) = γ
max
i (n);
if (γi(n) < γ
min
i (n)), γi(n) = γ
min
i (n).}
while (γi(n) is not convergent.)
Power Update Iteration:
D = diag(γ1(n), γ2(n), . . . , γM(n));
P = DFP + u.
SINR Range Update: Update γmidi (n), γ
min
i (n), and γ
max
i (n).
Theorem 3.4.1 The convergence criteria of the proposed algorithm in Table 2 is:
when γi hits the boundary, the projected gradient qi will point inside the range; else
qi = 0, i.e., 


qi ≥ 0 if γi = γmini (n),
qi ≤ 0 if γi = γmaxi (n),
qi = 0 otherwise.
(3.32)
Under such conditions, the algorithm cannot further decrease the overall transmit-
ted power and falls into a local minimum.
Proof: Each time, we know the acceptable SINR ranges for different users and
the fact that the optima occur when ψ =
∑M
i=1 γi. We can rewrite the optimization
problem in (3.25) as:
min
γi






h = ψ −∑Mi=1 γi = 0,
gi1 = γi − γmaxi (n) ≤ 0, ∀i,
gi2 = γ
min
i − γi ≤ 0, ∀i.
















where λ, µi1, and µ
i
2, ∀i are the Lagrange coefficients. Assume the local minimum
occurs at [γ∗1 . . . γ
∗
M ]
T . The KKT conditions are that there exit ui1, u
i
2, and λ, such
that the following conditions hold at γ∗i , ∀i.
5f +5hT λ + ∑Mi=15gi1T ui1 +
∑M
i=15gi2T ui2 = 0,
∀i, ui1T gi1 = 0, ui2T gi2 = 0,
∀i, ui1 ≥ 0, ui2 ≥ 0,
(3.35)
where5gi1 = 1 and 5gi2 = −1, ∀i. we have q = 5f +5hT λ at point γ∗i , ∀i. When




i (n), we select u
i
1 = 0 and u
i
2 = 0. Under this condition, qi
needs to be zero. If γmaxi (n) = γ
∗
i , we select u
i
2 = 0. Because qi ≤ 0 and 5gi1 = 1,
we can have ui1 ≥ 0. If γmini (n) = γ∗i , we select ui1 = 0. Because qi ≥ 0 and
5gi2 = −1, we can have ui2 ≥ 0. So we prove that the equations in (3.32) satisfies
the KKT conditions in (3.35). 2
The power update step in Table 2 can be implemented in a distributed iteration
manner as in [94], which only needs local channel information. In each update,
the targeted SINR’s are calculated at the base station, and then the powers are
updated, according to the targeted SINR’s in the distributed iterations [94, 43, 44,
47]. The power update equation in the algorithm in Table 2 has been proved [47]
to fit the standard function [94]. The power update step converges to a unique
solution, when the targeted SINR’s are feasible. In the proposed algorithm, the
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targeted SINR’s are selected, so that the overall transmitted power is reduced.
Starting from any feasible initialization, γi is always within the feasible range
|ρ(DF)| < 1. So the power update step converges.
Proposed Approach for Downlink
Similar to the uplink cases, we develop the proposed link quality and power
management algorithm for the downlink cases. Define P̃i as the downlink trans-












i=1 γi ≥ ψ,




where P̃ = [P̃1 . . . P̃M ]










0 if j = i,
ρ̃ijG̃ij |̃hij |2
ρ̃jjG̃jj |̃hjj |2
if j 6= i.
(3.38)
Similar to the uplink cases, the overall transmitted power P̃sum =
∑M
i=1 P̃i is a
convex and increasing function of γi, if γj, j 6= i, j = 1 . . . M , is fixed [53]. By
using the similar deductions of the overall transmitted power as those in the uplink






where Γ̃m is the SINR detected at the m
th mobile user and c̃m = 1
T (I−DF̃)−1vm.
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Table 3.4: Adaptive Algorithm for Downlink
Initialization: γ1(0) = γ
ave







γi(n) = γi(n)− µq̃i, ∀ i;












while (γi(n) is not convergent.)
Iteration:
Virtual Uplink Power Update: P = DF̃
T
P + u.
Downlink Power Update: P̃ = DF̃P̃ + ũ.
SINR Range Update: Updateγmidi (n), γ
min
i (n), and γ
max
i (n).
For the discussion of downlink in this part, we still assume the SINR as the
link quality index and the overall network link quality is greater than or equal
to ψ each time. We can use (3.31) to get the projection of the gradient, such
that
∑M
i=1 γi(n) = ψ holds. For each user, we use the same moving SINR window
algorithm to ensure fairness as that for the uplink cases.
If the uplink and downlink are reciprocal, such as time divided duplex (TDD)
systems, we can use uplink channel responses as downlink channel responses and
construct a virtual uplink [95], whose channel responses are similar to those of the
downlink. Then we find the powers and targeted SINR’s at the base stations of the
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virtual uplink. Finally, we use the same powers and targeted SINR’s for the real
downlink. In order to update the transmitted power, we use the algorithm in [95]:
downlink SINR is measured in each mobile user; knowing his previous transmitted
power and targeted SINR, the mobile user uses a feedback channel to update the
transmitted power from the base station. The algorithm is summarized in Table
3.
Joint Consideration with Beamforming
The antenna array processing techniques such as beamforming can efficiently
improve the received SINR’s and system performances [47, 95, 27]. The antenna
arrays point their beams towards the directions of the desired signals while trying
to null the CCI’s. In this part, we jointly consider the proposed schemes in the
previous part with beamforming, and explain why such joint schemes are superior
to the traditional joint power control and beamforming schemes [47, 95].
We consider a system with antenna arrays at the base stations only. There are
P elements for each antenna array. For uplink, the sampled received signal vector






PmρmiGmism(k) + ni(k) (3.40)
where hmi = [h
1
mi, . . . , h
P
mi]










mi(θl) is the p
th antenna
element response to the signal from the direction θl, and ni(k) is the sampled
thermal noise vector.
With adaptive beamforming, the output of each antenna array element is com-
bined together with beamforming weight vector wi. The aim is to adjust the
weight vector to achieve the maximal SINR at the output of the combiner. If the
channel response from the desired user is known, the minimal variance distortion
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response (MVDR) solution to this problem can be used to minimize the total in-
terferences at the output of beamformer, while the gain for the desired user is kept




subject to ‖wHi hii‖2 = 1, i = 1, ..., M.
Define the correlation matrix as Φi = E[xix
H








Assuming the transmitted signals from different sources are uncorrelated and
zero mean, and the additive noise is spatially and temporally white, we can write
the ith user’s power at the beamformer output of the ith base station as:
E[‖wHi xi‖2] = PiρiiGii +
∑
m6=i
PmρmiGmi‖wHi hmi‖2 + wHi Niwi (3.42)
where Ni is the noise correlation matrix. The effective SINR at the i
th base
station’s beamformer output is given by:
Γi =
PiρiiGii∑
m6=i PmρmiGmi‖wHi hmi‖2 + wHi Niwi
. (3.43)
For the downlink case, the complexity of beamforming may increase because
the calculations for the beamformer weight vectors need the knowledge of downlink
channel responses for the whole network. This requires channel measurements at
the mobile users and feedback mechanisms to send the information to the base
stations, which will cost too much overhead and reduce the capacity. In order
to calculate the downlink beamforming weight vectors, we can only measure the
channel response from the base station to its assigned mobile user. We try to
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maximize the received power at the desired mobile user with a fixed norm downlink
beamforming vector as:
w̃m = arg max ‖w̃Hh̃mm‖2 (3.44)
subject to ‖w̃‖2 = 1
where w̃m is the downlink beamforming weight vector for the m
th user, and h̃mm =
[h̃1mm, . . . , h̃
P
mm]
T with h̃pmm as the channel response from the p
th antenna.
It is well known that the beamforming can effectively reduce CCI’s in differ-
ent DOA’s. However if the desired users are almost at the same direction, the
beamforming is less effective, because the beam pattern cannot distinguish the
desired signals from the undesired interferences. Under this condition, some of
the co-channel users will cause severe CCI’s to the others. In the traditional joint
power control and beamforming schemes with the fixed link quality requirement,
in order for the system to operate well all the time, the worst case scenario has to
be considered to choose the users’ link qualities. In our proposed joint schemes,
Table 3.5: Joint Beamforming and Proposed Resource Allocation




1.Beamforming: find the optimal wi, ∀i
2.Adaptive Threshold Allocation: find the targeted SINR γi, ∀i.
3.Power Update: update powers by wi and γi, ∀i.
SINR Range Update: Update γmidi (n), γ
min
i (n), and γ
max
i (n), ∀i.
each user’s time average link quality is maintained instead. When beamforming
cannot improve SINR’s of some users, these users can sacrifice their temporary
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link qualities with the incentive that their link qualities can be compensated back,
when the DOA’s change better and beamformers become more effectively. Conse-
quently, the overall transmitted power can be reduced a lot. It can be interpreted
as the system to “water-fill” the users’ link qualities, according to the different
channel conditions as well as the different DOA’s over time. Therefore, our pro-
posed schemes have one more degree of freedom to reduce the overall transmitted
power. The proposed joint beamforming and resource allocation scheme is shown
in Table 4.
In the rest of this part, we will analyze a two-user example to illustrate the
underlying reason for the performance improvements. Consider a network with













where Pi, ρi, Gi, and Ni are the power, shadow fading, propagation gain, and
thermal noise matrix, respectively, wi is the i
th user’s beamforming weight vector,
and hi is the fading and array response for the i
th user. The overall transmitted
power can be written as:
P1 + P2 =
1













where ‖wH1 h2‖2 and ‖wH2 h1‖2 represent the effects of beamformers to suppress the
interferences. In the previous joint power control and beamforming scheme [47],
Γ1 = Γ2. Under this condition, in order to have a feasible solution of positive
power allocation, the following condition must be satisfied at any time:





Because the channel responses h1 and h2 change randomly, the beamformers can-
not be very effective for some channel responses at some time. Consequently,
the system has to be designed for the worst case situation, the overall transmit-
ted power cannot be reduced, and the maximal achievable targeted SINR is low.
The underlying reason is that there is no freedom to optimize the overall trans-
mitted power by adjusting each user’s targeted SINR. In the proposed scheme,
E(Γ1) = E(Γ2) over time. When the beamformers cannot reduce the interferences
well, i.e., the term ‖wH1 h2‖2‖wH2 h1‖2 is large, our proposed algorithm cleverly re-
duces the targeted SINR’s (the value of Γ1Γ2 will be reduced), so that the overall
transmitted power is reduced. The DOA’s are frequently changed by the reflections
around the moving users. The algorithm waits to increase the targeted SINR’s and
compensate the previous losses, until the beamformers become more effectively for
distinguishing the interfering users. This is the reason why the joint schemes can
be used to combat CCI’s more efficiently, which will be shown in the simulation
results in the next part.
Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithms, a network
with 50 hexagonal cells is simulated. The radius of each cell is 1000m. Two
adjacent cells do not share the same channel. One base station is placed at the
center of each cell, and one user is located randomly within the cell with the
uniform distribution. The uplink and downlink work in TDD. In the simulations,
we consider three multipath Rayleigh fadings with equal powers. The delay spread
between different paths is far less than one symbol duration. The angle of arrival
for each path is a uniform random variable in [0, 2π]. Each base station has one
traditional antenna or four-element antenna arrays. β = 0.1 and Ni = 10
−3. The
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(a) Uplink (b) Downlink
Figure 3.8: Overall Transmitted Power as a Function of Average Targeted SINR
channel fading is stable within each frame and is independent between frames. We
have 10000 simulation runs.
Path loss is due to the decay of the intensity of a propagating radio wave. In the
simulations, we use the two slope path loss model [20] [33] to obtain the average
received power as a function of distance. According to this model, the average





where K0 is a constant, r is the distance between the mobile user and the base
station, b1 = 2 is the basic path loss exponent, b2 = 2 is the additional path loss
component, hb is the base station antenna height, hm is the mobile antenna height,
and λc is the wavelength of the carrier frequency. We assume the mobile antenna
height is 2m and the base station antenna height is 50m. The carrier frequency is
900-MHz.
In the urban microcell system, the link quality is also affected by the shadowing
of the line of sight path from terrain, buildings, and trees. The shadowing is
generally modelled as lognormal distribution[39]. The probability density function
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With Beamforming   
(a) Power Improvement (b) SINR Improvement
Figure 3.9: Effects of Window Size







}, ρ > 0 (3.47)
where ξ is related to the path loss, σ is the shadow standard deviation. In the
simulation, for each link, 3dB log-normal shadow fading is considered.
Fig. 3.8 illustrates the overall transmitted power as a function of the average
targeted SINR. Fig. 3.8 (a) shows the uplink case. We compare performances of the
fixed SINR assignment algorithm [47] and those of the proposed adaptive resource
management, with and without beamforming. Here we assume that each user has
the same desired time average SINR threshold γave1 = . . . = γ
ave
M . For the SINR
range, we assume γ̂mini = γ
min
i (0) = γ
ave
i −∆γ and γ̂maxi = γmaxi (0) = γavei + ∆γ,
where ∆γ is defined as window size and ∆γ = 5dB. The solid curve (NB-fixed)
shows the algorithm with the fixed SINR assignment and without beamforming
[47]. The dash-dot curve (NB-adapt) shows the adaptive link quality and power
management without beamforming. The dashed curve (B-fixed) shows the algo-
rithm with the fixed SINR assignment and with beamforming [47]. The dot curve
(B-adapt) shows the adaptive link quality and power management with beamform-
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ing. The simulation results show that, compared with the fixed SINR assignment
algorithm [47], the proposed algorithms significantly reduce the overall transmit-
ted power by 60% and extend the maximal achievable SINR by 6dB by using the
adaptive link quality and power management alone. Beamforming can further re-
duce the overall power by 60% and the maximal achievable SINR is improved by
another 7dB. Joint beamforming and our proposed algorithms can further reduce
CCI’s especially at the higher SINR area, where CCI’s become more severe. Fig.
3.8 (b) shows the downlink case. We compare the performances of the adaptive
downlink algorithm and those of the fixed SINR assignment [95], with beamform-
ing and without beamforming. Here similar as the uplink, we select ∆γ = 5dB.
We use the simplifications mentioned in the previous part. From Fig. 3.8 (b), we
can see that the adaptive SINR threshold allocation can have 60% reduction of the
overall transmitted power, which in turn reduces CCI’s and increases the network
capacity. Furthermore, the feasible SINR areas are extended by 4dB. The beam-
forming can further reduce the overall power by 40%. But at the higher SINR area,
because of the simplification of downlink beamforming algorithm, the advantage
of beamforming is decreasing. From the simulation results, we can see that it is
an efficient method to combat the time varying nature of channel and CCI’s by
dynamically allocating resources.
In Fig. 3.9, we show the effects of window size ∆γ on the performance of the
proposed algorithms in uplink. In Fig. 3.9 (a), we normalize the overall transmitted
power with the previous scheme [47] and compare that for window sizes. We can
see that the proposed algorithm can reduce about 4dB of the overall transmitted
power. When the window size increases, the speed of power reduction decreases
and power stops decreasing, after window size is greater than some value. This is
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Figure 3.10: Simulation System Setup 2
because the constraint that each user’s time average SINR is a constant. A user
with a good channel condition now gets a higher SINR. In the future, the user has
to pay back and be assigned with a lower SINR. When the proposed algorithm is
combined with beamforming, the point where the overall transmitted power stops
decreasing moves to a higher ∆γ. In Fig. 3.9 (b), we compare the maximal SINR
improvement vs. window size. We can see that the proposed algorithm can increase
the maximal SINR by up to 6dB. The increasing speed of the maximal achievable
SINR is reduced as window size increasing. Here again, joint beamforming and
proposed resource allocation algorithm has a better performance.
In order to further show that joint beamforming and proposed resource allo-
cation can combat CCI’s in different DOA’s and different channel conditions over
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Figure 3.11: Performance Improvement by Joint Considering Beamforming
time, an uplink network with two mobile users and one base station is setup as
shown in Fig. 3.10. The distances between the two mobile users and the base
station are r1 and r2, respectively. The difference between two users’ DOA’s is
ϑ. The multipath fading is modeled by Jakes model[3]. Three multipath discrete
scatterers are uniformly randomly placed on a disk with radius d = 10m centered
at each mobile user. We select ∆γ = 5dB and P = 4. The other settings are the
same as before.
In Fig. 3.11 (a), we compare the overall transmitted power vs. DOA. Here
the first user is located at 90 degree and r1 = 1000m. The second user is located
in different DOA and r2 = 50m. We can see that even when DOA’s for the two
users are almost the same (the second user is located from 85 to 95 degree), the
proposed algorithm can still reduce the overall transmitted power by about 5dB.
When DOA’s are different, the joint beamforming and proposed resource allocation
can further reduce the overall transmitted power. In Fig. 3.11 (b), we compare
the maximal achievable SINR vs. the relative distance (r2). Here the first user is
located at 90 degree and r1 = 1000m. The second user is located at 90 degree and
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r2 varies from 10m to 1000m. In this situation, both users suffer severe CCI’s from
each other’s transmitted powers. The maximal achievable SINR reduces sharply
with increasing of r2. When r2 is small, the proposed algorithm can improve the
performance by 6dB compared to the fixed SINR assignment algorithm. When r2
is almost equal to r1, the proposed algorithm can still improve the performance by
about 2dB, which is due to the constantly changing DOA’s of the multipath.
3.5 Credit System, User Autonomy, and Resource
Awareness
Future wireless networks will support the growing demands of heterogeneous ser-
vices. Dynamic resource allocation is essential to guarantee quality of service
(QoS) and enhance the network performance. We propose a novel resource al-
location framework to cope with the time-varying channel conditions, co-channel
interferences, and different QoS requirements in various kinds of services. We de-
fine a QoS measurement for delay sensitive applications. We introduce a credit
system, where users have their autonomy to decide when and how to use their re-
sources, and users can borrow or lend resources from the system. We also develop
a simple feedback mechanism to report the system with the users’ QoS satisfaction
levels and channel conditions. Then the system will adapt its resource allocation
strategy according to the users’ feedbacks to favor the users with the bad QoS
satisfaction levels or the good channels. We develop adaptive algorithms at both
the user and system levels. From simulations, the proposed algorithms efficiently
allocate the resources to different types of users. The users’ delay constraints are
satisfied and the links can survive under a long period of bad channels.
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The rest of the section is organized as follows: First, we have the motivation
and sketch of the proposed scheme. Then, we give the system model and MQAM
modulation throughput approximation. We explain our resource allocation frame-
work. We have numerical studies.
Motivation and Sketch
The future wireless systems are expected to provide other information services.
Current wireless systems choose single-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) as the
QoS measure for voice communications. The resource allocation problem in the
context of voice communications becomes power control problem [42, 43, 44, 51, 57],
where the transmitted powers are constantly adjusted to achieves the users’ target
SINR. It has been shown in [54, 55, 40, 53, 64] that jointly considering power
control and adaptive modulation can provide a variable rate and variable power
ability to combat with the time varying channel and CCI. In our approach, we
concentrate on the resources such as the transmitted powers and throughput of
MQAM modulation.
The goal is to develop a framework of dynamic resource allocation with credit
system and user autonomy for heterogeneous types of users, based on a QoS mea-
sure for delay sensitive applications. We view the problem at two levels: the
macro system level and the micro user level. We also develop a feedback mech-
anism between the two levels. The motivations and how the framework operates
are explained as follows:
1. Micro User Level: The goal is to let each user have the autonomy to
decide when and how to use his resources according to the channel conditions
and his application type. A credit system is constructed, where each user
can borrow and lend resources from the system to transmit his information
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during different periods of times. By doing so, his resources can be “water
filled” in time during the transmission, which not only guarantees the QoS,
but also ensures the survival of link during the long period of bad channel
conditions.
2. Macro System Level: The goal is to create an environment to improve the
overall network performance under the users’ QoS constraints. It receives the
feedbacks from the users to adapt the strategy for the environment, so that
the user with the bad QoS satisfaction level or good channel condition can
be allocated with more resources. Moreover, the system should encourage
some users to sacrifice their performance temporarily, so that the overall
network performance can be improved. These users may have the incentive
to sacrifice in hope for the long-term payback.
3. Feedback Mechanism: The goal for feedback mechanism is to provide a
simple but efficient way for each user to report his level of QoS satisfaction
and channel condition, on which the system will be based to modify the
optimization strategies.
System Model and Approximation
For the purpose to illustrate the idea and performance of our proposed frame-
work, we consider a K-user uplink Direct-Sequence CDMA system in a single cell
where each user is assigned with a signature sequence and an antenna array of L
elements is employed at the base station (BS). For simplicity, we assume a syn-
chronous system with processing gain H. For uplink, over one bit period, the





PkGkbksk(t)ak + n0(t) (3.48)
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where Pk, bk, and sk are the transmit power, bit, and signature of user k, respec-
tively, Gk is the uplink gain from user k to the BS, the spatial signature ak is
the array response vector of user k, and n0(t) represents the white Gaussian noise
vector. We apply the chip rate filtering and sample at the chip rate. The sampled







k + N0 (3.49)
where Y has the size H-by-L, whose lth column represents the outputs of the lth
antenna element, sk is the signature sequence of user k, and N0 represents the
space and time white noise with zero mean and variance σ2.
Suppose we apply a two-dimensional temporal-spatial linear filter Xi to decode
the bit bi in the MMSE sense [40]. The filter Xi with size H-by-L is:
Xi = arg min
Xi
E[|tr(XHi Y)− bi|2] (3.50)
where tr(·) is the trace operation. The ith user’s SINR at the output of the joint
temporal-spatial filter is given by:
Γi =
PiGi|tr(XHi siaTi )|2∑
k 6=i PkGk|tr(XHi skaTk )|2 + σ2tr(XHi Xi)
. (3.51)
Adaptive modulation provides the system with the ability to adjust the effec-
tive bit rate (throughput), according to the interference and channel conditions.
MQAM is a modulation method that has high spectrum efficiency. Without loss of
generality, we assume that each user has the unit bandwidth and the throughput
is continuous. Let Ti denote the i
th user’s throughput, which is the number of bits
sent within each transmitted symbol. The BER can be approximated as a function





where c1 ≈ 0.2 and c2 ≈ 1.5 for MQAM when BER is small. From (3.52), for a













In order to implement the proposed ideas and the framework for resource allo-
cation, we propose to formulate and solve the problems heuristically at the micro
user level and the macro system level as:
1. Micro User Level: According to the transmission history, the users cal-
culate user satisfaction factor (USF) for their QoS. The users’ tolerance for
delay will affect the value of USF. At time n, according to the USF and his
current channel condition, the ith user feedbacks the system with an accept-
able throughput range [Tmini (n), T
max
i (n)]. The problems include how to
define USF and how to update the acceptable throughput range.
2. Macro System Level: The system employs adaptive algorithms to op-
timally assign different users their shares of resources according to their
throughput ranges and other constraints such as the system feasibility [53, 64]
and the maximum power. We assume perfect estimations of channel condi-










Feasibility: (I−DF)P ≥ u,
Throughput: Tmini (n) ≤ Ti(n) ≤ Tmaxi (n),
Maximum Power: Pi ≤ Pmax,
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where P = [P1 . . . PK ]
T , γi is the targeted SINR such that Γi ≥ γi, u =
[u1 . . . uK ]
T with ui = γiσ






0 if j = i,
Gj |tr(XHi sjaTj )|2
Gi|tr(XHi siaTi )|2
if j 6= i.
User Satisfaction Factor
In this part, we will address how to quantify the USF which shall help adjust
the resource allocation strategies, i.e., the system adapts its algorithms so that
the resources are more likely to be allocated to the unsatisfied users in the future.
Due to the concerns on bandwidth and real-time feature, only limited feedback
is allowed, therefore, the USF should be represented efficiently, for example, by a
simple real value.
Suppose that data stream is transmitted in frames. Each frame has the length
of M . In our approach, the USF represents whether or not a user can transmit
its frame within the desired time. We define N as the the transmit time with the
strictest delay constraint. The time when the frame is completely transmitted is
n′ and n′ ≥ N . The current time is n. For each user, a parameter α is selected
when he is admitted to the network, where α depicts the tolerance of delay for this
user. We assume at each time n ≥ N , the user has probability of 1 − α to finish
the current frame. Then we can depict the probability for the total frame transmit
time n′ as a geometric distribution:
Pr(n
′ = N + i) = (1− α)αi, i = 0, 1, . . . . (3.55)
Different types of payloads have different delay tolerances, which are categorized
as:
1. Strict Delay Constraint: In this case, α = 0, P (n′ = N) = 1, which
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means the frame must be transmitted before or at time N . It fits the voice
payload.
2. Soft Delay Constraint: Here 0 < α < 1, the estimated time to transmit
the frame is N = N − 1+1/(1−α). It fits the video/image or data payload.
3. No Delay Constraint: α = 1, so P (n′ = N + i) = 0,∀ i ≥ 0, which means
the user can suffer arbitrary transmission delay. It fits some generic data
payload that is not time sensitive.
In the traditional wireless network, when a user is admitted to the system, his
parameters are predefined to the system. Then the system assigns the resources
to the user, according to his parameters. There is no feedback from the user to
the system during the transmission to reflect whether or not the user really gets
the desired QoS, even if the wireless channels may fluctuate. So we need to define
USF for user’s real QoS satisfaction such that the system can adapt its resource
allocation scheme under different conditions. Define T hisi (n− 1) =
∑n−1
j=1 Ti(j). We








If the ith user maintains the average rate T hisi /(n − 1), the estimated time to
finish the frame is nesti = M(n − 1)/T hisi . So the physical meaning of USF is the
probability that the user can transmit after nesti if n
est
i ≥ N . If nesti < N , the
user is over satisfied and USF > 1. The value of USF represents the user’s QoS
satisfaction level and has the following implications:
1. USF > 1: user can finish transmission even before time N and is over
satisfied. He can use a lower rate to transmit during the rest of times.
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2. USF = 1: in this case, user’s QoS is exactly satisfied. If he uses the average
rate M/N , he can finish the frame at time N .
3. 0 ≤ USF < 1: when USF becomes smaller, the user becomes more unsatis-
fied and has to transmit more in the rest of times.
Credit System, User Autonomy, Resource Awareness
Similar to the economy system, we introduce concepts of credit system, user
autonomy, and resource awareness to resource allocation. At a specific time, since
the channel varies, the user may transmit more or less than the desired throughput.
A credit system is constructed to allow lending or borrowing resources and record
user’s transmission history. If the user experiences a bad channel, he will be more
aggressive to transmit in the future when the channel becomes better. In the
proposed approach, the user will provide a higher acceptable throughput range to
demand more resources. On the other hand, if the channel is still bad, he will
delay requesting resources until the channel becomes better. So the user has his
own autonomy to decide when and how to use the resources.
In order to optimize the users’ autonomy for resource usages, the users need to
know their current channel conditions, i.e., they have resource awareness. If the
channels are good, users prefer to spend more resources for transmission, else they
will wait until the channels become better. Suppose T̂maxi and 0 be the maximum
and minimum allowable throughput provided by the system for the ith user. To





The physical meaning of κi(n) is the ratio of the most current throughput at time
n − 1 over average desired throughput, which can represent the relative channel
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Figure 3.12: Throughput Range vs. USF for different κi
condition.
In the micro user level, the ith user’s goal is to report the system with the
current acceptable throughput range [Tmini (n), T
max
i (n)], according to his USF
and channel condition. If USF ≥ 1, there is no need for the user to transmit at the
rate larger than M/N . So we have Tmini (n) = 0. We assume the USF is uniformly
distributed from [1,∞] and we select exponential function for Tmaxi (n) as:
Tmaxi (n) = (M/N)e
−(USFi−1)/κi(n). (3.58)
So the average Tmaxi (n) for this USFi is equal to the throughput Ti(n − 1). If
0 ≤ USF < 1, we use power function to determine the throughput as:
Tmaxi (n) = T̂
max
i − (T̂maxi −M/N)(USFi)κi(n) (3.59)
Tmini (n) = (M/N)(1− (USFi)κi(n)). (3.60)
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In Fig. 3.12, we give an example on how the throughput ranges change with
different USF and channel conditions. Here M/N = 2, T̂maxi = 4, and κi = 0.5, 1, 2
respectively.
By jointly considering the USF and channel condition κi(n), the adaptive al-
gorithm for each user is given by:
Micro User Throughput Range Algorithm
1. Factors Calculation: calculate USFi(n), κi(n).
2. Throughput Range Calculation:
Update acceptable throughput range.
3. Feedback: report the range [Tmini (n) T
max
i (n)]
to the macro system level for optimization.
4. Transmit Data:
According to the rate Ti(n) assigned by the system.
Adaptive Algorithm for Macro System Level
At the macro system level, the goal is to select the best throughput allocation
method to different users to generate the maximum overall system throughput
under the constraints. In [64], we developed a projected gradient method. In our
approach, we will develop a much faster barrier method by using the idea from
semi-definition programming [69].
The basic idea for the barrier method is to add barrier functions to the op-
timization goal such that the sum approaches negative infinity if the constraints
are not satisfied. On the other hand, if the constraint is satisfied, the barrier
function doesn’t affect the optimization goal. The barrier function is commonly
approximated by logarithmic barrier functions given by:
Iconstraint ≈ Φ1 + Φ2 + Φ3 + Φ4 (3.61)
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where Φ1 is for Ti(n) > T
min
i (n), Φ2 is for Ti(n) < T
max
i (n), Φ3 is for feasibility,





























i=1 ln (Pmax − Pi), if Pi < Pmax,
−∞, otherwise.
(3.65)
The approach for barrier method is to solve the constrained optimization prob-






Ti(n) + Iconstraint (3.66)
where t̃ is a value that increases from iteration to iteration. The barrier functions
become more and more like the ideal barrier function, when t̃ is increasing. So the
solution is more and more close to the optimal solution. Within each iteration,
we use Newton method [69] to solve the unconstrained optimization problem. The
algorithm is given by:
Barrier Method for Macro Throughput Maximization
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1. Initial:
Γ = any feasible value, t̃ = t0 > 0, β > 1, δ > 0.
2. Repeat:
• Start at Γ, compute Γ∗ by maximizing f , using
Newton Method:
1. Compute Newton step vnt and decrement λ
2.
vnt = −52 f−1 5 f
λ2 = 5fT 52 f−1 5 f
2. quit if λ2 is stable.
3. Line search: compute step size t′ by
backtracking line search.
4. Update: Γ=Γ−t ′∗vnt .
• Γ=Γ∗, calculate P.
• if m/t̃ < δ, return Γ and P.
• t̃ = βt̃.
where m is the iteration number for barrier method, δ determines the accuracy of
the proposed algorithm, t′ is the optimal step for the Newton method, t0 is the
initial value for barrier function, whose value determines the convergence rate of
the first iteration, and β is the constant that t̃ is multiplied in each iteration.
Simulation Results
We assume a linear array of omni directional antennas with L = 4 elements
equispaced at half a wavelength. All K = 80 users are uniformly distributed within
the range of [r0, r] with r0 = 50m being the closest distance and r = 1000m being
the cell radius. H = 64. The mobile users move in arbitrary directions with speeds
uniformly distributed in the range [0, 40] kph. We consider three phenomena in
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the propagation model: the path loss factor is 3.5 and a constant factor is chosen
to yield a 30dB loss at 1m; the slow shadowing fading is modelled as a lognormal
distribution with 3dB standard deviation; three paths with equal power Rayleigh
fading with negligible delay spreads are considered. The fading is generated by the
Jakes model with a π/10 angle spread. The update is taken every 10ms.
In Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14, we show the throughput and USF for different types
of users at different transmission times. Here the packet size M = 30, T̂maxi = 4,
T̂mini = 0, ∀i, and N = 15. We assume user 1 to 20 have α = 0, user 21 to 40 have
α = 0.9, user 41 to 60 have α = 0.95, and user 61 to 80 have α = 1. The figure is
brighter when the throughput is large and USF is large. The behaviors of different
types of users are summarized as:
1. α = 0: USF is equal to 0 or 1 and the transmission rate is always high
because each user has to transmit his frame before the strict deadline.
2. 0 < α < 1: The transmission rate is determined by the channel condition.
When the users with good channel conditions finish their frames early, their
USF will be high so that they demand less throughput in the future.
3. α = 1: USF is always equal to 1. The transmission is concentrated when
the system is less busy. For example, the throughput is high around time 50
when most of users from No. 21 to 60 finish their transmissions.
From the simulation results, we can see that the proposed algorithms allocate
system resources according to the service types, USF, and channel conditions.
Fig. 3.15 shows typical delay spreads for three schemes: our proposed scheme,
Round Robin [41], and greedy scheduling (Traditional scheduling to maximize
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Figure 3.13: Throughput for Different Payloads vs. Transmit Times
channel to the worst. M = 100, N = 55, and α = 0.9. Round Robin is a strict fair
scheduling, but it has the poorest performance. Scheduling has the highest system
throughput, but the users suffer arbitrary delays. While in the proposed scheme,
the delays are more strict around the desired value.
In Fig. 3.16, we show the throughput loss for different types of services and
different α. If all the users have arbitrary delay constraint α = 1, system will have
the largest average throughput and we use this value to compare with the other
situations. When all the users have the same delay constraint (0%), if α is too
small, the system will be infeasible. This is because the links can not survive in the
long bad channel conditions. When α > 0.83, the users can survive by borrowing
from our credit system. On the other two curves, we have 25% and 50% of users
with α = 1. We can see that the strict delay will degrade the system performance
most. The proposed algorithm can perform better if users’ service types are more
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Figure 3.14: USF for Different Payloads vs. Transmit Times
diversified.
On the whole, the centralized resource allocation scheme has its advantages
and disadvantages. After we present the distributed resource allocation schemes
in the next chapter, we will compare the two approaches.
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Figure 3.15: An Example of Delay Spread


































Distributed implementation of resource allocation is desired for large-scale system
or multi-cell case. Game Theory is an effective mathematical tool for distributive
system. In this chapter, we develop a game theory approach for wireless distributed
resource allocation. In order to mediate the user’s greediness and increase the sys-
tem overall performance, we construct two interrelated games at the user level
and system level, respectively. At the user level, each user tries to maximize his
utility function in a non-cooperative power control game. The utility function has
the physical meaning of throughput value minus power cost. At the system level,
we develop a non-cooperative throughput game for each user to compete for the
throughput. The game rule is designed to optimize the overall network through-
put by controlling different users’ greediness for throughput under the maximum
power constraint. A simple distributed algorithm is constructed and a method is
developed to initialize the proposed algorithm. An optimal centralized algorithm
with high complexity is developed as a performance upper bound. From the anal-
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ysis and simulation results, we show that the proposed games converge to a unique
optimal Nash equilibrium at the user level and can be optimal or near optimal at
the system level.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.1, we give the introduction
and motivations. In Section 4.2, we present the basics for game theory. In Section
4.3, we give the system model and problem formulations. In Section 4.4, we con-
struct two games for both the user level and the system level, respectively. Their
characteristics are analyzed. The performance bound is developed to compare
the performance. We have the numerical study. In Section 4.5, we compare the
centralized system and distributed system.
4.1 Motivations
Over the past few decades, wireless communications and networking have wit-
nessed an unprecedented growth, and have become pervasive much sooner than
anyone could have imagined. One of the major challenges in wireless networks is
to efficiently use the limited radio spectrum, which is restrained by the co-channel
interference (CCI) and time varying nature of channels. CCI is caused by users’
sharing of the same channel due to the multiple accesses in wireless networks. Be-
cause of the channel varying effects such as multipath fading, shadowing, path loss,
propagation delay, and noise level, the signal-to-interference-noise-ratio (SINR) at
a receiver output can fluctuate in the order of tens of dBs. Resource allocation such
as power control and adaptive modulation is an important mean to combat these
detrimental effects and increase the spectrum efficiency in the interference limited
wireless networks. In power control [42, 43, 44, 45], the transmitted powers are
constantly adjusted to ensure the link qualities and to combat CCI. Such a process
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improves the qualities of weak links. But at the same time, it increases CCI during
the deep fading. Many works [46, 47, 48, 49, 22, 50, 51, 52, 53, 64] have been done
to combine with other techniques such as beamforming, multi-user detection, and
dynamic programming. The performances for such combined schemes are ana-
lyzed. In adaptive modulation [65] or adaptive coding [66], each link’s throughput
is adjusted, according to the channel conditions. The spectrum efficiency can be
potentially increased. Joint consideration of power control and rate adaptation
can further improve the system performance [53, 54, 55, 64]. So how to optimally
perform resource allocation is an important issue we are facing today to control
the interferences and enhance the performance of wireless networks.
Since individual mobile users do not have the knowledge of other users’ condi-
tions and cannot cooperate with each other, they act selfishly to maximize their
own performances in a distributed fashion. Such a fact motivates us to adopt the
game theory [56]. The resource allocation can be modelled as a non-cooperative
game that deals largely with how rational and intelligent individuals interact with
each other in an effort to achieve their own goals. In the resource allocation game,
each mobile user is self-interested and trying to maximize his utility function, where
the utility function represents the user’s performance and controls the outcomes
of the game. Many works [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63] have been done in the power
control literature. In most of the previous works, the utility function is defined as
a function of power, throughput, and bit error rate (BER), which has the physical
meaning of the number of information bits received successfully per Joule of energy
expended.
For each user, he tries to maximize his individual interests, while the system
wants to increase its efficiency, i.e. the overall system performance. Because of
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the users’ greediness for the resources, the system may be balanced at the equi-
librium with the poor overall system performance. This motives us to explore the
interactions and mediations between the users’ interests and the system efficiency.
In the previous work, the game utility function will cause inefficiency from the
system optimization point of view [57]. It is because joint power control and adap-
tive rate problem in multi-access networks has been shown to have non-linear and
non-convex constraints [43, 54, 55] and the utility function itself is nonlinear as
well. The system is probably balanced in the undesired local minima. Techniques
such as pricing and repeated game have been explored to improve the efficiency. In
[53, 64], it has been shown that joint power control and adaptive rate problem can
be formulated to have a bilinear matrix inequality [68] constraint, if BER is fixed,
i.e., the rates are linearly constrained if the powers are fixed, and the powers are
linearly constrained if the rates are fixed. So this gives us motivation to design two
games for the powers and the rates, respectively. In the power game, we assume
the rates are fixed. Then in the rate game, the powers are assumed determinis-
tic. The two games are interconnected, such that a higher system efficiency can
be more likely to be achieved. In addition, compared with the previous games,
our proposed games can guarantee BER performance and we define the system
efficiency directly as the overall network throughput.
In order to achieve such a system efficiency, our primary concern is to design
the utility functions and the rules of the games. One of the goals is to motive
individual users to adopt a social behavior and enhance the system performance by
sharing the resources. Consequently, we can make the distributed self-optimizing
decisions compatible with the demand for a higher overall system performance. In
this chapter, we implement the above idea, and link power control and adaptive
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modulation by designing games at both the user level and the system level. A
non-cooperative power control game (NCPCG) is designed at the user level. We
construct a user utility function that has the physical meaning of throughput
value minus power cost. Each user tries to maximize his utility function, i.e.,
they want the desired throughput while paying less power. We will prove that the
game converges to a unique optimal Nash equilibrium. At the system level, the
optimization goal is to maximize the overall system throughput under the maximal
transmitted power constraint. A non-cooperative throughput game (NCTG) is
designed. We explain the system feasibility problem and show that there may
be many Nash equilibriums in this game. A distributed algorithm is constructed
by a proposed game rule and an initialization method. An optimal but complex
centralized algorithm that achieves the system efficiency is developed as an upper
bound to compare the performances. From the simulation results, we show that
the proposed algorithms are optimal for the transmitted power at the user level,
and can be optimal or near optimal for the network throughput at the system level.
4.2 Basics of Game Theory
Game theory is the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation be-
tween intelligent and rational decision makers. Rational means that each individ-
ual’s decision-making behavior is consistent with the maximization of subjective
expected utility. Intelligent means that each individual understands everything
about the structure of the situation, including the fact that others are intelligent
rational decision makers. In this section, we briefly review some basic concepts for
game theory.
A static game is one in which all players make decisions (or select a strategy)
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simultaneously, without knowledge of the strategies that are being chosen by other
players. Even though the decisions may be made at different points in time, the
game is simultaneous because each player has no information about the decisions
of others; thus, it is as if the decisions are made simultaneously. Simultaneous
games are represented by the normal form and solved using the concept of a Nash
equilibrium.
When players interact by playing a similar stage game (such as the prisoner’s
dilemma) numerous times, the game is called a dynamic, or repeated game. Unlike
simultaneous games, players have at least some information about the strategies
chosen on others and thus may contingent their play on past moves.
Repeated game is a special case of dynamic game. When players interact
by playing a similar stage game (such as the prisoner’s dilemma) numerous times,
the game is called a repeated game. Unlike a game played once, a repeated game
allows for a strategy to be contingent on past moves, thus allowing for reputation
effects and retribution. In infinitely repeated games, trigger strategies such as tit
for tat can encourage cooperation
A sequential game is imperfect information if a player does not know exactly
what actions other players took up to that point. Technically, there exists at least
one information set with more than one node. If every information set contains
exactly one node, the game is one of perfect information. Intuitively, if it is my turn
to move, I may not know what every other player has done up to now. Therefore,
I have to infer from their likely actions and from Bayes rule which actions likely
led to my current decision
A cooperative game is one in which players are able to make enforceable
contracts. Hence, it is not defined as games in which players actually do cooperate,
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but as games in which any cooperation is enfoceable by an outside party (e.g., a
judge, police, etc.). In termed non-cooperative games, contracts must be self-
enforcing.
A market mechanism in which an object, service, or set of objects, is exchanged
on the basis of bids submitted by participants. Auctions provide a specific set of
rules that will govern the sale or purchase (procurement auction) of an object to
the submitter of the most favorable bid. The specific mechanisms of the auction
include first and second price auctions, and English and and Dutch auctions.
4.3 System Model and Problem Formulation
Consider K co-channel uplinks that may exist in distinct cells of wireless networks.
Each link consists of a mobile and its assigned base station (BS). We assume
coherent detection is possible so that it is sufficient to model this system by an
equivalent baseband model. For uplink, the ith user’s sampled received signal at





Pkhkisk(n) + ni(n) (4.1)
where Pk is the k
th user’s transmitted power, hki is the channel gain from the
kth user to the ith BS, sk is the transmitted symbol, and ni is the sampled white
Gaussian thermal noise. Here hki = α(Lki)
−η, where Lki is the distance from the
kth user to the ith BS, α is a constant, and η is the path loss factor. We assume the
average transmitted powers for different modulation constellations are normalized.
Define Ni = E(‖ni‖2). The ith user’s SINR is given by:
Γi =
Pihii∑
k 6=i Pkhki + Ni
. (4.2)
Adaptive modulation provides the links with the ability to match the effec-
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tive bit rates (throughput), according to the interference and channel conditions.
MQAM is a modulation method that has a high spectrum efficiency. Without loss
of generality, we assume each user has a unit bandwidth. In [54, 65], for a desired
throughput Ti of MQAM, the i
th user’s BER can be approximated as a function




where c1 ≈ 0.2 and c2 ≈ 1.5 when BERi is small. Rearrange (4.3), for a specific
desired BERi, the i










. In this paper, we want to optimize the user performance
and overall system throughput by jointly considering power control and adaptive
modulation.
In wireless communication networks, because of the bandwidth limitation, it is
impractical for the mobile users to communicate and cooperate with each other,
so as to optimally utilize the wireless resources. Each individual mobile user tries
to maximize his performance, based only on his perceived self-interest. All the
users compete with each other for the wireless resources in a non-cooperative man-
ner. However this will cause the system balanced in some undesired non-optimal
equilibriums. Consequently, the whole system efficiency will be reduced. We need
to design the game rules for the users’ competitions such that the system will be
balanced in the desired optimal and efficient resource allocation. This is the main
goal of this paper.
Because each user controls his power to optimize his performance, the system
wants to maximize the whole network throughput, and power and throughput are
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bi-linearly constrained, it is natural to divide the optimization efforts into the
system level and the user level. We define the value function vi as the connection
between the two levels. The goals for both levels are given by:
1. System Level:
The goal is to assign a user his value function vi by a non-cooperative
throughput game, such that the overall system throughput
∑K
i=1 Ti is max-
imized, under the constraint Pi ≤ Pmax, ∀i, where Pmax is the maximal
transmitted power for each user, and vi is related to Ti. When the system is
balanced, Ti and Pi are functions of v, where v = [v1 . . . vK ]
T . At the system
level, the overall network throughput is optimized by the proposed NCTG,






subject to Pi(v) < Pmax, ∀i.
2. User Level:
The goal is to define a utility function ui for each user that can describe
his performance. Then each user can compete with other users in a non-
cooperative power control game to maximize his utility function. There are
some practical constraints such as the maximum transmitted power. The




where P−i = [P1 . . . Pi−1Pi+1 . . . PK ]T , and vi is the assigned value function
that is related to throughput Ti. At the user level, the transmitted power Pi
is optimized by the proposed NCPCG, while vi is assigned from the BS.
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4.4 Two Level Non-cooperative Approach
In this section, we will propose two games to accomplish the optimization goals in
(4.5) and (4.6). First, we will define the utility function at the user level, construct
NCPCG, and prove the convergence, uniqueness, and optimality of the equilibrium
at the user level, respectively. Then, we will discuss the system feasibility problem
for the system level optimization. Next we construct NCTG and a distributed
algorithm at the system level. Finally, we develop a complex centralized algorithm
as a performance upper bound.
User’s Utility Function with Value and Cost
The idea to design the utility function at the user level is to define the concepts
of value and cost. The users try to transmit specific throughput with the desired
BER, which is tagged with some values vi. These values represent what users need
to pay. The higher the throughput and the lower the BER, the higher the values.
The desired BER is determined by the users’ service types, and the throughput
is assigned from the BS by the system level optimization. The users obtain the
values and achieve the desired throughput and BER by paying the costs of the
transmitted powers. The costs may be high when CCI is large, i.e., the users
have to have higher transmitted powers to compete with others and increase their
SINR’s. In addition, the transmitted powers are bounded by Pmax. The difficulty
lies in how to represent the values and costs such that the implementation can be
very simple and distributed.
When the throughput Ti is equal to 0, no transmitted power is needed and the










+ 1, if Ti > 0;
0, if Ti = 0,
(4.7)
where vi is a function of only throughput Ti and c
i
3 defined in (4.4). c
i
3 is related to
the desired BER and is usually predefined and fixed. When the CCI is high, the
cost for the desired value will increase. We represent the cost as ln Γi, where Γi
reflects the severeness of the CCI. Γi can be feeded back from the BS to the mobile,
so the cost function can be easily implemented in a distributed manner. The users
will try to get the values with less costs and the utility function is proportional to
power, so we define the utility function as:
ui = Pi(vi − ln Γi). (4.8)
The desired utility functions should be maximized when the users pay exact
costs of transmitted powers for the desired BER and throughput. When the powers
are greater than necessary, the utility functions should be reduced, such that no
extra transmitted powers will be wasted. If we differentiate the ith utility function
with its Pi and assume the interferences are fixed, we have
∂ui
∂Pi
= vi − ln Γi − 1 = 0. (4.9)
Replace vi by (4.7), the above equation is the same as (4.4). So the maximum of
the utility function is achieved, when the minimal necessary power is applied for
the desired BER and throughput Ti.
A simple two-user example for the utility function is shown in Fig. 4.1 to explain
the idea and the physical meaning. Here we set the parameters as h11 = 1, h21 =
0.01, Pmax = P2 = 50, N1 = 0.01, and the desired BER = 10
−3. We show u1 as a
function of P1. For no transmission, obviously P1 = 0 is the optimum. When the
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Figure 4.1: Utility vs. Transmitted Power with Fixed Interferences
adaptive modulation changes from BPSK to 16QAM, u1 needs more transmitted
power P1 to achieve the maxima, because the value function increases. It is the
user’s goal to find the utility function’s maxima, so that the desired BER and
throughput can be satisfied. Since Pmax is bounded, if the desired throughput is too
large, for example 32QAM, even the maximum power cannot achieve the curve’s
maximum where (4.9) is satisfied. Under this condition, the desired BER for the
throughput cannot be satisfied. It is the system’s goal to assign the throughput
to each user to prevent the above situation from happening.
Non-Cooperative Power Control Game at the User Level
In the wireless communication networks described in Section 4.3, a set of mo-
bile users communicate simultaneously by sharing the same channel. Each user’s
performance depends on the manners in which the other users are utilizing the
resources, which is a game to compete for the resources. In the proposed NCPCG,
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Table 4.1: User Level Power Control Adaptive Algorithm
1. Obtain vi for Ti from the BS.
2. Non-cooperative power control game:
(NCPCG)maxPi≤Pmax ui(Pi, P−i, vi), ∀i, given vi.
each user aims to maximize his utility by adjusting his power without considering
his interferences to other users. This will increase CCI and decrease SINR. Con-
sequently, the power cost in the utility function in (4.8) will increase, which will
prevent the users from acquiring more resources. Therefore, the system will be bal-
anced in some equilibrium. We will analyze the characteristics of the equilibrium
in the next subsection.
Several assumptions must be made for the proposed NCPCG. First, each user
will strictly follow the game rule, i.e., he will not increase his power when the
maximum of the utility function is achieved. Second, SINR can be accurately
estimated in the BS and sent back to mobile via a reliable feedback channel without
delay. Third, the utility function’s maximal point is less than or equal to Pmax,
such that the desired BER and throughput can be achieved within the maximum
transmitted power constraint. The first two assumptions can be easily implemented
in practice, and we will construct two algorithms that can guarantee the third
assumption in the later subsections.
At the user level, the value function vi is iteratively calculated by communi-
cating with the BS or is assigned by the BS. Then each user tries to adjust his
transmitted power to maximize his utility function distributively. The adaptive
algorithm for the user level is given in Table 4.4.
Characteristics of Nash Equilibrium in NCPCG
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In this subsection, we will analyze the characteristics of the game equilibrium.
We will prove the following theorems to show that the proposed NCPCG will
converge to a unique optimal Nash equilibrium, if v is given.
Theorem 4.4.1 In the NCPCG, given v, there exists a Nash equilibrium: ui(Pi,
P−i) ≥ ui(P̃i,P−i), ∀ i, ∀P̃i ≤ Pmax, i.e. given the other users’ powers, no user
can improve his utility by changing his power alone.
Proof : In [56], it has been shown that a Nash equilibrium exists, if ∀ i
1. Ω, the support domain of ui(Pi), ∀i, is a nonempty, convex, and compact
subset of some Euclidean space <K .
2. ui(P) is continuous in P and quasiconcave in Pi, where P = [P1 . . . PK ]
T .
Each user can select power from any continuous real value in the close range
[0, Pmax]. So Ω is nonempty and compact subset of a Euclidean space <K . For
any power vectors P′,P′′ ∈ Ω, we can easily show the convexity, i.e. ∀θ ∈ [0, 1],
θP′ + (1− θ)P′′ ∈ Ω. So the first condition is satisfied.
From (4.2) and (4.8), given v, ui is a continuous function of P and also a concave
function of Pi that satisfies the quasiconcave condition: ∀ Pi,∀P̃i, 0 ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax,
0 ≤ P̃i ≤ Pmax, and λ ∈ [0, 1],
ui(λPi + (1− λ)P̃i,P−i) ≥ min(ui(Pi,P−i), ui(P̃i,P−i)).
So the second condition is also satisfied, and there exists a Nash equilibrium for
NCPCG. 2
Theorem 4.4.2 Given v, starting from any power allocation in Ω, NCPCG con-
verges to a unique Nash equilibrium.
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(4.2), P∗ has to satisfy: P∗ =Γ(P∗), where Γ= [Γ1 . . . ΓK]T. It has been shown in
[42] that Γ is a standard function with the following properties:
1. Positivity: Γ(P) > 0.
2. Monotonicity: If P≥P̂, then Γ(P) ≥Γ(P̂).
3. Scalability: ∀ µ > 1, µΓ(P) ≥Γ(µP).
Starting from any power allocation in Ω, the standard function converges to a
unique fixed point P=Γ(P), so the Nash equilibrium P∗ is also unique. 2
Theorem 4.4.3 Given v, the unique Nash equilibrium in NCPCG is Pareto effi-
cient, i.e., no mobile user can ever be made happier without making at least one
other mobile user less happy.
Proof: In mathematics, for the Nash equilibrium with power vector P∗, we want
to prove that there exists no other power vector P, such that ui(P) ≥ ui(P∗), ∀i
and ∃i, ui(P) > ui(P∗).
When the system is balanced, if the maximum of curve ui as the function of
Pi is smaller than or equal to Pmax, the user will select Pi that maximize ui, else
because ui is a concave function, ui will be an increasing function on [0, Pmax]. So
Pmax maximizes ui and the user will select Pmax as his transmitted power. The
elements of Nash equilibrium P∗ satisfy
∂ui
∂P ∗i
= 0 or P ∗i = Pmax, ∀i. (4.10)
In both cases, P ∗i maximizes ui, ∀i, so there doesn’t exist any P ∈ Ω, such that
ui(P) > ui(P
∗),∃i, i.e., the Nash equilibrium P∗ is Pareto efficient. 2
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System Feasibility
As we have mentioned in subsection 4.4, if the targeted throughput (i.e. vi) is
too large, the user cannot achieve the utility maximum, even by transmitting the
maximum power. Under this condition, the user’s desired BER cannot be satisfied,
and we call the system not being feasible.
In order to prevent the system from not being feasible, we need to analyze
the feasibility condition. First, we use the targeted SINR γi in (4.4) and require
that the received SINR Γi be larger than or equal to this targeted SINR, i.e.,
Γi ≥ γi, ∀ i, in order to ensure the desired BER for the throughput Ti. Rewrite
these inequalities in a matrix form, we have
(I−DF)P ≥ Du (4.11)
where I is an identity matrix, u = [u1, . . . , uK ]
T with ui = Ni/(Gii|hii|2), D =





0 if j = i;
Gji|hji|2
Gii|hii|2 if j 6= i.
The inequality in (4.11) is a bilinear matrix inequality [68], i.e., the power vector
is linearly constrained if the targeted SINR vector is fixed, and vice versa. By
Perron-Frobenius theorem [67], there exists a positive power allocation if and only
if the maximum eigenvalue of DF, i.e., spectrum radius ρ(DF), is inside unit circle.
When |ρ(DF)| < 1, the optimal power solution is
P′ = (I−DF)−1Du. (4.12)
However, there is a probability that some elements in P′ are larger than Pmax.
So the spectrum radius constraint is only a necessary condition for system fea-
sibility. But it is usually used in literature [47] as an initial point. First, γi is
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selected to satisfy the spectrum radius constraint. The power is updated by SINR
balancing [42, 43, 44]. If the targeted SINR γi cannot be achieved even by Pmax,
the corresponding γi must be reduced, until both the spectrum radius constraint
and the maximum power constraint are satisfied, then the system is feasible.
To select targeted SINR and throughput under the above conditions is too
complex in practice, because channel response matrix F needs to be estimated and
the complexity to compute eigenvalues is high. Here for the adaptive MQAM, we
provide a simple solution to guarantee the feasibility by the following theorem,
which can be used as an initialization rule for the NCTG that we will propose in
the next subsection.
Theorem 4.4.4 Define the maximal achievable SINR as Γ̂i when Pi = Pmax, ∀ i.







is always feasible, where bc is the floor function to find the maximal integer smaller.
Proof: Define γ̂i = e
vi−1 = (2blog2(1+c
i
3Γ̂i)c − 1)/ci3. Since log2 is an increasing






Since any component in D, F, and u is nonnegative. So all the components in
P′ are nondecreasing functions of γi. When we select the targeted SINR γ̂i ≤ Γ̂i,
any component of the power vector must be smaller than or equal to Pmax. So
we prove that the value functions in (4.13) satisfy the maximum power constraint.
Consequently, the system must be feasible. 2
Non-Cooperative Throughput Game at the System Level
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At the system level, we will construct a non-cooperative throughput game for
the users to compete with each other for the throughput distributively, while we
want to make sure that the system is feasible. However we will show that the
system may be balanced in multiple equilibriums. The goal is to optimize the
overall system performance. In this subsection, we will discuss how to design the
game rule for the users’ NCTG to maximize the overall throughput, while the sys-
tem feasibility is maintained. Then a simple distributed algorithm for throughput
allocation is developed.
Since we want to prevent system from being not feasible, we define Λ as an
indication function for system feasibility, which can be easily implemented in the
BS. When the BS detects that all the required transmitted powers for the desired






1, if Pj ≤ Pmax, BERj and Tj are satisfied, ∀ j;
0, otherwise.
(4.15)
Since the users compete with each other for the throughput, we define each
user’s utility function ui for NCTG as a product of his throughput Ti and Λ, i.e.,
the user’s payoff will be zero, if his greediness for throughput will make the system
infeasible. The game starts from any feasible initial values and is balanced when




ui = TiΛ. (4.16)
As we will show in the simulation results, there might be many Nash equilibri-
ums. If the users with bad channels get high throughput, they will produce large
CCI to other users. Consequently, the system overall throughput will be reduced.
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So how to initialize the proposed game and how to design the game rule for each
user to compete his throughput play a critical role on finding the global optimum.
The idea comes from Theorem 4. We first let every user transmit the maximal
power. The BS detects the received SINR, and decides what is the largest achiev-
able throughput Ti by this received SINR to ensure the BER. Then the BS sends
the corresponding value functions vi, according to (4.13) back to the mobiles. The
system is sure to be feasible but not necessarily optimal. By doing this, the users
with good channels will get higher throughput.
After the users’ powers are balanced in the desired values by NCPCG, the
users decide if they can increase their throughput, while the system is still feasible.
We need to find the criteria for the users when to send requests for throughput
increasing. From (4.4), we define γi(Ti) as the required SINR for the desired
throughput Ti. When Ti > 0, if we assume the interferences, noise, and channel
gains are fixed, from (4.2) and (4.4), the required power for throughput Ti + 1 will
be Pi(2
(Ti+1)−1)/(2Ti−1), where Pi is the current power. We compare this desired
power with βPmax, where β is a constant and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. If the result is larger, the
user can send a request to the BS to increase his throughput by one. Here because
the interferences from other users will increase when this user increases his power,
β is a factor that takes into consideration of this effect. In the simulation results,
we will show the effects of β on the performances. When Ti = 0, all the received
powers are the interferences plus noise power defined as Ii. We can also estimate
the channel gain hii during the initialization when this user transmits the maximal
power. This user can calculate his estimated received SINR by transmitting power
βPmax. If the value is larger than γi(1), the user will send the throughput increase
request. On the whole, define Hi as the throughput request factor, the criteria for
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Pi(2(Ti+1)−1) if Ti > 0;
βPmaxhii
Iiγi(1)
if Ti = 0.
(4.17)
The algorithm is initialized by sending Pmax from all users. The throughput
and value functions are calculated by (4.13) and sent back to mobile users. Then
after NCPCG converges at the user level, the users decide whether to request
the BS to increase their throughput by the conditions in (4.17). The BS tries to
increase the targeted throughput and value functions correspondingly. If the BS
detects the system is feasible and there is no more request, the whole algorithm
waits until the next update request. Otherwise, the BS goes back to the original
value and refuses to increase the throughput for these users. If more than one users
request at the same time, the BS prefers the user with the highest Hi, rejects all
the other requests, and increases the throughput one by one. In the next time slot,
the users will decides again if they will send the requests, until no more request is
sent and the system is stable. The above game rule for NCTG and the distributed
adaptive algorithm are summarized in Table 4.4.
Centralized System as a Performance Bound
The distributed algorithm in Table 2 may not be optimal. The first reason is
that there is a probability that the users don’t send requests, while the system
might be feasible if they send. The second reason is the existence of Nash equi-
libriums that are not global optima. In order to understand the performance loss,
we need to find the optimal solution as a performance upper bound, which may be
too complex to be implement. The most straightforward idea is to let the system
centrally decide how to allocate the throughput to the users with the assumption
that all the channel responses are known. The problem becomes a constrained
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Table 4.2: Distributed System Algorithm
Initial: Pi = Pmax, ∀ i, calculate v by (4.13)
and send back to mobiles.
Iterations: When NCPCG converges
1. Power Increase Criteria at Users:
If conditions in (4.17) are satisfied, send
throughput increase request to the BS.
2. Feasibility Detection at the BS:
Increase throughput for the requesting user
with highest Hi, detect if still feasible.
3. Feedback to Users:
If the system is not feasible:
reduce throughput to original value.
else if no more request: Wait.
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optimization problem: to maximize the overall throughput under the maximum






s.t. |ρ(DF)| < 1, Pi ≤ Pmax, ∀ i.
Many adaptive algorithms are available in [64, 68, 69, 70]. Here we use the
barrier method to solve the constrained problem in (4.18). The basic idea for
the barrier method is to add barrier functions to the optimization goal such that
the sum approaches negative infinity, if the constraints are not satisfied. On the
other hand, if the constraint is satisfied, the barrier function doesn’t affect the
optimization goal. So we can solve the constrained optimization problem by a se-
quence of unconstrained optimization problems. The barrier function is commonly
approximated by logarithmic barrier functions. We choose













i=1 ln (Pmax − Pi), if Pi < Pmax, ∀i;
−∞, otherwise,
(4.21)
where Φ1 is for the spectrum radius constraint, and Φ2 is for the maximal power
constraint.
The barrier method approach is to add the course barrier function first and
solve the unconstrained problem, then in the next iteration the barrier function
is refined and we solve the new unconstrained problem starting from the previous
results. This iteration stops when the barrier function is close enough for the ideal
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Table 4.3: Centralized System Algorithm
1. Network Throughput Maximization:
Iteration:
• Maximize f and calculate P.
• If m/t̃ < δ, return Ti and Pi, ∀i.
• t̃ = εt̃ and m = m + 1.
2. Calculate and Feedback vi to Users.






Ti + Ibarrier (4.22)
where t̃ is a value that is multiplied by ε in each iteration, where ε > 1. The barrier
function becomes more and more similar to the ideal barrier function, when t̃ is
increasing. So the solution is more and more closer to the optimal solution. Within
each iteration, we can use any standard nonlinear optimization method [70] to solve
the unconstrained optimization problem. Define m as the iteration number and
δ as the accuracy of the proposed algorithm. The centralized algorithm is given
in Table 3. Because the problem defined in (4.18) is non-linear and non-convex,
there exist many local maxima. The multiple initializations are necessary to find
the global optimum.
We call this kind of algorithms centralized algorithms, because the system fully
decides how much throughput each user can have each time. The advantages of the
centralized algorithms are obvious. First, the global optimum can be guaranteed.
Second, the optimal resource allocations are assigned without the iterative feed-
backs from the mobiles, so that it can fit the situation where the channels change
fast. The disadvantages of the centralized algorithms are the complexity and the
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Table 4.4: Strategic Form for Two Users NCTG Example
5 0 0 0 0 0
4 5 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 0
(u1, u2) 1 2 3 4 5
difficulty to estimate the channel response matrix F. So this kind of algorithms
only fit the situation like a CDMA system in a single micro-cell, where the user
number is small and matrix F is directly available from the channel estimations.
For the other situations such as large number of users or multi-cell situation, the
centralized algorithms can be used as a performance upper bound employed later
in the simulations, and the proposed distributed games can be implemented with
low cost and comparative performance.
Simulation Results
We evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithms by two simulation
setups. First, we consider a two-user case. Here we assume h11 = h22 = 1,
h21 = 0.01, h12 = 0.07, N1 = N2 = 1, BER = 10
−3, and Pmax = 100. In Fig.
4.2, we show the Nash equilibriums of NCPCG when the different throughput
allocations are given. On any solid line, u1 gets the maxima. On any dotted line,
u2 has the optima. Starting from any feasible power allocation, each user tries
to maximize his utility function by controlling his power, such that the power
allocation is closer to the corresponding lines. When the system is balanced, any
intersection is a Nash equilibrium, where we denote the throughput as (user1’s
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Figure 4.2: Nash Equilibriums of NCPCG
throughput, user2’s throughput). We can see that the maxima for u1 obtained
from P1 will increase with increasing of P2. This is because the CCI increases. In
Table 4, we list the strategic form of NCTG at the system level for all the nonzero
throughput allocations. Each row lists user1’s throughput and each column lists
user2’s throughput. The bold numbers are the overall throughput. If the system is
not feasible, the overall throughput is 0. We can see that (4,2), (2,3), and (1,4) are
Nash equilibriums, because no user can improve his throughput alone. However
(2,3) and (1,4) are not desired Nash equilibriums for the optimal overall network
throughput. The proposed distributed algorithm in Table 2 will be initialized at
(3,2). If β is properly selected (in this case, β > 0.32), because H1 > H2 in (4.17),
the algorithm will increase user1’s throughput first and converge to the optimal
Nash equilibrium (4,2). So we can see that we can achieve both power optimum
and throughput optimum by playing the NCPCG at the user level and NCTG at
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Figure 4.3: Simulation Setup II
the system level.
We setup another simulation to test the proposed algorithms. In Fig. 4.3, a
network with 7 round cells are constructed. One cell is at the center and the other
six are located at the degrees of [0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300]. One BS is located at the
center of each cell and one user is randomly located within each cell. The cell radius
is r = 1000m, the minimal distance between the user and the BS is r′ = 50m, and
the distance between centers of two adjacent cells is R = rRum, where Ru is the
reuse distance factor. We assume Pmax = 2Watts, η = 3.5, α = 10
−3, BER = 10−3,
and Ni = 10
−11Watts. We run the simulation 105 times.
In Fig. 4.4, we compare the system efficiencies (overall network throughput)
vs. Ru for different β and optimal solution. When β = 0, the users don’t send any
requests for throughput increasing. On the other hand, when β = 1, the users are
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Figure 4.4: System Efficiency
most aggressive for throughput increasing requests.
• When Ru is small, CCI is severe. After initialized by sending the maximal
transmitted power, most users get zero throughput. The overall network
throughput is increased by the users’ throughput increasing requests. When
β is large enough, the proposed games can achieve the system efficiency when
Ru = 0.
• When Ru is large, CCI is minor. After the initialization, most users get the
desired throughput. The overall network throughput is refined when β is
large. System efficiency can be achieved when Ru and β are large enough.
• When Ru is in the middle, the proposed games may fall into the local min-
ima and produce the sub-optimal solutions, even when β = 1. The overall
throughput will be improved by increasing β.
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Figure 4.5: Tradeoff between Outage and Throughput Loss for β
The overall network throughput is minimal when Ru ≈ 0.25, because different BS’s
and users are mixed together and CCI are most severe under this condition.
However, the overall throughput improvement by increasing β is under the cost
of possible high outage probability, where the outage probability is defined as: the
ratio of the number of turned down requests over the total number of requests.
In Fig. 4.5, we show the throughput loss compared with the optimal solution and
outage probability vs. β for different Ru.
• When Ru = 0, the outage probability is always zero and the throughput loss
is monotonically decreasing with β. This is because the optimal solution
is that only the user with the best channel condition transmits and there
is no CCI from other users. So there is no penalty from other users if the
transmitting user increases β and aggressively sends the request. It is optimal
to select β = 1.
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Figure 4.6: Fairness and Average Transmitted Power vs. Reuse Distance
• When Ru = 2, the outage probability monotonically increases with β. There
is a tradeoff between the throughput loss and outage probability. The higher
β, the lower throughput loss, but the higher outage probability. If the system
wants a very low outage probability, we can select β = 0.4 with a performance
loss of 2.35 bit/s/Hz.
• When Ru = 4, the outage probability is almost zero when β < 0.97, and the
overall throughput loss is approximately 0.44 bit/s/Hz when β < 0.9. The
tradeoff only occurs when β is large. The reason is that the users get almost
optimal throughput after initialization. Consequently, the refinement only
happens when the users are more aggressive for the requests.









(Ti/T̂i − T̄ )2 (4.23)
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where T̂i is the maximal throughput, if only the i
th user is transmitting, and
T̄i = mean(Ti/T̂i). The physical meaning of % is the normalized variance of users’
throughput compared with that of the single user case. The higher %, the more
unfair among users, i.e., the users throughput is more affected by CCI. % is one
of possible definitions to measure the fairness. In Fig. 4.6, we show the fairness
and average transmitted power vs. Ru with β = 1. When Ru is small and CCI
is severe, % is large and the users with the better channel condition occupy most
of the resources. The average transmitted power is also low, because most users
cannot transmit. When Ru becomes large and CCI is reduced, the users with
worse channel conditions can compete for their transmissions, while the users with
better channel conditions are not so dominant. Consequently, % is reduced and
users transmit more fairly like the single user case. The average transmitted power
is increased and saturated with increasing of Ru, because most users can transmit,
according to its own channel conditions and regardless to the low CCI if Ru is
large.
In Fig. 4.7, we show the average throughput per user vs. Pmax for different Ru
with β = 1. We can see that the average throughput increases slower when Pmax is
large. This is because the CCI is increasing especially when Ru is small. When Ru
is decreasing, the point where average throughput per user saturates moves to the
lower Pmax. There is no need for higher Pmax, if the performance curve is saturated
already. So when Ru is decreasing, we can reduce Pmax accordingly, such that no
transmitted powers will be wasted.
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Figure 4.7: Average Throughput per User vs. Pmax
4.5 Comparison of Centralized and Distributed
Resource Allocation
Centralized and distributed resource allocation schemes can be classified by the
criteria whether the resource allocation scheme needs the complete channel and
user conditions or the scheme only needs the local information. Both centralized
and distributed schemes have their advantages and disadvantages and fit different
situations.
In the centralized resource allocation scheme, there exists a strong and powerful
central node that can high computation capability. This node gathers information
of all individual users and makes the decision on resource allocation together by
solving the complicated constrained optimization problem. The advantages of this
kind of scheme are obvious. First, it can deal with more sophisticated formulated
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problem such as the cross layer approach, because of the high computation power
of the central node. Second, the resource allocation results can be generated fast
without iterations. The central node calculates what is the best share of the
resources and orders the users to apply the assigned share. So it is very fast in term
of convergence and can be applied to the networks where the channels fluctuate
more. Third, the result can be more efficient and accurate, because the central
node can avoid local optima and assign global optimal resource allocation to users.
However, the biggest disadvantage of the centralized scheme is the bottleneck when
the number of users are large. Under this condition, the estimation and feedback
overheads grow very fast and the computation burden grows even faster, such that
the optimal solution is impossible to obtain even with the fastest computer. So
this kind of centralized scheme only fits the networks with small number of users
or with the topology suitable for centralized control, e.g. single micro-cell CDMA
system.
For the distributed resource allocation scheme, only distributed nodes are avail-
able and each of them has low computation capability. Each node only has its local
information and makes decision based only on its own benefit. The advantage of
such kind of scheme is that it can handle large scale systems or the system with
the distributed topology. The challenge of distributed scheme is how to design
the optimization rule for each node such that the overall system performance can
be optimized. The disadvantages of this type of scheme are the opposite of the
centralized scheme. First, in order to achieve the global system optimization, each
node is limited to do optimization convexly and linearly, which greatly limits the
scope, accuracy, and efficiency of optimization for real wireless communication ap-
plications. Second, it takes time for distributed scheme to converge. For example,
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for power control [42], each node modifies its transmitted power according to the
received SINR. When it is larger than the desired value, the power is reduced; oth-
erwise, the power is increased. This process has been proved to converge within a
few iteration for the stable channel. However, if the channel fluctuates, the con-
vergence might be a problem. So this kind of distributed scheme fits the networks
with large number of users or with the distributed topology, e.g. multi-cell system.
We have discussed the tradeoff between the centralized scheme and distributed
scheme and shown the different scenarios to apply them. In order to explore the
advantages of both systems, we can design a hybrid system. For example, within
each cell, the centralized scheme allocates resources to the associated users for this
cell. Among different cells, the distributed scheme let the cells compete with each
other for the resources. Another example is for downlink and uplink. For downlink,
the base station has the strong power and can make centralized optimal solutions
by complicated computation. While for uplink, because of the distributed nature




Allocation, and Power Control for
OFDMA
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a communications tech-
nique that divides a communications channel into a number of equally spaced
frequency bands. A subcarrier carrying a portion of the user information is trans-
mitted in each band. Each subcarrier is orthogonal (independent of each other)
with every other subcarrier, differentiating OFDM from the commonly used fre-
quency division multiplexing (FDM).
In this chapter, we will review the OFDM technique and OFDMA networks.
The basic problems for OFDMA are explained. Then we find three possible opti-
mization solutions for different network scenarios. First for single cell OFDMA
network, we apply cooperative game theory approach for channel assignment,
throughput management, and power control. Second, for multicell OFDMA net-
work where each cell has only co-channel user, we apply non-cooperative game
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theory approach for resource allocation. Finally, for multicell OFDMA network
with multiple cochannel users per cell, we use subspace method to maximize the
system capacity.
5.1 Introduction for OFDMA Networks
Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) is a technology that transmits multiple
signals simultaneously over a single transmission path, such as a cable or wireless
system. Each signal travels within its own unique frequency range (carrier), which
is modulated by the data (text, voice, video, etc.).
Orthogonal FDM’s (OFDM) spread spectrum technique distributes the data
over a large number of carriers that are spaced apart at precise frequencies. This
spacing provides the “orthogonality” in this technique which prevents the demod-
ulators from seeing frequencies other than their own. The benefits of OFDM are
high spectral efficiency, resiliency to RF interference, and lower multi-path distor-
tion. This is useful because in a typical terrestrial broadcasting scenario there are
multipath-channels (i.e. the transmitted signal arrives at the receiver using various
paths of different length). Since multiple versions of the signal interfere with each
other (inter symbol interference (ISI)) it becomes very hard to extract the original
information.
OFDM is sometimes called multi-carrier or discrete multi-tone modulation. It
is the modulation technique used for digital TV in Europe, Japan, and Australia.
For example,
• DAB - OFDM forms the basis for the Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB)
standard in the European market.
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• ADSL - OFDM forms the basis for the global ADSL (asymmetric digital
subscriber line) standard.
• Wireless Local Area Networks - development is ongoing for wireless point-
to-point and point-to-multipoint configurations using OFDM technology.
In a supplement to the IEEE 802.11 standard, the IEEE 802.11 working
group published IEEE 802.11a, which outlines the use of OFDM in the 5.8-
GHz band.
For multiuser OFDM, OFDM based multi-access technique is called Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), which has been proposed as the
wireless access and signaling scheme in several next generation wireless standards,
as a means of achieving data rates of the order of 2-5 Mbits/see in macrocells. In
OFDMA, the available spectrum is divided into multiple orthogonal narrowband
subchannels (subcarriers) and information symbols are transmitted in parallel over
these low-rate subchannels. This method results in reduced intersymbol interfer-
ence and multipath delay spread, and thus improvement in capacity and attainable
data rates. The rationale is that the fading on each individual subchannel is in-
dependent from user to user, so that adaptive resource allocation gives each their
“best” subchannels and adapts optimally to these channels.
Optimization problem for OFDMA is still open for research. The degrees of
freedom are subcarrier allocation, power, rate, coding, and BER. Variety of the
optimization goals can be formulated
• Maximize the sum of average user rates
• Find all possible average rate vectors (“capacity” region)
• Find average rate vectors with minimum rate constraints
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• Minimize power for some average rate vector
• Minimize outage probability for some constant rate vector
There exist many practical constraints such as
• Maximal power constraint for each mobile
• Minimal rate requirement for each mobile
• Total number of subcarrier
• How many users can share each subcarrier
So one of our research concentration is on this hot and open topic. We find some
possible solutions for some formulated OFDMA optimization problems.
5.2 Cooperative Game Approach
We apply cooperative game theory to allocate subcarrier, throughput, and power
for uplink single cell OFDMA systems. The goal is to maximize the system
throughput, under the power and rate constraints while considering the fairness
among users. Our approach is based on Nash bargaining solution. First, a two-
user algorithm is developed to bargain subcarrier between users. Based on this
algorithm, we develop a multiuser bargaining algorithm where coalitions among
users are constructed by Hungarian method. The simulation results show that the
proposed algorithms not only provide fair resource allocation among users, but
also have similar system throughput as the greedy algorithm of maximizing the
total throughput only. Moreover, the proposed algorithms have the complexity of
only O(N log N), where N is the number of subcarrier.
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This section is organized as follows: First, we give the motivation and sketch
of the proposed scheme. Then, the system model is given. Basic facts for NBS of
cooperative game theory are presented. The problem is formulated. A two-user
algorithm and a multiuser algorithm are constructed. Simulations are conducted.
Motivation and Sketch
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is a promising multi-
plexing multi-access technique for high data rate transmissions over wireless radio
channels. Efficient resource allocation involves bit loading, transmission power
allocation, and subcarrier assignment, which can greatly improve system perfor-
mances.
The resource allocation problem for a single user across parallel orthogonal
channels with additive white Gaussian noise with the objective to maximize the
total achievable rate subject to a total power constraint is optimally solved by the
water-filling method. The throughput allocation in each subcarrier is then deter-
mined by the corresponding power allocation. The water-filling solution can also
be applied in single-cell multiuser systems with a given set of allocated subcar-
rier to each user, since in that case power allocation for each user can be studied
independently.
However, to optimally assign subcarrier to different users in a single-cell mul-
tiuser environment by considering the different users’ link qualities is more difficult,
because of the discrete nature of the subcarrier assignment problem. By adaptively
assigning frequency subcarrier, we can take advantage of channel diversity among
users in different locations, which is called multiuser diversity. This multiuser di-
versity stems from channel diversity including independent path loss and fading of
users. Most of the existing works focus on improving the system efficiency by mul-
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tiuser diversity, [71]-[88]. In [71], the authors studied the dual problem, namely, to
find the optimal subcarrier allocation so as to minimize the total transmitted power
and satisfy a minimum rate constraint for each user. The dual problem is further
formulated as integer programming and a suboptimal solution is found by using
the continuous relaxation. In [72], a low-complexity suboptimal algorithm is pro-
posed, which decouples the problem into two sub-problems: (i) find the required
power and number of subcarrier for each user and (ii) find the exact subcarrier
and throughput allocation. In [73], the discrete subcarrier allocation problem is
relaxed into a constrained optimization problem with continuous variables. The
problem is shown to belong to the class of convex programming problems, thus
allowing the optimal assignment to be found with numerical methods. In [74],
the problem is formulated using a max-min criterion for downlink application. A
suboptimal algorithm is developed assuming equal amount of power is allocated
to each subcarrier. In [75, 76], real-time subcarrier allocation schemes are studied,
which only use subcarrier allocation to enhance the performance while fixing mod-
ulation levels. The Hungarian method [82] can be used to solve such problems with
a high computational complexity of O(N4), where N is the number of subcarrier.
The sub-optimal algorithms are developed in [75, 76] to simplify the Hungarian
algorithm and achieve similar performances. In [77], with an appropriate alloca-
tion strategy in both frequency and time domains, resources could be used more
efficiently.
Most of the previous approaches maximize the total transmission rate or mini-
mize the total transmitted power under some constraints. The formulated problem
and their solutions are focused on the efficiency issue. However, these approaches
benefit the users closer to the base station or with a higher power capability. The
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fairness issue is less studied. On the other hand, considering the fairness among
users, max-min criterion has been studied for channel allocation in OFDMA sys-
tems [74]. However, it is not easy to take into account the notions that users
might have different requirements within this framework. In addition, the max-
min approach deals with the worst case of the system, penalizing users with better
channels and reducing the system efficiency. Moreover, most of the existing solu-
tions have high complexities, which prohibit them from practical implementation.
Therefore, it is desired to develop an approach that considers the fairness of re-
source allocation, system efficiency, and complexity simultaneously.
In uplink single cell OFDMA systems, there are many distributed users that
can cooperate in making the decisions on the subcarrier usage, such that each of
them will operate at his optimum. Users can communicate via the base station
and make joint agreements about their operating points. Such a fact motivates us
to apply the cooperative game theory [78, 79, 81], which can achieve the crucial
notion of fairness and maximize the system throughput. The Nash Bargaining So-
lution (NBS) is taken into our consideration for the resource allocation of OFDMA
systems. It provides a fair operation point and a distributed implementation. Un-
der certain conditions, the operation point can also be both unique and Pareto
optimal.
Motivated by the above reasons, we apply the cooperative game theory for re-
source allocation in OFDMA systems. We want to maximize the system through-
put, under the constraints of each user’s minimal throughput requirement and
maximal transmitted power. The approach is based on NBS which is not only
conditional optimal from system optimization point of view, but shows fairness.
First we develop a fast two-user bargaining algorithm to negotiate the usage of
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subcarrier. Based on this algorithm, we group the users into coalitions by us-
ing Hungarian method, such that minimal number of bargaining is required. The
complexity is only O(N log N). From simulations, the proposed algorithms allo-
cate resources fairly and efficiently compared to the greedy algorithm and max-min
algorithm.
System Model
Consider an uplink scenario of a single cell OFDMA system. There are totally
K users. The users want to share their transmissions among N different subcarrier.
The ith user’s transmission rate is Ri and is allocated to different channel as Ri =
∑N
j=1 rij, where rij is the i
th user’s transmission rate in the jth subcarrier. Define
the rate allocation matrix r with [r]ij = rij. Define the subcarrier assignment
matrix [A]ij = aij, where aij = 1, if rij > 0; aij = 0, otherwise. Define power
allocation matrix [P]ij = Pij. For single cell OFDMA, no subcarrier can support
the transmissions from more than one user, i.e.,
∑K
i=1 aij = 1,∀j.
Adaptive modulation provides each user with the ability to match each sub-
carrier’s transmission rate rij, according to its channel conditions. MQAM is a
modulation method with a high spectrum efficiency. In [65], BER as function of











where Gij is the subcarrier channel gain and Pij is the transmitted power for the
ith user in the jth subcarrier. Assume the thermal noise power for each subcarrier
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is the same and equal to σ2. From (5.1), for a fixed BER, we have







where W is the bandwidth and c3 = c2/ ln(c1/BER) with BER = BERij, ∀i, j.
Basics for Nash Bargaining Solution
In this section, we will briefly review the basic concepts and theorems for the
cooperative game and NBS. Then we will give a overview on how to apply these
ideas to OFDMA resource allocation.
The bargaining problem of cooperative game theory can be described as follows
[78, 79, 81]: Let K = {1, 2, . . . , K} be the set of players. Let S be a closed and
convex subset of <K to represent the set of feasible payoff allocations that the
players can get if they all work together. Let Rimin be the minimal payoff that the
ith player would expect, otherwise, he will not cooperate. Suppose {Ri ∈ S|Ri ≥
Rimin,∀i ∈ K} is a nonempty bounded set. Then the pair (S, Rimin) is called a
K-person bargaining problem.
Within feasible set S, we define the notion of Pareto optimal as a selection
criterion for the bargaining solutions.
Definition 5.2.1 The point Ri, ∀i is said to be Pareto optimal, if and only if
there is no other allocation R′i such that R
′
i > Ri,∀i. Pareto optimality means that
it is impossible to find another resource allocation that leads to strictly superior
performance for all users.
There might be infinite number of Pareto optimal points. We need further
criterion to select the bargaining results. One possible criterion is fairness. One
commonly used fairness criterion is max-min [74], where the performance of the
user with worst channel is maximized. This criterion penalizes the users with good
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channels and as a result generates inferior system performance. In our approach,
we use the proportional fairness criterion [80] of NBS. The intuitive idea is that,
after the minimal requirements are assigned to all users, the rest resources are
allocated proportionally to users according to their channel conditions.
There exit many kinds of cooperative game solutions [81]. Among them, NBS
provides a unique and fair Pareto optimal operation point under some conditions.
NBS is briefly explained as follows:
Definition 5.2.2 r̄ is said to be a Nash Bargaining Solution in S for Rimin,∀i,
i.e., r̄ = φ(S, Rimin), if the following Axioms are satisfied:
1. Individual Rationality: R̄i =
∑N
j=1 r̄ij ≥ Rimin, ∀i.
2. Feasibility: r̄ ∈ S.







4. Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives: If r̄ ∈ S′ ⊂ S, r̄ = φ(S, Rimin), then
r̄ = φ(S′, Rimin).
5. Independence of Linear Transformations: For any linear scale transformation
ψ, ψ(φ(S, Rimin)) = φ(ψ(S), ψ(R
i
min)).






Axiom 4-6 are called axioms of fairness. The irrelevant alternative axiom asserts
that eliminating feasible alternatives that would not have been chosen should not
affect the solution. Axiom 5 asserts that the bargaining solution is scale invariant.
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Symmetry axiom asserts that if the position of players are completely symmetric,
then the solution should also treat them symmetrically.
From [81], there is exactly one NBS that satisfies the above axioms, which is
shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.3 Existence and Uniqueness of NBS: There is a unique so-
lution function φ(S, Rimin) that satisfies all six axioms in Definition 1. And this
solution satisfies








Until now, we have provided the mathematical background for the cooperative
game theory. The cooperative game in the single cell OFDMA system can be
defined as follows: Each of K users has Ri as his objective function, where Ri is
bounded above and have a nonempty, closed, and convex support. The goal is to
maximize all Ri simultaneously. R
i
min represents the minimal performance and is
called the initial agreement point. Define S as the feasible set of rate allocation
matrix r that satisfies Ri ≥ Rimin, ∀i. The problem, then, is to choose the operating
point in S for users, such that this point is Perato optimal and fair.
Cooperative Game Approaches
Problem Formulation
Considering a channel for a specific subcarrier may be good for more than one
users, there is competition among users to put their transmissions into the sub-
carrier with large Gij. Moreover each mobile user’s maximal transmitted power is
bounded by some value Pmax and each user has a minimal throughput requirement
Rimin if he is admitted to the system. In our approach, the optimization goal is
to allocate different users’ transmission to the different subcarrier such that NBS
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i=1 aij = 1,∀j;
Ri ≥ Rimin,∀i;
∑N
j=1 Pij ≤ Pmax,∀i.
We use the goal U as a product form for two reasons. First, it will be shown
later that this form will ensure fairness of allocation. Second, cooperative game
theories prove that there exists a unique and efficient solution under some con-
ditions. The difficulty to solve (5.5) by traditional methods lies in two factors.
First, the problem itself is a nonlinear constrained combinatorial problem. Sec-
ond, distributed algorithms are desired for uplink OFDMA systems. We will use
the bargaining concept and develop simple algorithms that can achieve the social
optimal and fair resource allocation in next two subsections.
In Fig. 5.1, a two-user example is illustrated. Rimin is assumed to be zero. S is
the feasible range for R1 and R2. For the proposed cost function, the optimal point
is (R1, R2). The physical meaning can be explained as follows: After assigned with
the minimal throughput, “the remaining resources are divided between users in a
ratio equal to the rate at which the utility can be transferred” [81]. The geometrical
interpretation is by drawing a triangle such that its one side tangents the set S
and one vertex is at (R1min, R
2
min). In our case, user 1 has better channel conditions
than user 2. Compared with the greedy algorithm which maximizes the sum of




2), our solution has
slightly overall throughput loss, but keeps fairness. Compared with the max-min
algorithm where the system satisfies the worst case situation and has the strictly
fair at optimal point (R′1, R
′













Figure 5.1: Two-User Illustrative Example
When Rimin = 0,∀i, the fairness is the same as the proportional fairness [80], i.e.,
any change in the distribution of rates will result in the sum of the proportional





≤ 0, ∀R∗i ∈ S. (5.6)
Bargaining Algorithm for Two-user Case
In this part, we will develop a two-user bargaining algorithm. The intuitive
idea is to allow two users to negotiate and exchange their subcarrier such that
benefits will be obtained. The idea is similar to bargaining in a real market. The
difficulty is to determine how to optimally exchange subcarrier, which is a complex
integer programming problem. In [73], the authors develop a low complexity algo-
rithm. The idea is to use a simple two band partition for subcarrier assignment.
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Table 5.1: Two-user Algorithm
1. Sort the subcarrier:
Arrange the index from the largest to smallest G1j
G2j
.
2. For j=1,. . . , N-1
User 1 occupies and water-fills subcarrier 1 to j;
User 2 occupies and water-fills subcarrier j+1 to N.
Waterfill both users to assigned subcarrier sets.
Calculate U .
End
3. Choose the j that generate the largest U
that satisfies the constraints.
The authors prove that when SINR is high, the two band partition for two user
subcarrier assignment is near optimal.
Based on the similar idea, we develop a fast algorithm for two users to exchange
their subcarrier in Table 5.1. First we combine the two user’s subcarrier and get
the channel gains for all subcarrier. In this combined subcarrier set, the subcarrier
is sorted by the order of user1’s channel gain over user2’s channel gain. The
subcarrier allocation tries to find the optimal partition point to maximize the cost
function U = (R1−R1min)(R2−R2min), where user1 occupies and waterfill the first
part of subcarrier set and user2 uses the rest. The algorithm has the complexity
of O(N2) and can be further improved by using a binary search algorithm with a
complexity of only O(N log N).
Cooperate Game Algorithm for Multiple Users
For multiuser cooperative game, one simple straight forward algorithm is to let
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the users bargain randomly, while the constraints are satisfied. The algorithm can
be described by the following two steps:
1. Initialization: The goal is to assign all subcarrier and make sure that each
user has at least throughput of Rimin and the power constraint is satisfied. We
develop a fast algorithm to allocate Rimin to each user under the power constraint.
If the user has throughput larger than Rimin, he is removed from the assignment
list. After every user has enough throughput, the rest of subcarrier is assigned to
the users with the maximal channel gains.
2. Bargain: Negotiate between any two users to exchange the subcarrier
by the two user algorithm in Table 5.1, such that the optimization product U is
increased, until no improvement can be achieved.
We call this algorithm the random method. However the complexity explodes
and the convergence is slow with the number of users increasing. This is because
optimal cooperation among subsets of the users is not considered. Each user needs
to carefully select who he should negotiate with. So we define a new concept for
grouping the users:
Definition 5.2.4 For a K-person game, any nonempty subset of the set of players
is called a coalition.
We call the users can negotiate effectively if there is a feasible change in the
strategies of the members of the coalition that would benefit them all. There are
many possible coalitions and most of them are not effective. In order to reduce the
number of rounds for negotiate, effective coalitions should be carefully selected. In
our approach, we concentrate on the coalition with the size of 2 and how to speed
up the convergence of negotiations.
We quantify the convergence speed by the round of negotiations. For each
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round, two users are negotiated together to exchange their subcarrier. The problem
is to decide how to form the coalition pairs, such that the overall system can
be improved most. The negotiation iteration is continued until no user can be
improved by negotiations.
Each user’s channel gains are various over different subcarrier. A user may
be preferred by many users to form coalitions, while only two user coalition is
allowed. Thus, the problem to decide the coalition pairs can be stated as an
assignment problem. Define a K × K assignment table X. Each component





1 if user i negotiates with user j;
0 otherwise.
(5.7)
Define the benefit for the ith user negotiates with the jth user as bij. Obviously
bii = 0,∀i. For the other cases, from (5.5), each element of the cost table b can be
expressed as:
bij = max(log(R̃i −Rimin) + log(R̃j −Rjmin)
− log(R̂i −Rimin)− log(R̂j −Rjmin), 0).
(5.8)
where R̃i and R̃j are the throughput if the negotiation happens, and R̄i and R̄j are
the original throughput. So the problem is how to select the pairs of negotiations














i=1 Xij = 1 j = 1 . . . K, ∀i;
∑K
j=1 Xij = 1 i = 1 . . . K, ∀j;
Xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j.
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If the number of user is odd, we can add a dummy user to make the total number
of users even. To exchange with this user will always generate zero payoff. One
of the popular solution for (5.9) is Hungarian method [82] which can always find
the optimal coalition pairs. We change the maximization problem in (5.9) into a
minimization problem by multiplying every bij by -1 and then adding the maximal
value of b. The algorithm is briefly explained as follows:
Step 1: Subtract the minimum element in each row from every entry in that
row of a cost table.
Step 2: Subtract the minimum element in each column from every entry in
that column of the resulting equivalent cost table. This step results in at least one
zero in every row and column. If there is a complete set of assignments with zero
elements is possible than the resultant equivalent cost table is the optimal solution
otherwise go to next step.
Step 3: Draw a set of minimum number of lines through some of the rows and
columns in such a way as to cover all the zeros. Subtract the minimum element
from every element without a line through them and then add that minimum
element that lies at the intersection of two lines. Now if there is a complete set of
assignments with zero elements is possible than the resultant equivalent cost table
is the optimal solution otherwise repeat this step (Step 3).
The complexity of Hungarian method is O(K4). Since the number of users is
much less than the number of subcarrier, the complexity of the proposed algorithm
is much lower than the schemes that apply Hungarian method directly to subcarrier
domain [75, 76].
In each round, the optimal coalition pairs are determined by Hungarian method
and then the users are set to bargain together using the two user algorithm. The
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Table 5.2: Multiuser Algorithm
1. Initialize the channel assignment:
Assign at least Rimin to each user.
2. Forming the coalition
- Method 1: Randomly form 2-user coalition, but
more stages to achieve stability for the whole system;
- Method 2: Hungarian algorithms.
3. Solve the 2-user NBS for each coalition
4. Need to bargain again?
If yes, go to step 2; else, algorithm ends.
whole algorithm stops when no bargaining can improve the performance, i.e., b is
equal to a zero matrix.
Based on the above explanations, we develop cooperative game algorithm for
multi-user resource allocation in single cell OFDMA systems as Table 5.2
Simulation Results
First, a two-user uplink OFDMA system is taken into consideration. We simu-
late the OFDM system with 32 subcarrier over 3.2 MHz band (or equivalently, an
average of 100k bits/subcarrier). To evaluate the performances, we have simulated
105 sets of four-path frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels, which has an
exponential power profile with 100ns root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread. The
maximal power is Pmax = 0.5Watts, and the desired BER is 10
−2. The thermal
noise level is N0 = 10
−10Watts. The propagation loss factor is 3. The distance
between user 1 and base station is fixed at D1 = 50m, while D2 is varying from
10m to 200m. Rimin = 2M bps, ∀i.
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Figure 5.2: Each User’s Throughput (Mbps) vs. D2









































Figure 5.3: Fairness for Three Algorithms
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In Fig. 5.2, the throughput of both users for the cooperative, greedy, and
max-min algorithms is shown vs. D2. For the greedy algorithm, the user close
to the base station will have higher throughput and the throughput difference is
very large when D1 and D2 are different. For the max-min algorithm, both users
have the same throughput which is reduced when D2 is increasing. While for
the cooperative algorithm, user 1’s throughput is almost the same regardless D2
and user 2’s throughput is reduced when D2 is increasing. This shows that our
algorithm is fair in the sense that the user’s throughput is determined only by his
channel condition and not by other users’ conditions. In addition, the ratio of two
users’ throughput is shown in Fig. 5.3. For the max-min algorithm, the ratio is
always equal to 1, which is strict fair. For the greedy algorithm, the ratio changes
greatly for different D2, which is very unfair. For the proposed algorithm, the ratio
of R1 − R1min over R2 − R2min changes almost linearly with D2, which shows the
fairness of NBS.
In Fig. 5.4, we show the overall throughput R1 + R2 for three algorithms vs
D2. Because the max-min algorithm is for worst case situation, it has the worst
performance. The cooperative algorithm has the performance between the greedy
algorithm and max-min algorithm, while the greedy algorithm cannot guarantee
the minimal throughput requirement Rimin.
We setup the simulations with more users to test the proposed algorithms.
All the users are randomly located within the cell of radius 200m. Each user is
assigned with the minimal throughput Rimin = 500k bps first, then we use the
greedy, max-min, and cooperative algorithm to optimize the system performance.
The other settings are the same as two-user case simulations.
In Fig. 5.5, we show the sum of all users’ throughput vs. the number of
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Figure 5.4: Overall Throughput (Mbps) R1 + R2
Figure 5.5: Overall Throughput (Mbps) vs. No. of Users
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Figure 5.6: Histogram for Convergence
users in the system for the three algorithms. We can see that all three algorithms
have better performances when the number of users increases. This is because
of multiuser diversity. The performance improvement satiates gradually. The
proposed cooperative algorithm has a similar performance to that of the greedy
one and has a much better performance than that of the max-min algorithm.
The performance gap between the greedy algorithm and the cooperative algorithm
reduces when the number of users is large. This is because more bargain pair
choices are available to increase the system performance.
In Fig. 5.6, we show the histogram of the number of rounds necessary for con-
verge of the random method and Hungarian method. Hungarian method converges
in about 1 to 6 rounds, while the random method may converge very slowly. The
average converge rounds for the random method is 4.25 times to that of Hungar-
ian method. By using Hungarian method, we can find the best pairs to negotiate.
Consequently the convergence rate is much quicker.
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Figure 5.7: Histogram for Product Ratio
In Fig. 5.7, we show the ratio of ΠKi=1(Ri − Rimin) of Hungarian method over
that of the random method. Hungarian method converges to a better solution in
most of times. The random algorithm may fall into some local optima. This is
because the Nash six axioms may not be satisfied in the proposed system and the
two user algorithm is suboptimal. However, most of times, the ratio is a small
number, so the problem of local optima is not severe.
5.3 Non-cooperative Game Approach
In this section, we use noncooperative game approach to have sub-channel assign-
ment, adaptive modulation, and power control for multi-cell OFDMA networks.
The goal is to minimize the overall transmitted power under the constraints that
each user has the desired throughput and each user’s power is bounded. Our con-
tribution is to model and solve this complicated problem by a distributed noncoop-
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erative game approach: Each user water-fills its power to different sub-channels re-
garding other users’ powers as interferences. A noncooperative game is constructed
for each user to compete with each other. A heuristic method is constructed as a
mediator (judge) for the game. From the simulation results, the proposed scheme
reduces the overall transmitted power greatly compared with the fixed channel
assignment algorithm and pure water-filling algorithm.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: First, we give the motivation
and sketch for the proposed scheme. Then, we give the system model and formulate
the problem. The adaptive algorithm of the noncooperative approach is developed.
We have simulation studies.
Motivation and Sketch
In a multi-cell OFDMA system, the resource allocation problem becomes more
complicated, even if the assignment of sub-channels to users is predetermined.
This is because users in different cells reuse the same sub-channels and cause in-
terferences to each other. If the number of co-channel users is relatively large, the
interference seen by a user in a sub-channel can be approximated by a Gaussian
random variable by applying the central limit theorem. In this case, water-filling
algorithm can provide a good solution. When the channel assignment is fixed,
many iterative water-filling methods are proposed in [83, 84, 85, 86] to maximize
the throughput with power constraints. However, if the sub-channel assignment
to users is not predetermined, all possible combinations of co-channel users should
be checked to determine the best resource allocation. In [87], the authors present
heuristic distributed algorithms that are executed independently by each base sta-
tion, which are based on iterative water-filling with removing sub-channels of low
signal to interferences and noise ratio (SINR). In [88], the problem of channel al-
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location with modulation and power control in a multi-cell system is studied for
generic multiple access schemes with orthogonal channels.
Since in the multi-cell case, individual mobile users do not have the knowledge
of other users conditions and cannot cooperate with each other, they act selfishly
to maximize their own performances in a distributed fashion. Such a fact moti-
vates us to adopt the game theory [56]. The resource allocation can be modelled
as a noncooperative game that deals largely with how rational and intelligent in-
dividuals interact with each other in an effort to achieve their own goals. In the
resource allocation game, each mobile user is self-interested and trying to optimize
his utility function, where the utility function represents the user’s performance
and controls the outcomes of the game.
In our approach, we want to minimize the overall transmitted power, under the
constraint that each user has the desired throughput and each user’s transmitted
power is bounded. By noncooperative game theory approach, we find the following
facts: If the co-channel interferences are small, users can share the sub-channels
for transmission. In this case, by carefully designing the utility function, the
noncooperative game for each user to compete the resources will be balanced in an
optimal and unique Nash equilibrium point (NEP). If the co-channel interferences
are severe for some sub-channels, NEP may not be optimal and there might be
multiple NEPs. In order to deal with this condition, some users with bad channels
or large interferences to others must be kicked out from using these sub-channels,
so that the rest of the users can make use of the corresponding sub-channels. We
design the utility function for each user, define the criterion as a game rule to kick
out users, and develop the adaptive algorithms for resource allocation. From the
simulation results, we can see that the proposed scheme can reduce the overall
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transmitted power greatly compared to the fixed channel assignment algorithm
and pure water-filling algorithm.
System Model and Problem Formulation
The K co-channel links are taken into consideration that may exist in distinct
cells of OFDMA networks. Each link consists of a mobile user and its assigned base
station. Assume coherent detection is possible so that it is sufficient to model this
multiuser system by an equivalent baseband model. The total number of OFDM
sub-channels is L. For the uplink case, the sampled signal on the lth sub-channel












where P lk and G
l
ki is the transmitted power and propagation loss from the k
th user to
the ith base station in the lth sub-channel, respectively, slk is message symbol from
the kth user to the ith base station at time n, and nli(n) is the sampled thermal
noise. We assume that the channels change slowly. Without loss of generality,










Rate adaptation such as adaptive modulation provides each sub-channel with
the ability to match the effective bit rates, according to the interference and chan-
nel conditions. MQAM is a modulation method with high spectrum efficiency.
Without loss of generality, we assume the output of different adaptive modulation
constellation has unit power. In [54, 65], for a desired throughput rli of MQAM,
the BER of the lth sub-channel of the ith user can be approximated as a function
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where c1 ≈ 0.2 and c2 ≈ 1.5 with small BERli. Rearrange (5.12), for a specific
desired BERli, the i
th user’s transmission rate of the lth sub-channel for the SINR
Γli and the desired BER
l
i can be expressed as:









. In our approach, for simplicity,
we assume all the sub-channels and users have the same BER requirement, i.e.,
BERli = BER, ∀ i, l.





i = Ri. Each user’s transmitted power is bounded by Pmax.
Define the K ×L channel assignment matrix A with [A]il = 1, if rli > 0; [A]il = 0,
otherwise. Therefore, our objective is to minimize the overall transmitted power




















i − Pmax ≤ 0, ∀i,
rli, P
l
i ≥ 0, ∀i, l.
The problem in (5.14) is very difficult to solve by centralized constrained nonlinear
integer optimization, because the complexity and communication overhead grows
fast as the number of users increases. This motivates us to develop a distributed
algorithm with limited controls by using the game theory approach.
Noncooperative Game Approach
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Our focus is to solve (5.14) by noncooperative game theory. First, we analyze
the system feasible region. Then we will construct the game. A two-user two-
sub-channel example is given to show insights. The properties of the NEP are
analyzed. Finally, an iterative algorithm for multiple users with a game mediator
is developed.
System Feasibility Region
In order to ensure the desired BER, for every sub-channel, every user should
have SINR no less than the required SINR γli, i.e., Γ
l
i ≥ γli, ∀ i, l. Rewrite these
inequalities in matrix form, we have
(I−DlFl)Pl ≥ vl, ∀l, (5.15)
where I is a K ×K identity matrix, vl = [vl1, . . . , vlK ]′ with vli = N0γli/Gii, Dl =





0 if j = i,
Glji
Glii
if j 6= i.
By Perron-Frobenius theorem, there exists a positive power allocation if and only
if the maximum eigenvalue of DlFl, i.e. spectrum radius ρ(DlFl), is inside unit





(I−DlFl)−1vl, |ρ(DlFl)| < 1;
+∞, otherwise.
(5.16)
The system feasibility region Ω is defined as the supporting domain where there
exist solutions and power constraint in (5.14) is satisfied. The condition for (5.16)
to have finite solutions is a necessary condition for existence of feasible Ω.
Noncooperative Game and Nash Equilibrium
Each user wants to minimize its transmitted power by allocating its throughput
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P li , s.t.
L∑
l=1
rli = Ri. (5.17)
where ui is the utility function defined as the i
th user’s transmit power. If the



























However the interferences from other users do change. Based on the game
theory [56], the system will be balanced in a Nash equilibrium defined as:




i ) ≤ ui(r̃i, r−1i ), ∀i, ∀r̃i ∈ Ω, r−1i ∈ ΩL−1. (5.21)
i.e., given the other users’ throughput allocation, no user can reduce its transmitted
power by changing its resource allocation alone.
Two-User Two-sub-channel Example
In order to explain the Nash equilibrium and show the idea of how we solve
the problem. A simple two-user two-sub-channel example is illustrated as follows.























user2’s throughput in the first channel


















el Nash Equilibrium/Optimal Point
Figure 5.8: Two-user example: Unique NEP
Fig. 1 shows the overall power contour as a function of two users’ throughput
allocations, where R1 = R2 = 6. The axes are users’ throughput in the first
sub-channel. The two black curves show the minimal locations for the two users’
own powers when the interference from the other user is fixed, respectively. Each
user tries to minimize its power by adjusting its throughput allocation so that
the operating point is more close to the curve. Consequently, the cross is a Nash
equilibrium, where no user can reduce its power alone. We can see that the Nash
equilibrium under this setup is unique and optimal for the overall power. It is
worthy to mention that the feasible domain is not convex at all. Fig. 2 shows the
situation when R1 = R2 = 8. Because the throughput is increased, the co-channel
interferences are increased and the NEP is no longer the optimum. There exists
more than one local optima and the global optimum occurs when user1 doesn’t
occupy the sub-channel 1. Fig. 3 shows the situation when R1 = R2 = 8.5. The
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Figure 5.9: Two-user example: Multiple Local Optima
contour graph is not connected. There are two NEPs and two local optima. Under
the above two conditions, we need to remove users from using the sub-channels.
If we further increase R1 = R2 = 10, there exists no feasible area, i.e., both
users cannot have a resource allocation that satisfies both power and throughput
constraints. In this case, the throughput requirement should be reduced.
From the above observations, we can see that the behaviors of the optimal
solution and NEP depend on how severe interferences are. In order to let NEP
converge to the desired solution, we need to find a criterion as the game rule
to decide whether the users can share the sub-channels. If not, who should be
kicked out from using the sub-channels. Before we develop the proposed algorithm,
following two theorems are proved for the properties of NEP.
Properties of Nash Equilibrium
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Theorem 5.3.2 There exists NEP in the proposed game defined in (5.17), if Ω is
not empty.
Proof In [56], it has been shown a NEP exists, if ∀ i
1. Ω, the support domain of ui(ri), is a nonempty, convex, and compact subset
of some Euclidean space <L.
2. ui(ri) is continuous in ri and quasiconvex in r
l
i.
We consider that each user allocates its transmitted power to different sub-
channnels first. Since each sub-channel can be allocated by Pmax and overall
transmitted power for all sub-channels is linearly constraint by Pmax, the sup-
porting domain for power allocation is compact and convex. Because throughput
is a linear function of transmitted power if the interferences are fixed, the support-
ing domain Ω for rli, ∀l is a convex and compact subset of some Euclidean space
(<+)L. It is worthy mentioning that ΩK is not convex and one example is shown
in Fig. 1. But our proof only needs that Ω is convex and nonempty.













Obviously, it is continuous and convex for ri. QED









i = Ri, ∀i, i.e., the assigned users can share all










i = Ri, ∀i at NEP, the iterative
water-filling converges. For each user, the resource allocation is optimal if the
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Figure 5.10: Two-user example: Multiple NEPs
interferences are considered as noises. By Lagrangian method, define ∇ = ∂
∂ri , the




P li )− µi∇(
L∑
l=1
rli −Ri) = 0. (5.23)




i < Pmax, ∀i, the













rli −Ri) = 0. (5.24)
Obviously, when the iterative water-filling converges, (5.24) will be satisfied from
(5.23). So the KKT necessary condition is satisfied for NEP.
Resource Allocation Algorithm
Before developing the proposed algorithm, we analyze two extreme cases. In
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Figure 5.11: Noncooperative Game
overlapping such that there are no co-channel interferences among cells. We call
it the fixed channel assignment scheme. However, this extreme method has the
disadvantages of low spectrum efficiency because of the low frequency re-usage.
The overall transmitted power in (5.14) solved by this method is far from minimum,
because it doesn’t take the advantage of the multiuser diversity and power control.
In the second extreme case, all the users share all the sub-channels. We call it
pure water-filling scheme. From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can see that the system
can be balanced at the undesired point, because of the severe inter-cell co-channel
interferences. So the facts motive us to believe that the optimal resource allocation
is between these two extreme cases, i.e., each sub-channel can be shared by only a
group of users for transmission.
The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is to have a noncooperative game and
if the game cannot converge to a good solution, a mediator is introduced on the
sub-channel usage. Each user minimizes its own utility function, i.e. transmitted
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power, in a distributed game by applying water-filling. Then the system will be
balanced in some NEP. If the co-channel interferences are not large, the NEP should
be the desired solution. If the constraints of throughput and maximal transmitted
power are not satisfied or NEP is not a local optimum, the co-channel interferences
are too severe. From Theorem 2 and the previous observations, the system is
probably balanced at a undesired solution. So a game mediator is needed to
redefine the game, reducing the number of users that share the same sub-channels.
We define the sub-channel set that the ith user can allocate their throughput as
transmission group Si. In Fig. 4, we show the block diagram of the proposed
algorithm from system point of view. We initially set Si to have all the sub-
channels. Then the noncooperative game is applied. When the system is iteratively
balanced by the water-filling among users, we determine if the NEP is the desired
one. If yes, we continue the water-filling. Otherwise, some user must remove
some sub-channel from the transmission group. If the removal can make all users
balanced in the desired NEP, the algorithm continues in the water-filling step.
Otherwise, we continue the user removal step, until no user can be removed or the
desired NEP is achieved. If no user can be removed and the desired NEP is still
not achieved, we have to reduce the desired throughput requirement Ri.
The criterion for the user to remove a specific sub-channel is determined by
the channel gain and the interferences plus noise level. If user i can not satisfy its
constraints, the users who share the sub-channels in Si will decide who will quit
one channel. The channel with smaller channel gain and larger interferences plus
noise will be selected, i.e., the jth user will drop the lth channel if









where l ∈ Si and user j shares a least one sub-channel with user i.
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Table 5.3: Distributed Resource Allocation Algorithm
1. Initialization: Ri= predefined value,
Si includes all sub-channels
2. Water Filling:










i = Ri, not local
minimum on boundary, go to step 2;
otherwise, go to step 4.
4. Sub-channel Removal/Throughput Reduction:
remove sub-channel from transmission group by (5.25)
go to step 2. If no user can reduce his transmission
group, reduce Ri, go to step 2.
The criterion for whether or not the user can be removed from the transmission
group is determined by three factors. 1) Each user must has at least one sub-
channel to transmit. 2) No sub-channel is wasted, i.e., at least one user is assigned
for each sub-channel. 3) User can not be kicked out from the sub-channel, if the
user cannot transmit his throughput Ri using the rest of sub-channels, even though
he occupies them alone.
The proposed distributed algorithm for each cell is shown in Table 5.3. In order
to apply the proposed algorithm, we assume that base stations can accurately mea-
sure the channel gains and interferences plus noise power. Moreover the power and
throughput allocation information can be reliably feeded back to mobiles without
any delay. All these assumptions are reasonable for implementation in practice.
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Simulation Results
To show the improvements of the proposed algorithm, we set up the simula-
tions consisting of a two-cell case and a seven-cell case. In the two-cell case, one
base station is situated at the center of each cell and one co-channel mobile per
cell is generated as a uniform distribution within the corresponding cell for each
simulation instance. The propagation model assumes the operation in a suburban
environment and takes into consideration of path loss and shadowing. The received




where d0 = 10m is used as a reference point in measurements (L(d0) = 0dB) and α
is set to 3.5. Shadow fading for each user is modelled as an independent log-normal
random variable with standard deviation σ = 10dB. The four-path Rayleigh model
is taken into consideration to simulate the frequency selective fading channels,
which has an exponential power profile with 100ns root-mean-square (RMS) delay
spread. We consider a multi-cell OFDMA system with 32 sub-channels in total.
The overall bandwidth is 6.4MHz. The total transmission power for every mobile
is constrained by a maximal value of 10mW. The receiver thermal noise is -70dBm.
The BER of the transmitted symbols is required to be 10−3 for every sub-channel
and user, which corresponds to c3 = 0.2831. We define the reuse factor Ru as the
distance between two base stations D over the cell radius r. The smaller reuse
distance, the more severe the co-channel interferences are.
In Fig. 5.12, we show the total transmitted power vs. rate constraint Ri
for Ru = 2. Here we assume Ri = Rj, ∀i, j. When the rate requirement is
increasing, the overall power is increasing. Compared with the fixed assignment
algorithm, the proposed algorithm reduces about 80% of powers. This is because
the fixed assignment algorithm wastes many resources by letting only one user
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Figure 5.12: Total Power vs. Rate Constraint





















Figure 5.13: User per Channel vs. Rate Constraint
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occupy any sub-channel. Compared with the pure water-filling algorithm, the
proposed algorithm reduces about 25% of powers. The reduction is larger when
the rate constraint is large. This is because some sub-channels cannot support
more than one user especially when the rate constraint and co-channel interferes
are large.
In Fig. 5.13, we show number of users per channel vs. rate constraint. The
fixed channel assignment algorithm always has only one user per channel. The
proposed algorithm has lower user per channel and the pure water-filling algo-
rithm has higher user per channel when the rate requirement is larger. For pure
water-filling algorithm, some sub-channels may not have allocated powers when
the rate constraint is small, because of the low water-filling level. For the pro-
posed algorithm, more users are kicked out from using the sub-channel when the
rate constraint is large.
Seven-user simulation is setup as shown in Fig. 5.14. One cell is located in the
middle and the other six cells are located at the angle of [0, 30, 90, 150, 210, 270].
The cell radius is r = 100m. The rate constraint is 10Mbits for each user. The
other settings are the same as two-cell case.
In Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16, we show the overall transmitted power and users per
channel vs. reuse distance for the pure water-filling algorithm and the proposed
algorithm, respectively. We can see that the proposed algorithm can reduce the
overall power about 90% when the co-channel interferences are severe (Ru = 2),
which will greatly improve the system performance. The proposed scheme kicks
more users out and reduces number of users per sub-channel. When Ru is increas-
ing, the co-channel interferences are reduced. Consequently, two schemes shows
the similar overall transmitted power and user per channel.
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Figure 5.14: Simulation Setup




















Comparison of Transmission Power for 7 Cell Case
Iterative Waterfilling Only
The Proposed Scheme
Figure 5.15: Overall Power vs. Ru for Multicell Case
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Channel Occupation Ratio for 7 cell cases
The Proposed Scheme
Iterative Water−filling Only
Figure 5.16: User per sub-channel vs. Ru for Multicell Case
5.4 Subspace Approach
Capacity optimization in a multi-cell OFDMA system where each cell has multiple
users is investigated in this work. The objective is to find an assignment of users
to the sets of subcarrier, their transmission rates for the subcarrier, and power
allocation such that the total system capacity is increased, while users meet a
minimum total rate requirement and a power constraint. Since the optimal solu-
tion involves an exhaustive search or complex nonlinear integer programming, we
develop sub-optimal low complexity algorithms. We propose a two-step scheme:
First an initial channel and data rate allocations are determined by two initial-
ization algorithms. Then we refine the assigned rates by an iterative algorithm.
From the preliminary simulation results, the proposed algorithms can efficiently
allocate resources to increase the overall system capacity and reduce the allocation
outages.
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This section is organized as follows: First, we give the motivation and sketch
for the proposed scheme. Then, we present the system model and problem defini-
tion. We propose two initialization algorithms. We develop an iterative capacity
refinement algorithm by using subspace methods. Preliminary numerical studies
are included.
Motivation and Sketch
In multiuser wireless systems, users to users channel variations, due to location
differences and fading in time and frequency, can be utilized to improve system
capacity. By assigning bandwidth according to users’ channel responses, spectral
efficiencies can be improved. This technique, which is known as multiuser diversity,
in Orthogonal Frequency Domain Multi-Access (OFDMA) can be utilized over time
and frequency. However, in order to maintain the basic link qualities, the allocation
algorithm has to efficiently utilize the bandwidth to increase system capacity and
at the same time meet the minimal data rate requirements of different users.
This problem has been of interest recently. In [71, 76], in single cell systems,
suboptimal algorithms were proposed such that total transmit power was mini-
mized and a minimum rate requirement for each user was to be satisfied. In [72],
a suboptimal simple algorithm was proposed for single cell case. In [90], a sim-
ilar problem in a single cell system was formulated as max-min user throughput
optimization under a maximum transmit power policy. In [87], the objective was
defined as maximizing total system throughput, in a multi-cell system, while the
transmit power per user was limited. In that work, a suboptimal water-pouring
based algorithm was proposed to solve that problem. A number of heuristic al-
gorithms were proposed in [88] to find feasible channel assignments and transmit
power allocation in multi-cell systems. Most of the previous works concentrate on
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either single cell channel assignment problem or multi-cell power control problem.
Very few works address the multi-cell OFDMA resource allocation where each cell
has multiple users, which is a very difficult high dimension assignment and non-
linear problem. This motivates us to study this problem and try to find a possible
solution.
In this work the problem of capacity optimization by dynamic allocation of
subcarrier to users in a multi-cell OFDMA network is investigated. The objective
is defined as to maximize the overall system capacity while a minimum rate re-
quirement for each user can be satisfied and the transmitted power is constrained.
Since this problem is NP hard, we propose a two-step suboptimal scheme. In the
initialization step, we develop two algorithms: First, we start from an equal rate
channel allocation across users; In another approach, we start from a maximum
packing solution. In the refinement step, we improve system capacity by an it-
erative algorithm. Through the preliminary numerical studies, we will show that
the proposed algorithms can efficiently allocate the resource to increase the system
capacity and reduce the outage probability when the system cannot allocate the
minimal rate requirements for all users.
System Model and Problem Definition
Assume there are N cells in the system and the ith cell has Mi mobile users.
There are totaly K subcarrier in the system. Within each cell, only one user
is allocated to each subcarrier. Among different cells, multiple users share the
same subcarrier. The allocations of users and powers to subcarrier are denoted by
K ×N matrices A and P, respectively. [A]ki = Aki represents user number j that
occupies the kth subcarrier in the ith cell. Aki ∈ [1, . . . ,Mi]. [P]ki is this user’s
power. For the uplink case, in the ith cell, the jth user occupies the kth subcarrier,
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where P ki is the transmit power from i
th cell for the kth subcarrier, Gkli is the
interferer’s propagation loss from the lth cell to the ith cell for the kth subcarrier,
and N0 is the sampled thermal noise level. Without loss of generality, we assume
the noise level is the same for all users. Suppose a target SINR γi (Γi ≥ γi), in
matrix form, we have
(I −DkFk)Pk = uk (5.27)
where Pk = [P k1 , . . . , P
k
N ]
T , Dk = diag(γk1 , . . . , γ
k
N), u
k = [uk1, . . . , u
k
N ]






0 if j = i,
Gji
Gii
if j 6= i.
(5.28)
The above equation has a solution with possible power vector, if the spectral radius
(the maximal eigenvalue) of ρ(DkFk) is inside unit circle [67].
We assume that the channels change slowly and are stable over a frame with
hundreds of symbols. Assume Aki = j, the capacity is denoted by




where Γ is a constant for capacity gap and W is the bandwidth. Without loss of
generality, we assume W = 1.
The goal of our approach is to maximize the system overall capacity. Each user
has a minimal rate requirement Rij when he is admitted to the system. In practice,
the transmitted power of each user is bounded by Pmax. The users will water fill
their powers to the carefully assigned channels according to the channel responses,
interferences, and noises. This will involve complicated channel assignment and
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high dimension nonlinear optimization. In [64], it has been shown that the power
is closely related to the spectral radius of DkFk. In our approach, to simplify the
problem, we let the spectral radius to be bound by 1−ε, where ε is a small number.
We can carefully select its value, such that the power constraint is satisfied. The


















ij ≥ Rij, ∀i, j.
Power: |ρ(DkFk)| ≤ 1− ε, ∀k.
Since finding the optimal solution to the problem in (5.30) directly is extremely
complicated and may involve complicated nonlinear large dimension integer pro-
gramming or even exhaustive search. For example, by using Monte Carlo method
with multiple initializations or simulation annealing, we can achieve some local
optima or even global optimum. However the complexity is too large even for per-
formance analysis. So we try to solve it in two steps to reduce the complexity. In
the first step, we initialize the resource allocation by fast suboptimal algorithms to
allocate channels and powers. In the second step of refinement, for each subcarrier,
we develop an iterative algorithm to increase the system capacity subject to the
minimal rate and power constraints per user.
Initialization Algorithms
We present two algorithms for initializing resource allocations. In the first
algorithm, we find a channel assignment that maximizes the equally achieved rate
for users. In the second approach, we pack an initial set of users plus their channel
and rate assignments such that total system capacity is optimized. Using any of
the allocation schemes, we enhance the system capacity by an iterative algorithm
in the following part.
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Table 5.4: Initialization Algorithm A
1. For each subcarrier k from the pool of available
subcarrier, search over the possible system to maximize
the spectral radius of the matrix Fk, i.e.,
γk = maxA(1− ε)/ρ(Fk).
2. In the set of available subcarrier, start from the
subcarrier with the best SINR and assign equal rates
(a function of SINR) to assigned users in that carrier,
and remove the subcarrier from the search.
3. Remove users that achieve the desired rate
from the search.
4. Continue with a new subcarrier in Step 1,
until all users have the minimal rate requirement.
5. Allocate the rest of subcarrier in a greedy way.
Equal SINR/Rate Allocation
In the first algorithm, we consider a system where each base station allocates
one user to each subcarrier. The objective for user assignment is to select one user
from each cell for each subcarrier and form the best set of users that maximizes
capacity. For the case of equal SINR allocation to all users, this problem is equiv-
alent to finding the best allocation of users that minimizes the spectral radius of






where Ak is the kth column of A which consists of the indices of users allocated in
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different cells for the kth subcarrier.
The optimal solution finds the best user for each subcarrier, the maximum
equal SINR for each allocation, and the power allocation to achieve the maximum
SINR. The power allocation can be calculated from (5.27). The difficulty is to find
the best user assignment for each subcarrier, which involves an exhaustive search
over all users. Here we present a suboptimal approach to find the user allocation.
We find the user that minimizes the link gain for each subcarrier, i.e.,
Âki = arg min
Aki
1/Gkii. (5.32)
After the above user allocation, we find the maximal achievable γk for this
subcarrier. Then we try to find the best allocation for the next subcarrier. If a
user’s minimum rate requirement is satisfied, this user is excluded from further re-
source allocation, until all the users have their minimal rate requirements. Finally,
the rest of the subcarrier is greedily allocated to the users with the best channel
conditions. The algorithm is shown in Table 5.4, where ε is a small number. The
maximal transmitted power Pmax will determine its value and ρ ≤ 1−ε. This algo-
rithm can be implemented in a distributive manner with limited communications
between base stations.
Maximal Rate Packing
In the second algorithm, we find the best set of users for each subcarrier and
each subcarrier is not necessarily occupied by all base stations. The basic idea is
to pack each subcarrier with the best users in the networks as long as the capacity
is increasing.
First, the algorithm finds the highest SINR user and subcarrier in the networks.
This user maximizes the channel capacity for this subcarrier. Then we add users
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one by one to share the subcarrier. If adding users does not improve the total
capacity for this subcarrier, the assignment is stopped and we continue for the
remaining subcarrier. If any user is allocated more than its desired rate, he will
be removed from the future optimization list. The algorithm continues until all
users have the minimal rate requirements. When the algorithm is not able to find
a solution, due to lack of resources, we report an outage. Otherwise, the rest of
the subcarrier is assigned by a greedy method where we pack the subcarrier with
the same method above, but users are not removed from the list, such that the
total network capacity is increased.
In this approach, the maximal data rate is packed in the network for each
subcarrier independent of their cells. That means some base stations may or may
not assign a specific subcarrier to their users. In using a subcarrier, the base
station sacrifices for the other cells with the hope that the other base stations will
run out of users and reduce interferences in other subcarrier. The algorithm is
shown in Table 5.5. To implement this algorithm, we need a centralized control
and sufficient channel estimations. So the algorithm fits the situation where the
number of cells is small and channel changes slowly.
Capacity Refinement Algorithm
We have presented initialization algorithms for the channel and power alloca-
tions for different subcarrier for different users in different cells. We will develop
a two-step iterative algorithm to refine the allocation such that the system overall
capacity can be improved under the rate and power constraints. In the first step,
we improve the system feasibility. We find the gradient ∂ρ(DkFk)/∂Γki for the k
th
subcarrier and then project this gradient onto the plane where the overall capacity
for this subcarrier is fixed. Then we move along this modified gradient so that
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Table 5.5: Initialization Algorithm B
1. Evaluate maximum data rate for each user at its
maximum transmission power for each subcarrier.
Start with the subcarrier and user with the
highest rate
2. Add one user at a time and find the best user
and assigned power that maximizes the total
capacity.
3. Repeat Step 2 until total capacity does not
increase by adding users.
4. Repeat from first step with a new subcarrier,
until all users satisfy their rate requirement.
If no solution, report an outage.
5. Allocate the rest of subcarrier in a greedy way.
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ρ(DkFk) is reduced, while the overall capacity of this subcarrier is maintained the
same. In the second step, we increase each subcarrier’s SINR for different users
to increase the system performance until the system is almost infeasible. Here we
consider the users whose rates are less than Rij first, because their rates may be
impaired by the first step. The two steps are executed iteratively to improve the
system capacity. The iteration stops when reaching the boundary or some stable
point.
In the first step, we find the gradient first. It has been shown that the existence
of the derivative of the spectral radius ρ(DkFk) by the following theorem [91].
Theorem 5.4.1 let λ be a simple eigenvalue of DF, with right and left eigenvec-
tors x and y, respectively. let F̃ = DF + E, where E is a small perturbation.
There exists a unique λ̃, eigenvalue of F̃ such that





In our application, we only try to reduce the maximum absolute eigenvalue.








0, j 6= i;
(Fk)jl, j = i.
(5.34)













the capacity of each subcarrier will be reduced. In [64], we project the gradient to
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a plane where the overall capacity is a constant. The plane, that is tangent to the
curve where overall capacity is equal, can be expressed as:
N∑
i=1
bixi = C, (5.36)
where bki = 1/(1 + Γ
k
i ) and C is a constant. The projected gradient is h
k, i.e
the gradients in (5.35) projected onto the plane in (5.36). However if we move
along this gradient, some users’ rates may be reduced below the minimal rate
requirement. We will compensate back the rates in the second step. The first
step is stopped when the resource allocation falls to a local optimum or hits the
boundary, i.e., some user’ SINR for some subcarrier is reduced to zero.
In the second step of the iterative algorithm, we will optimize the overall system

















We will change the SINRs of the users whose rates are below the minimal require-
ments first, while keeping other users’ SINR fixed, until all users’ requirements are
satisfied. Then we increase SINR of all users’ according to this gradient to increase
the overall system capacity, until we hit the boundary, i.e. ρ(DkFk) = 1− ε.
We repeat the above two steps until the results are stable. We observe that the
second step may stop when the constraints are not satisfied. If the results satisfy
the minimal rate constraint, we will return these results, otherwise we will return
the results in the previous iteration. Then the channel and power allocation is
selected for different users. The whole algorithm is operated within the feasible
region and the solution is on the boundaries. Define µ and µ′ as small constants,
their values determines the converges speed and the accuracy of the final results.
Since the algorithm is initialized with a feasible solution and users’ targeted SINRs
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Figure 5.17: Simulation Setup
are modified within the feasible range, the proposed algorithm always converges.
The iterative capacity Improvement algorithm is given in Table 5.6.
Similar to initialization algorithm B, the improvement algorithm needs a cen-
tralized control and many channel estimations. So it only fits small scale systems.
Moreover, users’ minimal rate may be reduced in the first step of the improvement
algorithm and cannot be compensated back in the second step. Under this con-
dition, there are outages when the minimal rate requirement is not satisfied, and
we just simply switch back to the original settings determined by the initialization
algorithms.
Simulations
In order to evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithms, a network
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Table 5.6: Iterative Capacity Improvement Algorithm
Initialization:
By either the initialization algorithms.







i − µ′.hki ∀ i;
while (Γki not stable or not at boundary)
2. Capacity Improvement
do {















while (ρ(DkFk) ≤ 1− ε)
Report the allocation results.
Channel assignment and Power update.
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Average Power vs. Spectrum Radius
Algorithm A
Improvement A
Figure 5.18: Average Power vs. Spectral Radius ρ
with N = 7 is simulated in Fig. 5.17. One base station is located as the center of
each cell. Each cell has the same number of users Mi = 3, ∀i and all the users are
randomly located within each cell. The total number of subcarrier is K = 32 and
each subcarrier is assumed to have unit bandwidth. Each cell’s radius is 200m.
The distance between base stations over the cell radius is 3. The maximal power is
Pmax = 0.5Watts. Γ = 1. Each user has the same thermal noise level -80dBm. The
propagation loss factor is 3.5. The maximal doppler frequency shift is 100Hz and
four-path frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels are simulated, which has
an exponential power profile with 100ns root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread.
In Fig. 5.18, we show the average power per user vs. spectral radius. We show
the result of algorithm A and improvement algorithm for algorithm A. We can find
that even though the rate and power allocations are quite different, for the same
spectral radius constraint, the average powers of two schemes are almost the same.
This means that it is reasonable to replace the power constraint by the spectral
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Figure 5.19: Overall Capacity vs. Minimal Rate R0
radius constraint in the problem formulation in (5.30). The powers increase fast
when the spectral radius approaches 1. We select ρ = 0.95 in our simulations such
that the power constraint is limited to less than 0.5Watts.
In Fig. 5.19, we show the overall system capacity vs. the minimal rate require-
ment R0 for each user for algorithm A, algorithm B, improved algorithm A, and
improved algorithm B. We can see that the overall capacity is reduce when R0 is
increasing for all algorithms. This is because the system is more fair and has to
give more resources to the users with bad channels. Algorithm B has slightly better
performance than algorithm A when R0 is large. This is because each subcarrier is
optimally occupied by users. Algorithm A has a little bit better performance than
algorithm B when R0 is small. This is because when algorithm B satisfies most of
users’ minimal rate, the last few users will waste the resources because there are
no other users that can share the subcarrier, while a large number of users get the
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minimal rate at the same time by the equal SINR algorithm A. The improvement
algorithm can improve the performance of both algorithm A and algorithm B,
while the improvement for algorithm A is much larger than that for algorithm B.
This is because each carrier is occupied by much more users for algorithm A than
for algorithm B. Consequently, the improvement algorithm can have much more
room to reduce spectral radius and increase the overall capacity iteratively.
In Fig. 5.20, we show the outage percentage (the ratio of the number of users
that cannot be satisfied with the minimal rate over the total number of users) vs.
R0. We can see that the outage percentage increases when R0 is increasing. Algo-
rithm B has much lower outage rate than algorithm A. This is because algorithm
B can pack more rate for each subcarrier. Improvement algorithm can reduce the
outage rate when R0 is large. But when R0 is not large enough, the improvement
algorithm has higher outage rate. Under this condition, we will switch back to the
original solution of the initialization algorithms.
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Figure 5.20: Outage vs. Minimal Rate R0
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Chapter 6
Cross Layer Approaches for
Multiuser Communications
Current wireless networks are designed in layers according to OSI reference mod-
els. Each layer has its own design issue. For example, error control for physical
layer, flow control for MAC layer, routing for network layer, and source coding
for application layer. Each layer optimizes its own goal and the design can hardly
be optimal from system point of view. Because of the increasing demand of wire-
less communication and limited bandwidth, it is more and more necessary for the
system designer to implement more efficient protocols. Since there exists direct
coupling between layers, it is natural to optimize the system performance by cross
layer approach.
In this chapter, we briefly give the introduction on cross layer approach. We
will give the motivations and possible implementation methods. Then we will give
two examples for cross-layer approach. The first one is the joint source channel
coding plus power control for multiuser communication. The second one is the join
power control and blind beamforming.
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6.1 Motivations
Future wireless networks will provide ubiquitous communications among people
and devices. Services such as wireless Internet access, N th generation cellular
network, wireless Ad Hoc networks, sensor networks, wireless entertainment, smart
homes/spaces, and automated highways are emerging, which demands great efforts
for new wireless network design.
The challenges exists for design of new networks. Wireless channels are a
difficult and capacity limited broadcast communication medium. Traffic patterns,
user locations, and network conditions are constantly changing. Applications are
heterogeneous with hard constraints that must be met by the networks. Energy
and delay constrains change design principles across all layers of the protocol stack.
Cross layer approach is a good way to handle all these challenges.
With advance of technology, the system performances have been enhanced in
different layers. For hardware, better batteries and better circuits/processors are
available. To maintain link quality, antenna array processing, adaptive modula-
tion and coding, and advanced DSP techniques are implemented in recent years.
Dynamic resource allocation and mobility support enhance the network layer de-
sign. In application, soft and adaptive QoS are taken into considerations. All these
techniques improve the system performance. However there are some fundamental
tradeoffs such as rate vs. coverage, delay, cost, and energy. So fundamental design
breakthroughs are needed in the next generation wireless network designs.
The design objective for cross layer approach is to provide end-to-end QoS.
The challenge for this QoS provision is the system dynamics. Many techniques
can be applied to combat these dynamics. For example, scheduling can help shape
these dynamics; adaptivity can compensate for or exploit these dynamics; diversity
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provides robustness to unknown dynamics. Also energy must be allocated and
many constraints are implemented across all layers during the cross layer design.
Some techniques are listed as
1. Adaptive techniques
• Link, MAC, network, and application adaptation
• Resource management and allocation (power control)
• Synergies with diversity and scheduling
2. Diversity techniques




• Content location/server diversity
3. Scheduling
• Application scheduling/data prioritization
• Resource reservation
• Access scheduling
Some key questions are remained for cross layer approach, which gives us mo-
tivations for research: What is the right framework for cross layer design? What
are the key cross layer design synergies? How to manage its complexity? What
information should be exchanged across layers, and how should this information
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be used? How do the different timescales affect adaptivity? What are the diver-
sity versus throughput tradeoffs? What criterion should be used for scheduling?
How to balance the needs of all users/applications? How to implement distributed
control over wireless networks?
On the whole, cross layer design needs to meet requirements and constraints
of future wireless networks. Key synergies in cross layer design must be identi-
fied. The design must be tailored to the application. Cross layer design should
include adaptivity, scheduling, and diversity across protocol layers. Energy can be
a precious resource that must be shared by different protocol layers.
6.2 Multimedia Transmission over Wireless Net-
works
In this section, we will first briefly review joint source channel coding. Then we
discuss the proposed downlink resource allocation for multimedia CDMA networks.
6.2.1 Joint Source Channel Coding
Shannon’s separation theorem states that source coding (compression) and chan-
nel coding (error protection) can be performed separately and sequentially, while
maintaining optimality. However, this is true only in the case of asymptotically
long block lengths of data. In many practical applications, the conditions of the
Shannon’s separation theorem neither hold, nor can be used as a good approxima-
tion. For example, in real-time communication like videoconferencing, any delay
greater than 100ms is not tolerable. Joint source-channel coding takes advantage
of this fact and jointly optimize the source-channel coders when the assumptions
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Figure 6.1: An Example of Tradeoff for Source Rate and Channel Rate
are invalidated, and thus achieving performance gains. So considerable interest
has developed in various schemes of joint source-channel coding.
The easiest example is a channel capacity-limited video communication system:
both the source and channel coders need bits, spending more bits on the source
means not enough channel protection, which leads to channel errors, received video
quality is bad; spending more bits on the channel means enough protection and
no transmission errors, but then you have overcompressed the source material and
received video quality is again bad. There is a trade-off and balance point where
the channel capacity is optimally allocated between source and channel to achieve
the best received video quality. In Fig. 6.1, we show an example of tradeoff for
source rate and channel rate, where the total transmission bandwidth is fixed. We
can see that the received PSNR will increase with the increasing of source rate.
This is because the source introduced errors are reduced. But when the source
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Figure 6.2: Block Diagram for a Typical Joint Source Channel Coding
rate is larger than some threshold, the reconstructed images quality drop quickly.
This is because the channel introduced errors are dominant.
The joint source channel coding research concentrates a low-complexity mech-
anism for the determination of rate allocation for source-channel coding of pro-
gressive sources. The system diagram is shown in the Fig. 6.2, where the source
and channel coder can be any family of channel codes and any progressive source
coder. In addition, a rate-compatibility condition on the error control code can
be applied. The rate control unit solves the optimization problem to devise an
efficient and fast solution.
The challenge for the join source channel coding is how to model the problem
over wireless network and how to develop a fast and efficient algorithm to allocate
the source rate and channel rate. In the following section, we propose a multiuser
joint source channel coding system with power control over CDMA networks.
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6.2.2 Multiuser Cross Layer Approach
In interference-limited CDMA networks, the maximal number of users of real time
applications can be increased by smoothly increasing the end-to-end distortions.
In our approach, each user can accept a range of carefully controlled distortions.
We develop a system protocol to control each user’s distortion by adapting the
resources like source coding rates, channel coding rates, transmit rates, and trans-
mitted powers. The formulated problem is to reduce the overall system distortion
in downlink single-cell systems, under the constraints of users’ maximal distortions
and the maximal transmitted power from the base station. In order to solve such a
difficult problem, inspired by an event of daily life, we develop a heuristic and fast
algorithm to allocate these resources for different users. The idea is to initialize
the resource allocation with the maximal distortion for all users, and then allocate
the remaining transmitted power quota first to the user who can most easily be
satisfied for reducing its distortion. This user must have a high distortion, have
a good channel condition, or generate small interferences to others. The alloca-
tion process is continued, until the transmitted power is used up. A performance
bound is developed. We also analyze the dynamic system model with different
arrival rates, holding times, and speech activities. From the simulation results,
the proposed algorithm fundamentally reduces the distortions and the necessary
maximal transmitted power when the number of users is large, compared with a
traditional voice over CDMA scheme (with no distortion control).
The organization of this subsection is as follows: First, we have the motivation
and sketch for the proposed scheme. Then the system model is given. The cross-
layer protocol for voice transmission is described. The problem is formulated and
the proposed algorithm is developed. A performance bound is also developed. We
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evaluate the performance for dynamic system. Simulations studies are presented.
Motivation and Sketch
In Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems, all users transmit simul-
taneously over the same frequency band by using different spread spectrum codes.
Because perfect separation between codes is not achievable under real wireless
channels, the capacity and the maximal number of users are limited by inter-
ferences. Resource allocation such as rate adaptation and power control is an
important means to combat the interferences, increase the number of users, and
maintain the received signals’ qualities. In joint source channel coding, rate adap-
tation by modifying the source rates, channel coding rates, and transmit rates can
adjust the source encoders’ output qualities and the protections for channel er-
rors. Consequently, the reconstructed signals’ qualities can be carefully controlled,
according to the channel conditions. Power control is a technique to maintain
the received SINR. So the problem is how to increase the system performance, by
cleverly allocating these resources under some practical constraints.
Distortion based CDMA resource allocation is a hot topic in literature. In
[111, 112], packet reservation multiple access (PRMA) was introduced to integrate
voice and date wireless transmission. In [113], a source encoding assisted multi-
ple access protocol was developed to selectively drop source packets and increase
the system capacity during congestions. In [114], the resource allocation problems
were formulated for different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. In [115], a
video transmission scheme was presented over multi-access networks. In [116], the
overall powers were minimized for uplink multi-cell CDMA systems. In [60, 63],
the system utility was maximized by dynamic pricing and cooperation between
mobiles and base stations. In [117], the problem was formulated as a constrained
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optimization problem by approximations to have a simple solution. There are
few existing works for modelling joint source channel coding and power control in
multi-access networks. Moreover, the solutions are either nonlinear optimization
programming, or Lagrangian or convex optimization methods by using convex or
linear approximations. However it is hard to find an algorithm with a good per-
formance and a low complexity. Therefore, the goal is to construct a multiuser
across-layer resource allocation protocol and develop a fast algorithm with a rela-
tively good performance.
In our approach, we propose a distortion management protocol and develop a
heuristic and fast resource allocation algorithm in a power-limited downlink single
cell CDMA system. The goal is to reduce the overall system distortion, under the
constraint of maximal transmitted power from the base station and the maximal
distortion for each user. If the network is lightly loaded, we will assign the minimal
distortion to everybody. Otherwise, even with the maximal transmitted power, the
minimal distortion cannot be achieved by everybody. Under this condition, we as-
sign the maximal distortion to each user first. If there is transmitted power left,
we will assign some extra power to the user who can be satisfied and reduce his
distortion most easily. To deserve an assignment that reduces his distortion, a
user must have a small rate (high distortion), have a good channel condition, or
generate small interferences to others. The previous step is continued until the
power is used up. The idea is similar to a daily pizza party with limited pizzas.
We will let everybody eat the minimal quantity of pizzas. Then we will assign
the pizzas left to kids first, then to old people and ladies, finally to young gentle-
men. Here the power is similar to pizzas and the distortion resembles the index for
hunger. Because of the similarity, we call the proposed algorithm “pizza party”
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in [118]. We develop a performance bound to compare the proposed algorithm.
We also explore the dynamic system case where the call arrival rate is modelled
as Poisson distribution, the holding time is modelled as exponential distribution,
and speech activities is modelled as a Markov process. From simulations, the pro-
posed algorithm fundamentally reduces the distortions and the necessary maximal
transmitted power when the number of users is large, compared with a traditional
voice over CDMA scheme (with no distortion control).
System Model
Consider N users for downlink of a single cell CDMA system. W is the to-
tal bandwidth which is fixed. Ri is the i
th user’s transmit rate. So W/Ri is the
processing gain. The system is assumed to be synchronous and each user is as-
signed a unique pseudo-random code within each cell. Because of the multipath
environment, the orthogonality may not be guaranteed [120, 121]. Each mobile
user is subject to intra-cell interferences from other users. Over one bit period, the








αli(t− τ li )bjsj(t− τ li ) + ni(t) (6.1)
where Pj is the transmitted power from the base station for the j
th mobile, Gi is
the path loss to the ith user, αli is the l
th multipath fading to the ith user, τ li is the
corresponding delay, bj is the transmit bit, sj is the signature of the j
th user, and
ni is the noise plus inter-cell interferences.
The chip rate matched filter is applied with sampling at the chip rate. The
Rake receiver is used with finger weight equal to the complex conjugates of the
multipath fading. The sum of multipath fading powers is assumed to be unit. The
mobiles’ thermal noise plus inter-cell interference are assumed to be the same for














where θji is the orthogonality factor which represents the fraction of the received
downlink power that is converted by multipath into the intra-cell interference. The
higher the value, the more the orthogonality is loss. We assume the fading profiles
are the same and θ = θji, ∀i, j. In [121], for the independent Rayleigh fading, the
average orthogonality factor is approximated by:








Fig. 6.3 shows the block diagram of the proposed cross-layer protocol to man-
age the interferences by controlling different users’ source rates, channel coding
rates, transmit rates, and transmitted powers. The protocol is located at the base
station and allocates rates and powers to all the users based on the speech ac-
tivities and the channel conditions. The protocol is operated in such a way that
the distortion due to channel-induced errors should be within a range of accept-
able small values, so that the system will behave according to the rate distortion
curve of the speech encoder. In doing so, the protocol considers the effects on the
reconstructed signal qualities and takes into consideration the subjectively more
annoying random nature of channel-induced errors. For example, when the channel
is bad, there are more transmitted bits assigned to channel protection and less bits
for source coding. This reduces the channel errors but introduces source coding
distortions. For the reconstructed received voice packet, this kind of distortions
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Figure 6.3: Block Diagram for the Proposed Protocol
be predictively controlled by the proposed protocol. In the rest of this part, the
modules in the system will be described.
In the proposed system, the real time source encoder has the key property that
the output rate can be externally controlled. This can be implemented by using ei-
ther variable rate or embedded encoders. In the first case, the coder generates one
bit stream for each of the possible encoding rates. Only one of these will be selected
and transmitted based on the rate assignment. Using embedded encoders presents
the advantage that only one bit stream is generated, making the adaptation to the
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rate assignment simply by dropping as many bits as necessary from the end of the
bit stream. Although the “bit dropping mechanism” is exclusive to the embedded
stream, his term is used loosely to represent a reduction in the source rate, regard-
less of the particular source encoder implementation. The source coder is assumed
to have the maximal output rate rmax bits/s and the source rate controller has
the output rate riRi bits/s (riRi ≤ rmax), where ri is the variable channel coding
rate and Ri is the CDMA transmit rate. Then the data streams are encoded by
channel coding with rate ri. The processing gain for the CDMA spreader is W/Ri.
BPSK modulation is applied with power control in the modulator.
Define fi(riRi) as the distortion-rate function of the i
th user’s source encoder
transmitting at rate riRi. In most well designed encoders, fi is a convex and de-
creasing function. The minimum distortion occurs at maximum source rate rmax.




where δ is the minimal distortion and k is a parameter depending on the en-
coders. This is a very general form that applies to the case of Gaussian source
with squared-error distortion or when the high-rate approximation holds. In the
case of realistic encoders, we find that (6.4) constitutes a good and tight upper
bound on the real distortion-rate curve. Furthermore, the parameter k can be de-
termined through simulations for any encoder, so that (6.4) can be a tight bound
on the real distortion-rate operating curve. Define D = 22krmax , the normalized




= D2−2kriRi . (6.5)
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For simplicity, all the transmitted bits are assumed equally important for error
protection purposes. Because channel induced errors are more perceptibly annoy-
ing than the source encoding distortion, the design goal is that channel induced
errors would account for a small percentage of the overall end-to-end distortion,
i.e., a desired Frame Error Rate (FER) must be satisfied. The design will be con-
strained by the condition of meeting a target SINR so as to achieve the FER. A
reduction in source encoding rate allows for an decrease in channel code rate or a
decrease in transmit rate, as a result increases the channel protection. To main-
tain the design goal, the target SINR is a function of the source encoding rate, or
equivalently, a function of both channel coding and transmit rate. Therefore, it is
possible to increase the overall end-to-end network distortion slightly and reduce
the interferences greatly while meeting the FER requirement by clearly managing
the users’ source, channel coding, and transmit rates.
In our approach, Rate Compatible Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) code [119]
is applied for channel coding. A family of RCPC codes is described by the mother
code of rate 1
M
. The output of the coder is punctured periodically by puncture









with different channel protection abilities.
The rate compatibility restriction on the RCPC puncturing tables ensures that
all code bits of high rate codes are used by the lower rate codes. This allows
incremental redundancy and continuous rate variation of error protection within
a data frame. Moreover only one kind of Viterbi receiver is needed for the RCPC
codes with different rates, which reduces the system complexity.
Furthermore, through simulations using different configurations of RCPC codes,
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the targeted SINR as a function of channel coding rate, when transmit rate is fixed,
can be approximated accurately by
γi = 2
Ari+B (6.7)
where γi is the required targeted SINR for the desired FER, A and B are the
fixed parameters of the error control coding, and ri is the channel coding rate. For
desired FER, Γi ≥ γi, ∀i.
From (6.5) and (6.7), both distortion and targeted SINR (which is related
to transmitted power in (6.2)) are the functions of rates. So the protocol can
control the source coding rate, channel coding rate, and transmit rate to control
the distortion, reduce the transmitted power, and increase the system performance.
Real Time Distortion Management
Problem Formulation
In practice, the transmitted power from the base station is bounded, because
there exists an implementation limitation and co-channel interferences should not
be introduced too much to other cells. When the system is lightly loaded, each
user could have the minimal distortion and the necessary total transmitted power
could be still less than the maximal transmitted power available from the base
station antenna. When the system becomes more loaded, even with the maximal
transmitted power, the system cannot let every user have the minimal distortion.
Under this condition, it is necessary to have a graceful distortion control: Some
users, with high satisfactions of distortions, with bad channel conditions, or who
introduce too many interferences to others, will sacrifice their performances slightly
and increase their distortions in a controlled way. By doing these, the system will
use the limited transmitted power to reduce the interferences, optimize the overall
system performance, and increase the total number of users. The problem is to
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decide who will sacrifice and how the users increase their distortions.
First, the transmit rate Ri is assumed fixed and only the channel coding rate
ri is modified. Later, it will be shown how to modify both Ri and ri. The goal
to minimize the overall system distortion, under the constraints that each user’s
distortion is smaller than a maximal acceptable distortion and the overall trans-
mitted power Psum =
∑N











Distortion Range: 1 ≤ Di ≤ Dmax, ∀ i,
Transmitted Power: Psum ≤ Pmax,
where Pmax is the maximal transmitted power and Dmax is the maximal acceptable
distortion. Without loss of generality, all users are assumed to have the same Dmax
for simplicity.
The problem in (6.8) is a nonlinear nonconvex problem and there might be many
local minima. It is very difficult to solve it by Lagrangian method or nonlinear
integer programming. Moreover, the computation complexity will grow quickly
with the number of users increasing. In order to implement the protocol in the
real CDMA system with large number of users, it is necessary to develop a fast
algorithm with a relatively good performance.
Resource Allocation Algorithm
The intuitive idea to develop a fast algorithm comes from a daily event. For
example, in a pizza party with limited available pizzas, if the number of people
is small, everybody will have enough food and there might be some pizzas left.
However if the number of people is large and there is no way that everybody will
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be well satisfied, it is necessary to decide how to allocate the pizzas. One possible
solution is to let everybody eat the minimal pizzas. (we assume there are enough
pizzas for this requirement.) Then we will let kids eat one more slice of pizza,
because they eat less and are easy to be happy. If there are any pizzas left, we will
give one slice per time to the people who can be satisfied easily then. (Probably
older people will get pizzas next, then ladies, and finally young gentlemen.) By
allocating pizzas in such a way, we can use the limited pizzas to let the overall
people’s satisfaction high.
By using the same idea above, the overall transmitted power is viewed as pizzas
and the user’s distortion as the index for hunger. In order to decide who is easy to
be satisfied, we need to find the differential of the overall transmitted power with








j 6=i θjiPj + σ2
. (6.9)
If the processing gain is large, i.e., W/Ri is large, Ti is a small number. Since
θji < 1, θjiTi is also a small number. A simple approximation for Psum is give by
Psum = 1













where 1 = [1 . . . 1]T , u = [u1, . . . uN ]






0 if j = i,
θjiTi if j 6= i.
The gradient of the overall transmitted power with respect to each user’s dis-



































= −2kDRi2−2kriRi ln 2. (6.14)













where C is a negative constant. The absolute value of gi is determined by the three
factors: the current rates (the term before the parentheses), the channel gain (the
first term inside the parentheses), and the interferences to others (the second term
inside the parentheses).
If Pmax is large enough for every user in the cell to have the minimal distortion,
Di = 1 is assigned to everybody and there is might be some overall transmitted
power left.
If Pmax is not large enough for everybody to have the minimal distortion, Di =
Dmax ∀i will be initially assigned. If the power is still not enough, it means
that there are not enough power to satisfy the group’s minimal needs and an
outage is reported. If there is some power left, we will see who will be most
easily to be satisfied by determining the gradient ∂Psum/∂Di. If the absolute
value of the gradient is small, that means this user is a “kid” who can eat little
and become happy. For this user, from (6.15), the current rates is low (i.e. the
distortion is high), the channel gain is good, or the interferences to others are
small, consequently this user deserves a smaller distortion. In other words, this
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Table 6.1: Pizza Party Algorithm
1. Initialization:
If everybody can get Di = 1, then allocate the powers and stop;
else allocate Dmax to everybody.
If Psum > Pmax, report an outage.
2. Repeat:
• Calculate |gi|.
• Increase the rate of the user with smallest |gi|.
• If Psum > Pmax, return the previous rate allocation and break.
3. Rate and Power Assignment.
user can reduce his end-to-end distortion while creating the smallest strain on the
available resources. So a higher ri (consequently higher source rate) is assigned to
this user to let the distortion become small. Then the gradient is estimated and
the rate is assigned again. This process is continued, according to the order of the
gradients, until the power is used up. By doing this, the distortions are reduced
by consuming the minimal resources step by step.
On the whole, the proposed algorithm is given in Table 6.1. As mentioned
before, (6.8) is extremely difficult to solve by traditional methods in which the
complexity grows fast with the number of user N increasing. In the proposed
algorithm, the complexity lies in calculating the overall transmitted power in (6.10)
and computing the gradients in (6.15) . The complexity is O(N2) and so the
proposed algorithm can be easily implemented in practice.
Joint Consideration with Transmit Rate
This part considers the case where the transmit rate Ri can also be adapted. It
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will be shown that there is no need to adapt both the transmit rate and the channel
coding rate, as long as A ln 2 ≥ 1. The new gradient is developed by adapting the
transmit rate only.
If both Ri and ri are adapted for resource allocation, it is necessary to find
out how to select Ri and ri. The goal is to minimize the distortion, under the
constraint that the demand for the transmitted power is fixed, i.e., Ti = C
′, where




subject to Ti = Ri2
Ari+B/W = C ′.
Write the Lagrangian function as:
J = D2−2kriRi + λ(Ri2Ari+B/W − C ′). (6.17)





Astonishingly, ri is a fixed value and there is no need to adapt ri, if A ln 2 ≥ 1. In
the simulation setup, this condition is always held. Therefore Ri can be adapted
only. The gradient of the overall transmitted power with respect to the distortion

























where C ′′ is a negative constant. The same algorithm in Table 6.1 can be applied
by varying the transmit rate instead. However if the transmit rate (i.e. processing
gain) is changed, the available codes for users will be reduced, which will limit
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the total number of users admitted to the system. Consequently, the adaption of
transmit rate can only apply to the system with abundant codes but limitation on
adapting the channel coding.
Performance Bound
Since the optimal solution for the constrained integer programming problem
in (6.8) is hard to calculate, in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm, we provide a performance bound that is able to be calculated, has better
results than the optimal solution, and is not be implementable in practice. If the
proposed algorithm has the similar performance as the bound, we can conclude that
the proposed algorithm is at least near optimal. If the channel coding is assumed
as a continuous variable, the problem in (6.8) becomes a nonlinear constrained
problem. Then some nonlinear optimization methods can be used to solve it.
In this part, an algorithm is developed to calculate the performance bound by
applying the barrier method with Newton method [122].
First the transmit rate is assumed fixed and the channel coding rate is assumed





















, and ri is a real number between r
min
i and
rmaxi . From (6.9) and (6.10), the power constraint is a nonlinear function of ri.
In order to solve (6.20), a barrier method with Newton method [122] is applied.
The basic idea for the barrier method is to add barrier functions to the optimization
goal such that the constrained optimization problem becomes the unconstrained
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optimization problem. The sum of optimization goal and barrier functions ap-
proaches infinity if the constraints are not satisfied. On the other hand, if the
constraint is satisfied, the barrier function does not affect the optimization goal.
The barrier function is commonly approximated by logarithmic barrier functions.
In the proposed problem, the barrier function is given by:





















ln(Pmax − Psum), Pmax > Psum,
∞, otherwise.
(6.24)
Φ1 and Φ2 are for the channel coding rate range. Φ3 is for the overall power. The
barrier method approach is to solve the constrained optimization problem by a
sequence of unconstrained problems, where the new problem is initialized by the






2−2kRiri + Iconstraint (6.25)
where t̃ is a value that increases from iteration to iteration. The barrier functions
become more and more like the ideal barrier function as t̃ increasing. So the
solution is more and more optimal. Within each iteration, Newton method [122] is
used to solve the unconstrained optimization problem. Define r = [r1 . . . rN ]
T , the
algorithm is given in Table 6.2, where m is the iteration number for barrier method,
ε determines the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, t′ is the optimal step for the
Newton method, t0 is the initial value for barrier function, whose value determines
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Table 6.2: Barrier Method for Performance Bound
1. Initial:
r = any feasible value, t̃ = t0 > 0, β > 1, ε > 0.
2. Repeat:
• Start at r, compute new r by minimizing f , using
Newton Method:
1. Compute Newton step vnt and decrement λ
2.
vnt = −52 f−1 5 f
λ2 = 5fT 52 f−1 5 f
2. quit if λ2 is stable.
3. Line search: compute step size t′ by
backtracking line search.
4. Update: r=r+t ′∗vnt .
• if m/t̃ < ε, return r.
• t̃ = βt̃.
the convergence rate of the first iteration, and β is the constant that t̃ is multiplied
in each iteration.
The performance bound algorithm in Table 6.2 is not implementable in prac-
tice. First, the rate is assumed to be continuous, which is not true in real channel
coding coder. Because of the continuous assumption, this algorithm will find a
performance bound with a better performance than the optimal solution in (6.8).
Second, the complexity of this algorithm is much higher than the proposed al-
gorithm in Table 6.1. The complexity lies in the factors that, in order to find
the solution, one iteration is needed for Newton method and another iteration is
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needed for barrier method. Third, because the problem in (6.20) is non-linear and
non-convex, there might be many optima. Multiple initialization or even annealing
is necessary to find the global optimum. So the algorithm in Table 6.2 is hard to
be implemented in practice but can be used to compare the performance of the
proposed fast implementable algorithm in Table 6.1. In the simulation results,
it will be shown that the proposed algorithm has the similar performance as the
performance bound. Consequently, the proposed algorithm is at least near optimal.
Dynamic System Model
In previous sections, the resource allocation algorithm is developed to reduce
the overall distortions with a fixed number of users in the system. In this part,
the dynamic traffic case is considered where the number of the admitted users is
changing. Furthermore, the different speech activities are considered. A Monte
Carlo method is constructed to analyze the system performance.
The probability of the arrival rate for each call is assumed to be a Poisson
distribution with mean value λ. The holding time for each call is modelled as
an exponential distribution with parameter µ. The number of admissible users is
bounded by the processing gain. Define Nmax as the maximal number of admitted
users. The average distortion per call E(D) is assumed as a performance measure
for admission policy. Specifically, Nmax is selected such that E(D) ≤ d, where d is
a given threshold. Moreover Nmax is less than or equal to the processing gain.
Suppose N is the number of users in the system. From [113], N is a truncated
Poisson (ρ,Nmax) random variable, where ρ = λ/µ. For n = 0, 1, . . . , Nmax, the
stationary probability that the system has n ongoing users is given by:







By PASTA property [123], the blocking probability is given by Pb = P [N = Nmax].
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The probability of a user in the system with n users is called the batch prob-









From the previous, the overall distortion with the fixed number of users is
known, i.e E(D|N = n). By using the distribution in (6.27), the average distortion
per call is expressed as:
E[D] = E[E(D|N = n)] =
Nmax∑
n=0
E(D|N = n)p̂n. (6.28)
In addition, the speech activity is also considered. In two-way conversation
calls, the silent period is roughly 65% of all the time [125]. Moreover the operating
ranges on the rate distortion curves vary greatly between the silent and talk speech
periods [125]. So the number of transmitted bits that is necessary for the perceptual
quality changes widely with time. It is natural to classify the speech activities and
apply variable rate codings. In our approach, the speech activities are modelled as
a two-state on-off Markov chain [126] and the transition probabilities are shown
in Fig. 6.4. The transition probability ε = 1 − e−T/t1 and κ = 1 − e−T/t2 , where
T is the frame duration, t1 is the average talkspurt duration, and t2 is the average
silence duration.
When the speech is in silence state, there is not need to have high transmission
rates. The minimal distortion is increased to δs and the maximal source rate is
decreased to rsmax. Define D
s = 22kr
s
max , the normalized distortion in the silent




= Ds2−2kriRi , riRi ≤ rsmax, ∀i. (6.29)
The normalized Dsi is used by the same way as Di in the proposed algorithms. The
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Figure 6.4: Two-State Markov Model for Speech Activity
difference is that the distortions are normalized with different minimal distortions
for talk and silence modes. Consequently, many transmission bandwidths can be
saved during the silent mode without reducing the speech perceptual quality. The
system capacity can be greatly increased as well.
As mentioned in the previous, the analytical result for E(D|N = n) is impossi-
ble to obtain. In order to evaluate the system performance, a Monte Carlo method
is shown in Table 6.3. The simulation is run for a sufficient large number of runs,
so that the stable performance results are obtained with a sufficient accuracy.
Simulation Results
We focus our study on real time voice communications. Eighteen sequences,
both male and female speakers, from the NIST speech corpus [129] are used. These
sequences are encoded using the GSM AMR (Advance Multi-Rate) Narrow-band
Speech Encoder [130]. This encoder operates with 20 ms frames, 5 ms look-ahead
and includes an error concealment mode. Of the eight possible encoding rates:
12.2, 10.2, 7.95, 7.4, 6.7, 5.9, 5.15 and 4.75 kbps, the six highest ones are used.
To determine the end-to-end distortion, we choose a perceptually weighted log-











Table 6.3: Monte Carlo Method for Dynamic System
1. Random Generation:
Generate the calls and channel conditions.
2. Admission Control:
Given λ and µ, calculate Nmax and blocking probability Pb by threshold d.
3. Speech Activity:
Determine the state of speech and assign different normalized distortion.
4. Pizza Party Algorithm:
Find the rate and power allocation by the proposed algorithm.
5. Accumulate Results
Accumulate results and repeat from step 1, until the sufficient accuracy.
where A(f) and Â(f) are the FFT-approximated spectra of the original and the




25 + 75(1 + 1.4(f/1000)2)0.69
. (6.31)
This distortion is measured on a frame-by-frame basis and then averaged over all
frames, including outliers to further capture the effects of channel errors. This
measurement is chosen not only because of its good mathematical properties, but
also because of its good correspondences to subjective measure. A normalized
distortion measure is reported, which is computed as the ratio of the spectral
distortions to that of the speech sequence encoded at the highest rate (12.2kbps)
without channel noise.
Also, for the proposed system, BPSK modulation is assumed. For RCPC chan-
nel coder, a memory 4, puncturing period 8, mother code rate 1/4 (variable rate in
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the proposed system) RCPC code in [119] is decoded with a soft Viterbi decoder.
The total bandwidth W is 1.5616MHz. The channel is assumed to be affected by
normalized Rayleigh fading (average power loss equal to 1), and normalized path
loss (with propagation constants assumed equal to 1) with a path loss exponent
equal to 3. The cell radius is 500m. θji is assume to be the same for all the users
and is set to 0.9. Background noise level was assumed equal to 10−6. k = 3.3 ·10−5.
rmax = 12.2kbps.
One important point worth of noticing is that the constraint on the channel
induced errors not only is necessary for (6.8) but also is advantageous, because
it assures that the increase in distortion is smooth, controllable, and predictable.
This is because the dominant process is the reduction in source encoding rate, thus
the system behavior follows the rate-distortion curve. Channel induced distortion
is kept at a sufficiently small value by appropriately setting the rates and powers.
In contrast, this is not the case for the traditional voice over CDMA approach
where the increase in distortion is a consequence of the uncontrolled increase in
channel-induced errors. In this case, the system behavior is much less predictable,
because the random process of errors in the channel will dominate, and distortion
is more subjectively annoying.
Fig. 6.5 shows the distortion as a function of SINR for six possible operating
modes, where each mode is characterized by the pair (source encoding rate, channel
code rate). Without adaptive source coding, each user’s distortion has to follow a
specific curve. With adaptive source coding, each user can follow the minimum of
different curves, so that the distortion can be greatly reduced. Fig. 6.6 shows an
example of the simulations to find an approximation for the target SINR-channel
coding rate function. The figure shows the target SINR, in log2 scale, as a function
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Figure 6.5: Rate Distortion Curves
of the source encoding rate, where the channel induced errors are less than 3% of
that of the corresponding source encoding distortion (channel induced distortion
contributes 3 % to the end-to-end distortion). The figure confirms that (6.7) is a
good approximation.
First, the transmit rate is at 24.4kbps and processing gain is at 64. Fig. 6.7
shows the normalized distortion vs. the number of calls with different transmitted
powers for the proposed scheme. The figure also includes, for comparison purposes,
results for an equivalent traditional CDMA system that shares the same configura-
tion as the proposed scheme but operates without changing mode. For the case of
this traditional system, all calls operates in the (12.2 Kbps, 1/2) mode. From these
results, we can draw several conclusions. When the number of users is small, all
the schemes with different powers works the same. This is because there is enough
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Figure 6.6: Required SINR vs. Rate
power for everybody to have the minimal distortion. When the user number is in-
creased, the proposed scheme can reduce the normalized distortion fundamentally,
when compared to the traditional system. This is because the proposed scheme
controls the distortion smoothly by adapting the source and channel coding rates.
In particular, if, for example Pmax = 350, the proposed system can support 30
users with 6 % less distortion, 40 with 12 % and 50 users with 37 % less distortion.
When the transmitted power is increased, the distortion will be reduced. In Fig.
6.8, we compared the normalized distortion as a function of the maximal available
power for a fixed number of users in the system (N = 30, N = 40, and N = 50)
that represents different network loading conditions. It shows the proposed sys-
tem can deliver the same level of average end-to-end distortion by a much lower
maximum transmitted power. We also show the case to modify the transmit rate
only and fix the channel coding rate as 2
7
. In this case, the proposed algorithm has
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Figure 6.7: Norm. Distortion vs. No. of Calls
a slightly performance loss with small Pmax.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed fast algorithm, we compare
the results with the performance of the bound algorithm in (6.2) developed in
previous. We define the relative difference as the average distortion of the proposed
algorithm minus the average distortion obtained by the bound algorithm, then the
result is divided by the average distortion of the proposed algorithm. In Fig.
6.9, we show the relative difference vs. number of users with fixed transmit rate
and by adapting only channel coding rate. We apply multiple initial to get the
global optimization by the bound algorithm. Since the channel rate is assumed
continuous for the bound algorithm, the global optimum is always better than the
global optimum defined in problem formulation (6.8). Our proposed algorithm is
suboptimal. But when we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm and
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No source adaptation, N=50
No source adaptation, N=40
No source adaptation, N=30
Transmit rate adapted, N=30
(b) 
Figure 6.8: Norm. Distortion vs. Pmax
the bound algorithm, the difference is very small. So this proves that the proposed
algorithm is at least near optimal. The performance gets worse when the number
of users increases, because there exist more and more local optimal and the bound
algorithm can performance better with more users.
For the dynamic system, the arrival rate λ over the holding time µ is offered
load ρ. The average talkspurt duration is 1s and the average silence duration is
1.35s. Ds = and rsmax =. In Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11, we show the distortions
and outage probabilities of normalize distortion vs. offered load for d = 1.2, where
outage is when the system cannot allocate the resource for the maximal distortion
requirement. We compare the proposed algorithm vs. the fixed algorithm for
Pmax = 150, 200, 350, respectively. We can see that both the normalized distortions
and the outage probabilities increase with the offered load increasing, while the
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Figure 6.9: Relative Difference vs. Number of Users
proposed algorithm provides much lower distortions and outage probabilities.
6.3 Joint Power Control and Blind Beamforming
In this section, first we will discuss the basics for blind methods for estimation.
Then we propose a joint power control and blind beamforming algorithm for wire-
less networks.
6.3.1 Basics for Blind Methods
The important role that channel estimation and equalization play in digital com-
munication systems is well known. As a majority of communication systems often
struggle with limited bandwidth constraint, it is desirable for the receiver to ob-
tain optimum channel equalizers without consuming much channel bandwidth. By
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Figure 6.10: Dynamic System: Normalized Distortions with d = 1.2
eliminating training data and maximizing channel capacity for true information
transmission, blind channel equalization presents a bandwidth efficient solution to
distortion compensation. Its importance also lies in the practical need for some
communication receivers to equalize unknown channels without the assistance and
the expense of training sequences. Compared with the more traditional approach
of training based equalization, blind equalization is a theoretically challenging
problem that is gaining appeal.
The blind estimation problem is to recover a set of n independent signals and
the channels response A from m ≥ n observed instantaneous mixture of these
signals without knowledge of channel and original transmitted signals s(t). Let
x(t) denote the m× 1 vector of observations at time t. The signal is corrupted by
an additive noise vector n(t). We have
x(t) = As(t) + n(t). (6.32)
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Figure 6.11: Dynamic System: Outage Probabilities with d = 1.2
The problem of blind estimation is to estimate A and s(t) from x(t) directly
without need of training sequences. The major existing methods to solve the
above problem are listed as:
• Constant modulus algorithm (CMA)
CMA is one of the most popular and effective blind equalization algorithm
for linear equalizers, which restores the constant envelope property of the
transmitted signal and increases the SNR. This algorithm thus employs a
priori knowledge about the envelope of the transmitted signal and has the
nice characteristic that no training sequence is required.
• Iterative approach
This method attempts to estimate the unknown channel and the channel
input symbols in alternation. maximum likelihood algorithm can be imple-
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mentable via expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.
• High order statistics (HOS)
HOS algorithms select the channel response either by lease square cumulant
matching or by solving equations that the channel response must satisfy.
• Subspace approach
This approach using the sinusoid nature of the channel responses and esti-
mate the phase of the channel response by using subspace approach.
• Using known structure of transmitted signal or channel
Many of the nature of the transmitted signal and channel structure can be
explored to fasten the convergence rate, such as the discrete alphabet of
transmitted signal and sinusoid nature of channel responses.
• SIMO, MIMO
If the number of output signals exceeds the number of input signals, only
second order statistics are necessary to identify linear discrete channels.
In our approach, we use an iterative blind estimation approach by using discrete
finite constellation property of the transmitted signal. We extend this approach for
multiuser case so that all the users can communication simultaneously by careful
power control.
6.3.2 Distributed Joint Scheme
Traditional joint power control and beamforming achieve the targeted Signal-to-
Interference-Noise-Ratio (SINR) at the receivers by assuming the knowledge of the
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measurements of channel parameters and SINR. Blind beamforming is an effective
technique for beamforming and channel estimation without the need of training
sequences, thus not consuming extra bandwidth. In our approach, we propose a
novel joint power control and blind beamforming algorithm that reformulates the
power control problem in such a way that it does not need any prior knowledge
and additional measurements in the physical layer. In contrast to the traditional
schemes that optimize SINR and, as a result, minimize bit error rate (BER), our
proposed algorithm achieves the desired BER by adjusting a quantity available
from blind beamforming. By sending this quantity to the transmitter through a
feedback channel, the transmit power is iteratively updated in a distributed manner
in the wireless networks with co-channel interferences. Our proposed algorithm is
more robust to estimation errors. We have shown in both analysis and simulation
that our algorithm converges to the desired solution. In addition, a Cramer-Rao
lower bound is derived to compare with the performance of our proposed joint
power control and blind beamforming system.
The organization of this subsection is as follows: First, we give the motivation
and sketch for the proposed scheme. Then, we present the system model and
the traditional joint power control and beamforming problem. We choose a blind
beamforming algorithm. Then we give the reformulated joint power control and
blind beamforming problem. An adaptive algorithm is developed and a system
is constructed. The convergence and uniqueness of the solution are analyzed.
The CRB is derived to compare the performance. We evaluate our algorithm via
numerical studies.
Motivation and Sketch
One of the major challenges for the system design is the limited available radio
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frequency spectrum. Channel reuse is a common method to increase the wireless
system capacity by reusing the same channel beyond some distance. However
this introduces CCI that degrades the link quality. Two promising approaches to
combat CCI are power control and antenna array processing. Power control is
one direct approach toward minimizing CCI. The transmit powers are constantly
adjusted. They are increased if the SINRs at the receivers are low and are decreased
if the SINRs are high. Such a process improves the quality of weak links and
reduces the unnecessary transmit powers. Antenna array processing techniques
such as beamforming can be applied to receive and transmit multiple signals that
are separated in space. Hence, multiple co-channel users can be supported in each
cell to increase the capacity by exploring the space diversity.
Many works have been reported in the literature for employing power con-
trol and beamforming to reduce CCI. Traditional beamformers such as minimum
mean square error (MMSE) and minimum variance distortion response (MVDR)
methods have been commonly employed [92]. In [93, 94], general frameworks for
power control are constructed. Beamforming is a physical layer technique that can
greatly increase receivers’ SINR by using the signal processing algorithms, while
power control is a media access control layer technique that can effectively control
users’ transmit powers to share the channels. Many joint power control and beam-
forming algorithms are proposed in [47, 95, 96, 97, 98]. Most of the existing works
assume the availability of prior channel information and measurement of SINR.
As a majority of communication systems often struggle with the limited band-
width constraint, it is desirable for the receiver with multiple antennas to steer to
the desired direction and to estimate the transmit signals without consuming much
channel bandwidth. By eliminating the training sequence overhead, used for esti-
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mation, and maximizing the channel capacity for information transmission, blind
estimation and beamforming [99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107] offer a band-
width efficient solution to signal separation and estimation. Its importance also
lies in the practical need for some communication receivers to equalize unknown
channels without the assistance and the expense of training sequences.
Current methods of joint power control and beamforming [47, 95, 96, 97, 98]
assume perfect measurement of channel parameters and SINR at the receivers,
which is very difficult to obtain in practice. Blind beamforming can estimate and
separate, without the use of training sequences, the transmitted signals that suffer
from the channel distortion and additive noise. The difficulties for joint power
control and blind beamforming are to formulate such a cross layer problem into
a joint optimization problem, and develop an algorithm that can be self-trained
and adaptively adjust the system parameters. In our approach, we present a novel
joint power control and blind beamforming algorithm for a multi-cell multi-antenna
system. Based on a reformulated joint problem, our proposed algorithm optimizes
the Bit Error Rate (BER) using a quantity directly available from the blind beam-
forming and estimation, which avoids additional measurements mentioned above.
Mobiles’ transmit powers are updated in a distributed manner such that the CCI
is effectively reduced. Convergence properties of the proposed algorithm are dis-
cussed. A Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) is derived to show the effect of power
control on the symbol estimation performance in the networks. Simulation re-
sults illustrate that our algorithm converges to the desired solution and is more
robust to channel estimation error compared with traditional joint power control
and training based beamforming algorithm.
System Model, Beamforming and Power Control
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Consider K distinct cells in wireless networks where co-channel links exist.
Each cell consists of one base station and its assigned D mobiles. Antenna arrays
with M elements are used only at the base station and M ≥ D. We assume
coherent detection is possible so that it is sufficient to model this multiuser system
by an equivalent baseband model. Each link is affected by the slow Rayleigh fading.
The propagation delay is far less than one symbol period. For uplink case, the ith















ki) · gdk(t− τki)sdk(t− τki) + ni(t) (6.33)
where Gdki is path loss, α
d
ki is fading coefficient, P
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ith base station array response vector to the signal from the dth mobile in the kth
cell at direction θdki, g
d
k(t) is shaping function, s
d
k(t) is message symbol, τki is the
delay, and ni(t) is thermal noise vector. We assume the synchronous transmission
for all the users within the same cell, i.e. τii = 0,∀i. The synchronous assumption
is reasonable because the symbol timing can be effectively controlled within each
cell. We assume the CCI from other cells is asynchronous for the desired signals
within the cell and τki, k 6= i is uniformly distributed within the symbol duration.
We assume the channels are flat fading and stable within a frame of hundreds of
symbols. Define the impulse response from the dth mobile in the kth cell to the








ki , where r
dp
ki includes the
effect of the transmitter, receiver filter, and shaping function gdk(t − τki). In the
vector form, it is given by hdki = [h
1d
ki , . . . , h
Md
ki ]
T . The sampled received vector for
this DK users and MK antenna outputs multi-cell system at time n is given by:
X(n) = AS(n) + n(n) (6.34)
where X(n) = [xT1 (n),x
T
2 (n) . . .x
T
K(n)]
T , S(n) = [ST1 (n),S
T
2 (n) . . .S
T
K(n)]
T , Si(n) =
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Let wdi be the beamforming weight vector for the d
th mobile in the ith cell. With-
out loss of generality, we normalize the beamformer weight vector ‖(wdi )Hhdii‖2 = 1,
which will not change the receivers’ SINRs. We assume the transmitted signals
from different sources are uncorrelated and zero mean, and the additive noise is
spatially and temporally white with variance Ni = σ
2IM×M , where σ2 is the ther-










ki‖(wdi )Hhjki‖2 + (wdi )HNiwdi
. (6.36)
The issue in question here is how to find the users’ beamforming vectors and
transmit powers such that each user has the desired link quality and does not
introduce unnecessary CCI to other users. In the rest of this part, we will briefly
illustrate the traditional joint power control and beamforming.
An adaptive antenna array is designed to receive the signals from the desired
directions and attenuate signals’ radiations from other directions of no interest.
The outputs of the array elements are weighted by a beamformer. In order to
suppress the interferences, the beamformer places its nulls in the directions of
interference sources and steers to the direction of the target signal. Some most
popular beamformers are MMSE and MVDR beamformers[92]. In our approach,
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we will compare joint power control and MVDR beamforming method with our
proposed blind scheme, because MVDR beamformer is commonly used in the lit-
erature [47].
If the channel responses hdii can be estimated, the beamforming vector can be
calculated by the MVDR method, which minimizes the total interferences at the
output of a beamformer, while the gain for the desired dth user in the ith cell is
kept as a constant. The MVDR problem can be defined as:
min
wdi
‖(wdi )Hxi‖2 , (6.37)
subject to ‖(wdi )Hhdii‖2 = 1, i = 1, ..., M.
Define correlation matrix as Φi = E[xix
H










In traditional power control schemes, the overall transmit powers of all links
are minimized, while each link’s transmit power is selected so that its SINR is
equal to or larger than a fixed and predefined targeted SINR threshold γdi required







P di , (6.39)
subject to (I−BF)P ≥ u
where u = [u11, . . . , u
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T , I is












if j 6= k
(6.40)
where i = bk/Dc, d = mod(k, D), i′ = bj/Dc, d′ = mod(j, D), and k, j = 1 . . . KD.
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If the spectral radius ρ(BF) [67], i.e. the maximum eigenvalue of BF , is inside
the unit circle, the system has feasible solutions and there exists a positive power
allocation vector to achieve the desired targeted SINRs. By Perron-Frobenius
theorem [67, 91], the optimum power vector for this problem is P̂ = (I−BF)−1u.
Many adaptive algorithms [94, 47, 106] have been developed to reduce the system
complexity by the following distributed iteration:











(k,j)6=(i,d) ‖(wdi )Hhjki‖2P jkGjki and Idi can be easily esti-
mated at the receivers. The power allocation is balanced at the equilibrium when
the power update in (6.41) has converged.
The level of CCI depends on both channel gain and transmit power. The
optimal beamforming vector may vary for different powers. Hence the beamforming
and power control should be considered jointly. In [47], a joint power control and
beamforming scheme has been proposed. An iterative algorithm is developed to
jointly update the transmit powers and beamformer weight vectors. The algorithm
converges to the jointly optimal transmit power and beamforming solution. The
joint iterative algorithm can be summarized by the following two steps:
Beamforming in Physical Layer: MVDR Algorithm,
Power Update in MAC Layer: Pn+1 = BFPn + u,
where power update step can be implemented by using only local interference
measurement. But the algorithm assumes the knowledge of SINR, and directions
of the desired signals or the perfect measurements of channel responses, which are
very difficult to get in practice.
Joint Power Control and Blind Beamforming
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In this part, first we consider how to choose a blind beamforming algorithm
that can be used for joint optimization with power control. Then we reformulate
the joint power control and blind beamforming problem as a cross layer approach.
Finally an adaptive iterative algorithm is developed.
Choosing a Blind Beamforming Algorithm
The traditional beamforming needs the measurement of spatial responses of
the array. A common practice is the use of training sequences [92]. However it
costs bandwidth which is very precious and limited in wireless networks. Moreover
the measurement errors can greatly reduce the performance of beamforming. This
gives us the motivation to use blind beamforming method to separate and estimate
the multiple signals arriving at the antenna array. Since beamforming and power
control are two different layer techniques, we need to find the blind beamforming
algorithms that allow us to have joint optimization across the layers. In [103, 104],
a maximum likelihood approach named iterative least squares projection (ILSP)
algorithm is proposed. The algorithm explores the finite alphabet property of
digital signals. The channel estimation and symbol detection can be implemented
at the same time. In addition, a quantity is available for BER performance and
can be used for power control optimization. In this part, we will briefly review the
ILSP algorithm.
Consider the same channel module in (6.34). The dth mobile inside the ith cell
generates binary data sdi (n) with power P
d
i transmitted over a low delay spread
Rayleigh fading channel. The channel and antenna array response is hdii. The










i (n) + vi(n). (6.42)
Where vi(n) includes the i
th base station antenna thermal noise and all the CCI
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from the other cells, i.e.,












where ni(n) is the M × 1 sampled thermal noise vector.
The ILSP algorithm works with a shifting window on data blocks of size N .
Assume that the channel is constant over the N symbol periods. In the ith cell,
we obtain the following formulation of the lth data block
Xi(l) = AiSi(l) + Vi(l) (6.44)
where l is block number, Xi(l) = [xi(lN + 1) xi(lN + 2) . . .xi((l + 1)N)], Vi(l) =
[vi(lN+1) vi(lN+2) . . .vi((l+1)N)] , Si(l) = [si(lN+1) si(lN+2) . . . si((l+1)N)],
si(n) = [s
1
i (n) . . . s
D
i (n)]












ii ]. We assume that
the number of users is known or has been estimated.
The ILSP algorithm uses the finite alphabet property of the input to implement
a least squares algorithm that has good convergence properties for the channel
with low delay spread. The algorithm is carried out in two steps to alternatively
estimate Ai and Si as:
min
Ai,Si
f(Ai,Si;Xi) = ‖Xi(l)−AiSi(l)‖2. (6.45)
The first step is a least square minimization problem where Si is unstructured and
its amplitude is continuous without considering the discrete nature of modulations,
while Ai is fixed and equal to estimated Âi. In the second step, each element of
the solution Si is projected to its closest discrete values Ŝi. Then a better estimate
of Âi is obtained by minimizing f(Ai, Ŝi;Xi) with respect to Ai, keeping Ŝi fixed.
We continue this process until estimates of Âi and Ŝi are converge. The ILSP
algorithm is given in Table 6.4:
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Table 6.4: ILSP Algorithm
1. Initial Âi,0, Step m = 0;
2. m = m + 1
a. S̄i,m = A
+
i,m−1Xi,






b. projection onto finite alphabet
Ŝi,m = proj[S̄i,m]











3. Repeat until (Âi,m, Ŝi,m) ≈ (Âi,m−1, Ŝi,m−1).
Reformulation of Joint Power Control and Beamforming
In traditional joint power control and beamforming, the user’s received SINR
is larger than or equal to a targeted value to maintain the link quality such as the
desired BER. In our approach, we proposed another quantity available from the
ILSP algorithm to directly ensure each user’s BER. For simplicity, we use BPSK
modulation for the analysis and simulation. The other PAM or MQAM modulation
methods can be easily extended in a similar way. It has been shown in [104], the
error probability of ILSP algorithm is approximated by:
Pr(s
d






where each estimated signal ŝdi (n) has E[ŝ
d
i (n)] = s
d
i (n), i.e, ILSP is an unbiased
estimator with variance








where, in our case, σ2i = E[vi(n)




‖Xi − ÂiŜi‖2 = 1
N
‖Vi‖2. (6.48)
In [104], (6.47) is developed for single cell environment with additive white Gaus-
sian noise. In our case, we need to perform optimization in multicell scenario with
CCI. Because there are a large number of co-channel interference sources with
similar received powers, by the central limit theorem, we can assume vi(n) ap-
proaches a zero mean Gaussian vector. So (6.47) is still hold in our case. From
the simulation results later, we can show that this assumption is valid.
In our proposed joint power control and blind beamforming scheme, the key
issue is the quantity V ar[ŝdi (n)] which is directly related to error performance.
V ar[ŝdi (n)] is a function of σ
2
i and Ai, so it is also a function of all P
d
i , ∀ i, d. We
want the maximum variance for each user’s V ar[ŝdi (n)] to be less than or equal
to a predefined value var0, so that each user’s BER is less than the desired value.
However if var0 is too small, each user’s transmit power will be too large and
cause too much CCI. Under this condition, the system may not be feasible, i.e.,
no matter how large the transmit powers are, the receivers cannot achieve desired
BER. So we need a feasibility constraint for var0. The reformulated joint power












V ar(ŝdi (n)) ≤ var0, ∀i, d,
var0 is feasible.
In order to solve this problem, we need to develop a distributed algorithm such
that each user can adapt its transmit power by using only local information. We
need to evaluate the feasible range of var0 such that the system is feasible, i.e.,
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there exists a possible power allocation vector. The convergence and optimality of
the adaptive algorithm will be considered.
Adaptive Iterative Algorithm
In this part, we assume var0 is feasible for the system. We will discuss the
feasibility issue in the next. In ILSP algorithm, the iteration stops when the
estimated channel response matrix and symbol matrix have converged. In the
algorithm, we use the final channel response matrix Âi to substitute Ai in (6.47).








In the uplink, the value of vardi is obtained in the base station and compared with
the desired var0. If var
d
i is too large, it means that the BER for the d
th user is too
large and consequently the dth user’s power needs to be increased. If vardi is too
small, it is unnecessary to have such a high power for the dth user. Consequently,
the power needs to be reduced. The power update stops when transmit powers
have converged in the consecutive iterations, i.e., vardi ≈ var0. Each user’s power
is updated by the simple feedback of λ = vardi /var0 from the base station. The
power update scheme can be easily implemented in a distributed manner. In each
iteration, the power is updated by:
P di (m + 1) = λP
d
i (m) (6.51)
where m is the iteration number.
With the above power update equation, we develop the following joint adaptive
power control and blind beamforming algorithm. The algorithm is initialized by
some feasible power allocation vector P(0) and some approximate channel estima-
tion Âi,0 [103]. The user’s BER may be larger than the desired value during the
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initialization. In each iteration, first, ILSP blind estimate algorithm is applied to
estimate the antenna array responses and the transmitted signals. Then vardi is
calculated. The new transmit power is updated by (6.51). The iteration is stopped
by comparing the power vector of the two consecutive iterations. When the algo-
rithm stops, each user’s desired BER will be satisfied. The adaptive algorithm is
summarized in Table 6.5:
Table 6.5: Joint Power Control and Blind Beamforming Algorithm
1. Given P(0), var0, m = 0 and Âi = Âi,0.
2. Received data block at base station i,
i. ILSP Blind Estimation to get Âi











P di (m + 1) = λP
d
i (m)
iii. Âi,0 = Âi
3. m = m + 1. Go to step 2;
Repeat until Pi(m) ≈ Pi(m− 1), ∀i.
With the adaptive algorithm, we can construct a joint power control and blind
beamforming system as shown in Fig. 6.12. The variance calculator module cal-
culates the estimation vardi from the ILSP module. The updating information of
transmit powers is computed by the power update module. Then the simple power
update information is sent back to mobiles via the feedback channels. When the
algorithm converges, the output data from the ILSP module will have the desired
BER.
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Figure 6.12: Joint Power Control and Blind Beamforming System
Analysis and Convergence of the Algorithm
Convergence Analysis
In this part, we analyze the condition for our proposed algorithm to converge,
i.e., we find the feasible range for var0. Then we prove that the power update
converges to a unique solution when system is feasible, while the blind beamforming
may not converge to a unique solution. So our proposed joint power control and
blind beamforming algorithm may have local minima because of the inherited
characteristics of the blind estimation. We will propose a method to avoid the local
minima. From the simulation results, we can show that even with the possible local
minima, the proposed algorithm performs comparably well with the traditional
joint power control and beamforming algorithm.
Consider the transmission from the dth mobile to its associated ith base station
with hdii and G
d
ii being the channel response and link gain, respectively, and Ai
being the channel response matrix. We want to find the expression V ar[ŝdi (n)] in















The det(AHi Ai) can be expanded by the following alternating sum form:









where hii = [h
1
ii, . . . ,h
D
ii ], and f1(hii) is a real function of channel responses h
d
ii,∀d.
























where fd2 (hii) is a real functions of channel responses h
j
ii, j 6= d, and f3(hii) =
fd2 (hii)/f1(hii).
Because the channels are not reused in the adjacent cells in most of the com-
munication system, we assume the CCI plus thermal noise in (6.43) is Gaussian






‖hdji‖2GdjiP dj + Mσ2. (6.55)
Now we can calculate V ar[ŝdi (n)] as:









An interesting result is that V ar(ŝdk(n)) is independent of the transmit powers
of the other mobiles in the same cell. So the main concern for power control is
inter-cell CCI. Substitute into (6.51), the power update equation can be expressed
as:




d=1 ‖hdji‖2GdjiP dj + Mσ2
Gdiivar0
f3(hii). (6.57)
















where i = bk/Dc, d = mod(k, D), i′ = bj/Dc, d′ = mod(j,D), and fkj4 =
‖hdji‖2f3(hii). The matrix expression of (6.57) for the whole network can be written
as:
P(n + 1) =
1
var0
QP(n) + u, (6.59)
where P = [P 11 . . . P
D
1 , . . . , P
1
K . . . P
D
K ]







By Perron-Frobenius theorem [67], the power update in (6.59) has the equilibrium
P = (I− 1
var0
Q)−1u. (6.61)
If (I − 1
var0
Q) is positive definite, i.e., the spectrum radius |ρ(Q)| < var0, the
positive power vector exists and the power update converges. Under this condition,
the system is converge when V ar[ŝdi (n)] = var0. From the simulation results, we
will see that our algorithm converges rapidly to the desired var0, if |ρ(Q)| < var0.
When var0 is too small and less than ρ(Q), the system is not feasible and the
adaptive algorithm diverges. In order to prevent the algorithm from diverging, the
system will detect the severity of CCI. If the system detect ρ(Q) approaches var0
or the transmit powers increase very fast, var0 will be increased so that users will
reduce their transmit powers and CCI will be alleviated.
Following the same proof in [106], we can prove that the power update in (6.57)
converges to a unique solution. Suppose P̂ and P∗ are two different converge power
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d=1 ‖hdji‖2GdjiP d∗j + Mσ2
Gdiivar0
f3(hii)
= βP d∗i . (6.62)
The above contradiction implies that the power update equation (6.51) will con-
verge to a unique solution. However because the solution of blind beamforming
may not be unique [104], our proposed joint scheme may fall into local minima. In
order to prevent such local minima, we propose the following scheme to avoid the
local minima.
When the two users are not well separated in the angle, i.e., the array response
Ai is ill-conditioned. The ILSP algorithm can converge to some fixed points that
are not the global minima. In this case, instead of projecting unstructured con-
tinuous estimated symbols to the closest discrete values in ILSP algorithm, we
enumerate over all ΩD possible vectors Sji ∈ ΩD and choose the one that mini-
mizes
Ŝi(n) = arg min
Sji∈ΩD
‖Xi(n)−AiSji‖2,∀j (6.63)
where Ω is the modulation constellation alphabet. This enumerating method has
a better performance but a higher complexity. If the global minimum is still not
achieved, it has been shown in [103], usually one or two re-initializations with
random guess are sufficient to yield the global minimum. So we can have two or
three parallel structures with different initial values to calculate ILSP algorithm.
Then we select the minimal one. The probability of staying in a local minimum
will be greatly reduced.
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound
In our proposed joint power control and blind beamforming system, the perfor-
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mance of each user’s BER is determined by the noise variance, channel conditions,
and power allocation. When the additive noise is a zero mean Gaussian random
process, the estimation performance of the unbiased estimator is bounded by the
CRB. In this part, we derive the covariance matrix for the parameters of the ther-
mal noise variance, the input symbols, and the power allocation vector for the
CRB. The results will help us analyze the effects of power control on the users’
symbol estimation performances in this multi-cell system.
For simplicity, we assume the data are modulated as BPSK, i.e., S(n) ∈ ΩKD,
where Ω = {±1}. Similar to the performance analysis of ILSP in [104], we assume
the channel responses are known (the algorithm itself doesn’t need such informa-
tion). The parameters for Fisher information matrix is ϑ = [σ2,S(1), . . . ,S(N),P].
The likelihood function L of the received data X(n) is given by:
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where Q, R(n), and RP are derived in the Appendix.
In order to see the effect of the proposed power control on the symbol estimation
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Figure 6.13: Simulation Setup
errors, we define the average mean square error (AMSE) as a performance measure








Because we use BPSK modulation, ‖S(n)‖2 = DK, ∀ n and AMSE is the variance
bounded by CRB. The CRB for the symbol estimation can be obtained directly








where Sj(n) is the jth element of S(n). How close AMSE is to the CRB will show
the relative efficiency of our proposed algorithm.
Simulation Results
A network with 50 cells is simulated as shown in Fig. 6.13. Each hexagonal
cell’s radius is 1000m. Two adjacent cells do not share the same channel. In each
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cell, one base station is placed at the center. Two mobiles are placed randomly
with uniform distribution. Each mobile transmits BPSK data over Rayleigh fading
channels. Each base station employs four elements antenna array. The noise level
is σ = 1. The transmit frame has N = 1000 data symbols. Our shaping function
is raised cosine function.
Path loss is due to the decay of the intensity of a propagating radio wave. In
our simulations, we use the two slope path loss model [110] to obtain the average
received power as a function of distance. According to this model, the average





where C is a constant, r is the distance between the mobile and the base station,
a is the basic path loss exponent (approximately two), b is the additional path loss
component (ranging from two to six), hb is the base station antenna height, hm is
the mobile antenna height, and λc is the wavelength of the carrier frequency. We
assume the mobile antenna height is 2m and the base station antenna height is
50m. The carrier frequency is 900-MHz.
In Fig. 6.14, we show the analytical and numerical performance of ILSP, com-
pared with MVDR with perfect channel estimation. The numerical results with
CCI match the analytical results well especially at high SINR range, which proves
our assumption that Vi(n) can be treated as Gaussian noise when the number of
CCI is large. Our proposed joint power control and blind beamforming has only
about 1-2dB performance loss over traditional power control and MVDR beam-
forming with perfect channel estimation. However MVDR beamforming needs
additional training sequence to estimate the channel and SINR with prior infor-
mation that may not be available in practice.
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Figure 6.14: ILSP Performance
In reality, perfect channel estimation is hard to obtain. In Fig. 6.15, we show
the effect of directions of arrivals (DOA) estimation error on the traditional joint
power control and MVDR beamforming and our algorithm. In Fig. 6.15 (a),
we compare the BER performance, while the transmit power allocation is the
same for both algorithms. We can see from the curves that when the channel
estimation error for DOA is greater than about 2 degree, the blind beamforming
algorithm outperforms the traditional MVDR. In Fig. 6.15 (b), we compare the
overall transmit power, while BER performance is the same for both algorithms.
We can see that the blind beamforming algorithm needs a little bit more transmit
powers when the DOA estimation error is small. However the traditional power
control with MVDR method will diverge when the DOA estimation error is about 2
degree. Our proposed joint power control and beamforming algorithm will always
converge regardless the DOA variations. When the mobiles are moving, DOA
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Figure 6.15: Effects of DOA Estimation Error
are changing and this will cause the channel estimation errors. The traditional
MVDR beamformer may not be aware of the changing and still use the obsolete
hdii in (6.38). This will greatly increase BER and transmit powers of the joint
power control and MVDR method. The proposed blind scheme will automatically
track and adapt to the changes and so it is more robust to channel estimation
errors. Consequently, our algorithm is more robust in applications where usually
only the inaccurate channel and SINR estimations are available. It is worthy to
mention that the proposed scheme is more sensitive to fast channel varying and
the complexity is much higher compared to the traditional training sequence based
algorithm. However our scheme saves the transmission bandwidth by eliminating
the training sequences and is more robust to channel estimation errors.
In Fig. 6.16, we show the numerical results of BER and overall transmit
power vs. var0 for the proposed joint blind beamforming and power control algo-
rithm. When var0 is decreasing from a large number, BER decreases and overall
power increases slightly. Within a reasonable BER range such as BER = 10−3
to BER = 10−5, we can calculate the threshold of var0 for the desired BER. Af-
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Figure 6.16: BER, Overall Power vs. var0
ter var0 decreases to a specific value, overall transmit power increases and BER
decreases quickly. This is because the CCI is too large and var0 → ρ(Q). After
var0 is smaller than some value, the algorithm diverges. Consequently, there is
no feasible power control solution, i.e., no matter how large the transmit powers
are, the receivers cannot ensure the desired BER. This proves that our algorithm
behaves exactly the same as the traditional power control algorithm, except that
our algorithm directly ensures BER instead of each user’s SINR. There is a tradeoff
between the overall transmit power and BER, while var0 is the bridge between the
two quantities.
In Fig. 6.17, we show the distribution of the number of iterations required for
the convergence of our proposed algorithm with different values of var0. The con-
vergence criteria is that the maximum difference of users’ transmit powers between
two consecutive iterations is less than 3%. When var0 is within the range that the
system is feasible, we can see that our algorithm converges within a small number
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Figure 6.17: Convergence of the Algorithm
of iterations, which demonstrates that our algorithm is robust in the wireless com-
munication systems if the channel gains and topologies have been changed. When
var0 is large, i.e., the desired BER is large, the algorithm converges slower. This
is because the transmit powers are small, when var0 is large. Consequently, the
vardi estimation is poor and more iterations are needed for the convergence.
In Fig. 6.18, we compare the AMSE and CRB vs. var0. When var0 is large
and the transmit powers of users are small, the CCI is small. The performance
of ILSP is close to CRB. The difference is because discrete alphabets are used
for transmitted symbols, while there is no such assumption for CRB. When var0
is decreasing, the CCI and our algorithm’s AMSE are decreasing because of the
increasing transmit powers. In this situation, the CRB is much lower than our
algorithm performance. This is because we assume all the channel conditions
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Figure 6.18: AMSE and CRB vs. var0
including Aij, i 6= j are known for CRB, while our algorithm only estimates Aii
and treats transmitted signals from other cells as noise. If an algorithm can take
consideration of all Aij,∀ i, j, its performance will be much better and closer to
CRB, however the complexity will be unacceptably high. When var0 is smaller
than some value, our algorithm diverges. The transmit powers also diverge to
arbitrary large values. But the CRB goes extremely low because SINR can be
very high, if we know all the channel responses.
APPENDIX
From (6.64), the log-likelihood function is:














































where e(t) = X(t)−AS(t), and diag( 1P) = diag(1/P 11 . . . 1/PD1 , . . . , 1/PDK ). Using


















































































Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we will have summery for our research works first. We will show
that why this research topic deserves a detailed study, what we have done for these
topics, and what are our contributions. We want to construct a unified framework
with universal a view of wireless resource allocation, show the ways to model and
formulate the problems, and show the techniques that are possible applicable for
the proposed problems.
Then we will list some possible future work such as: effective bandwidth and
capacity, video transmission, dynamic programming over Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), dynamic reinforcement learning for cooperation in multiuser system, re-
peated game approach, utility and pricing for multimedia transmission, and swarm
intelligence for Ad Hoc networks with limited resources. We discuss briefly on what
these problems are, how we could model them, what the challenges are, and how
we could solve them.
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7.1 Summery and Conclusions
In this dissertation, we describe the overview of wireless resource allocation. We
explain what are the challenges and what are the constraints. For different network
situations and different users’ payload types, the optimization problem can be
formulated in all kinds of different ways. The generalized constrained optimization
problem is formulated and the possible solutions are discussed by using different
mathematic tools.
In order to improve the system performance while maintaining the QoS for
users, we explore the multi-dimension diversity. First, since users experience dif-
ferent channel conditions, multiuser diversity is applied to efficiently allocate re-
sources to users. Second, since each user’s channel condition fluctuates over time,
we explore the time diversity such that each user can “water fill” its resources dur-
ing different periods of fadings. Third, for high speed data transmission, OFDM
takes advantages of frequency diversity to achieve the high spectrum efficiency.
Fourth, we apply antenna array processing to have space diversity to increase sys-
tem capacity by separating users with different directions of arrivals. All these
diversity can be combined together to combat the detrimental effects such as time
varying channel, cochannel interference, heterogeneous QoS requirement, etc.
In addition, we also consider the fairness issue in the resource allocation prob-
lem. We consider the fairness definitions such as max-min, proportional, and time
average fairness. The goal is to keep fairness of resource allocation among users
while keeping the system performance high.
We have discuss how to allocate resources among users. Moreover we also con-
sider how to allocate resources within each user across layers. The advantages of
this cross layer approach are that it deals with end-to-end QoS directly, reduces
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layer to layer overhead, and optimizes the performance globally for each user in-
stead of optimizing within each layer. The challenges of this approach are how to
model the problem and how to find an efficient way to solve the problem.
With the advanced signal processing technique, we can further improve the
system performance. For example, antenna array processing, multiuser detection,
space-time processing, etc. All these techniques can be applied in the existing
framework.
The solutions for the proposed problems can be classified into four different
categories: analysis, optimal control, game theory, and dynamic programming.
Each solution has its advantages and disadvantages under different conditions. We
combine them to solve the specific problems according to the wireless network
scenarios.
In Chapter 1, we give the introduction for overview of the wireless network.
We explain some basics related to the dissertation. We present the motivations
and contributions of this dissertation.
In Chapter 2, we formulate the wireless resource allocation problem as a gen-
eralized constrained optimization problem. We give the four possible mathematics
solutions and compare them.
In Chapter 3, we present the centralized resource allocation with time average
fairness. We explore the multiuser and time diversity. In addition, we apply the
space diversity by antenna array processing. Finally, we introduce some concepts
of economy to resource allocation problems and find a solution to implement these
ideas. We have three works in this topic and their conclusions are
• A joint power and throughput optimization framework is proposed to study
the performance of adaptive resource allocation in wireless networks. The
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adaptive power minimization algorithms are constructed under the fairness
constraint, by using adaptive modulation with antenna diversity to fully uti-
lize the spectrum, to combat time-varying wireless channels and to reduce
CCI. The proposed scheme can be interpreted as “water filling” each user’s
throughput in time domain and allocating the network throughput to differ-
ent users each time. A joint power and throughput management system is
built to adaptively allocate the resources. From the simulation results, the
algorithms reduce the total transmitted power of mobile users by up to 7dB,
which is critical in terms of battery life. The spectral efficiency is increased
by up to 1.2 bit/s/Hz, which, in turn, increases the network performance.
• By adaptively managing the link quality and transmitted power, we minimize
the overall transmitted power while each user’s time average link quality is
maintained as a constant to ensure fairness. We develop the schemes to
ensure fairness and encourage some users to sacrifice their resource demands
in a short period of time, with the incentive that the system performance
can be improved and their sacrifices can be compensated in the future. It
can be conceived that the wireless network resources are “water filling” in
time domain and for different users to reduce the overall network transmitted
power.
In uplink cases, the proposed adaptive algorithm for uplink reduces 60% of
the overall transmitted power of mobile users compared with that of the fixed
SINR threshold scheme [47], which is very critical in terms of battery lives
in mobile sets. In downlink cases, the proposed adaptive algorithm signifi-
cantly saves the overall transmitted power of base stations by 60% compared
with that of the algorithms in [95], which in turn increases the capacity of
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wireless networks. The maximal achievable SINR is extended by 4dB to 6dB
toward higher SINR areas with better link qualities. When combining with
beamforming, our scheme can combat CCI’s in different DOA’s and differ-
ent channel conditions over time, which leads to a better utilization of the
space-time characteristics of wireless communication.
• We propose a resource allocation framework for heterogeneous types of ser-
vices. We define the QoS measure for delay sensitive applications. We intro-
duce the concepts of credit system, user autonomy, and resource awareness.
The users can borrow or lend resources from the credit system and decide
when and how to use their resources within their transmission time. An
adaptive algorithm is developed for the user level to feedback users’ demands
for throughput according to their USF and current channel conditions. An
adaptive algorithm is developed for the system level to adapt resource alloca-
tion strategy according to the users’ feedbacks. From the simulation results,
the proposed algorithms allocate the resources to different types of users to
maximize the system performance and guarantee QoS. The links can survive
in the long bad channel conditions.
In Chapter 4, we optimize resource allocation by jointly considering power
control and adaptive modulation using game theory. In order to achieve the system
efficiency and maximize the overall network throughput, we construct NCPCG and
NCTG at the user level and the system level, respectively. At the user level, the
users compete for the transmitted powers and are balanced in the unique optimal
Nash equilibrium. At the system level, the users compete for throughput and a
game rule is designed to increase the system efficiency. A centralized adaptive
algorithm with a high complexity is constructed as a performance bound. From
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the simulations, we can see the proposed NCPCG converges to the optimal power
allocation, and with properly selected parameters, NCTG can converge to the
optimal or near optimal throughput allocation for the system efficiency. Finally
we compare the centralized and distributed approaches and propose the concept
of hybrid systems.
In Chapter 5, we further explore frequency diversity by using OFDMA. The
channel assignment is a big challenge for OFDMA resource allocation. We provide
three different solutions for three different network situations by using cooperative
game, non-cooperative game, and subspace methods, respectively, which are listed
as:
• In cooperative game approach, we use NBS and cooperative game theory to
develop a fast and fair algorithm for adaptive subcarrier, throughput, and
power allocation for single cell uplink OFDMA systems. The proposed algo-
rithm is consisted of a fast two-user bargaining algorithm and a Hungarian
method for determining bargaining pairs among users. From the simulation
results, the proposed algorithm shows similar performances to that of the
greedy algorithm and much better performance than that of the max-min
algorithm, while keeping the fairness. The most highlights of the proposed
algorithm are the bargaining idea and the amazing O(N log N) complexity.
• In non-cooperative game approach, the goal is power minimization under
the constraints of throughput and maximal transmitted power in multi-cell
OFDMA systems. We develop a distributed game theory approach to adap-
tively assign the sub-channels, throughput, and powers. From the simulation
results, the proposed distributed algorithm reduces the overall transmitted
power up to 80% compared with the fixed assignment scheme for two-cell
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case, and up to 90% compared with the pure water-filling scheme for seven-
cell case when the co-channel interferences are large. As a result, the systems
performances can be greatly improved.
• In subspace approach, we study how to increase the capacity for multi-cell
OFDMA systems where each cell has multiple users. The difficulties are the
channel assignment within each cell and power control among cells. The goal
is to develop a less complex scheme to optimize the system capacity under
the constraint of minimal rate and power constraints for each user by adap-
tive channel assignment and power allocations. We develop two algorithms
for initial resource allocation and one iterative algorithm to improve the per-
formance. From the preliminary simulation results, the proposed algorithms
can provide good solutions for this complicated resource allocation problem.
In Chapter 6, we want to further optimization within each user across different
layers. We give the motivations why we should do cross layer approach. We give
two solutions: multimedia transmission over wireless networks and joint power
control and blind beamforming:
• In our application, MAC, and physical cross layer approach, we develop a
protocol to smoothly control each user’s distortion by varying the source
coding rate, channel coding rate, transmit rate, and transmitted power in a
downlink single cell CDMA system. We develop a fast algorithm to reduce
the system overall distortion under the maximal transmitted power and max-
imal user’s distortion constraints, according to different users’ current rates,
channel conditions, and interferences to others. Compared with the tradi-
tional voice over CDMA scheme, the proposed scheme can greatly reduce the
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distortion and the required transmitted power, which, in turn, will increase
the maximal number of admissible users.
• We have proposed a novel joint power control and blind beamforming algo-
rithm that reformulates the power control problem in terms of a quantity
directly related to the error performance of the estimation. First, this ap-
proach optimizes BER instead of a theoretically indirect SINR. Secondly,
the algorithm does not require additional measurements of channel or SINR,
which saves valuable limited bandwidth. Third, our scheme can be easily
implemented in a distributed manner. Fourth, our scheme is more robust
to channel estimation error. The proof of convergence of the algorithm is
derived and supported by simulation results. Performance results show that
our algorithm performs well in the situations where the radio spectrum is
limited or the good estimations are hard to obtain.
On the whole, we give an overview of the wireless resource allocation, construct
an optimization framework, and provide some possible solutions for different net-
works. Hope our works can help the designers of the future wireless networks
implement more efficient systems.
In the following sections, we provides some possible future work in wireless
resource allocation.
7.2 Effective Bandwidth and Capacity
The next-generation wireless networks such as the third generation (3G) and the
fourth generation (4G) wireless systems are targeted at supporting diverse qual-
ity of service (QoS) requirements and traffic characteristics. The success in the
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deployment of such networks will critically depend upon how efficiently the wire-
less networks can support different traffic flows with QoS guarantees. To achieve
this goal, mechanisms for guaranteeing QoS (e.g., admission control and resource
reservation) need to be efficient and practical.
Efficient and practical mechanisms for QoS support require accurate and simple
channel models. Towards this end, it is essential to model a wireless channel in
terms of QoS metrics such as data rate, delay and delay-violation probability.
However, the existing channel models (e.g., Rayleigh fading model with a specified
Doppler spectrum) do not explicitly characterize a wireless channel in terms of
these QoS metrics. To use the existing channel models for QoS support, we first
need to estimate the parameters for the channel model, and then extract QoS
metrics from the model. This two-step approach is obviously complex, and may
lead to inaccuracies due to possible approximations in extracting QoS metrics from
the models.
To address this issue, we plan to use a link-layer channel model termed the effec-
tive capacity (EC) model [29]. In this approach, the authors first model a wireless
link by two EC functions, namely, the probability of non-empty buffer, and the
QoS exponent of the connection. Then, the authors propose a simple and efficient
algorithm to estimate these EC functions. The physical-layer analogs of these
two link-layer EC functions are the marginal distribution (e.g., Rayleigh/Ricean
distribution) and the Doppler spectrum, respectively. The key advantages of EC
link-layer modelling and estimation are
1. ease of translation into QoS guarantees, such as delay bounds.
2. simplicity of implementation.
3. accuracy, and hence, efficiency in admission control and resource reservation.
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Simulation results show that the actual QoS metric is closely approximated by the
estimated QoS metric obtained from the proposed channel estimation algorithm,
under a wide range of conditions. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the EC
link-layer model, in guaranteeing QoS.
Conventional channel models directly characterize the fluctuations in the am-
plitude of a radio signal. These models are called physical layer channel models,
to distinguish them from the proposed link layer channel model. The authors also
consider small-scale fading model for the physical-layer channel. Small-scale fading
models describe the characteristics of generic radio paths in a statistical fashion.
Small-scale fading refers to the dramatic changes in signal amplitude and phase
that can be experienced as a result of small changes (as small as a half-wavelength)
in the spatial separation between a receiver and transmitter. Small-scale fading
can be slow or fast, depending on the Doppler spread. The statistical time-varying
nature of the envelope of a flat-fading signal is characterized by distributions such
as Rayleigh, Ricean, Nakagami, etc.
Physical-layer channel models provide a quick estimate of the physical-layer
performance of wireless communications systems (e.g., symbol error rate vs. signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR)). However, physical-layer channel models cannot be easily
translated into complex link-layer QoS guarantees for a connection, such as bounds
on delay. The reason is that, these complex QoS requirements need an analysis of
the queueing behavior of the connection, which is hard to extract from physical-
layer models. Thus it is hard to use physical-layer models in QoS support mecha-
nisms, such as admission control and resource reservation.
Recognizing that the limitation of physical-layer channel models in QoS sup-
port, is the difficulty in analyzing queues using them, the authors propose moving
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the channel model up the protocol stack, from the physical-layer to the link-layer.
The resulting model is called an Effective capacity link model, because it captures
a generalized link-level capacity notion of the fading channel.
To summarize, the Effective capacity link model that we plan to apply to
resource allocation, aims to characterize wireless channels in terms of functions that
can be easily mapped to link-level QoS metrics, such as delay bound. Furthermore,
a novel channel estimation algorithm is needed that allows practical and accurate
measurements of the Effective capacity model functions.
In our proposed future work, we plan to model the multiuser communication
over this effective capacity link model to guarantee the link level QoS. The chal-
lenges are how to formulate this cross layer problem and how to find an efficient
and distributed algorithm to adapt each user’s effective bandwidth and effective
capacity under some practical constraints.
7.3 Video Transmission
Transmitting real-time compressed videos over CDMA networks has become an
emerging service. Compressed video exhibits a highly bursty rate variation due to
the various complexities of different video contents and intra/inter coding mode.
Many recent research works have concentrated on different aspects. A variable
bandwidth retransmission scheme in an MC-CDMA system was proposed in [133].
Deep and Feng in [134] proposed a channel allocation policy by dynamically assign-
ing more codes to an I frame in a multi-user MC-CDMA system. A joint rate and
power allocation scheme for 3D-ESCOT scalable video codec was studied in [135].
An overview of current and future video over wireless was presented in [136]. The
performance of CBR H.263 video over Nakagami fading channels in IS-95 CDMA
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systems for single-cell and multi-cell environment was studied in [137]. Chan et.
al. [138] analyzed the capacity of a CDMA system supporting homogeneous H.263
video traffic. An multirate DS-CDMA system supporting heterogeneous services
for QoS balance was studied in [139]. A scheme minimizing the overall power con-
sumption of source/channel coding and transmission power was proposed in [140].
Thus, the problem of how to perform the rate adaptation, code allocation, and
power control for distortion management becomes an important research topic.
In the future work, we will study the resource allocation problem to provide the
subscribers with satisfactory received qualities and achieve minimal system over-
all distortions, while the number of multicodes and transmit power are bounded.
We will design a protocol to transmit realtime FGS video sequences over down-
link multi-code CDMA systems. We will develop a fast distortion management
algorithm to allocate resources to each user. From the simulation results, we will
show that our scheme can increases the average PSNR, and reduce the distortion
compared to the modified greedy algorithm [113].
Figure 7.1 shows a block diagram of our proposed distortion management pro-
tocol to transmit FGS video over multicode CDMA. The protocol is implemented
at the base station. The system resources, such as the number of codes and power,
are managed to reduce the overall distortion. All users have their own FGS en-
coders to encode different real-time video programs. Those FGS encoders send the
rate-distortion (R-D) information to the proposed protocol. The protocol assigns
a variable number of codes to each user according to his/her resource needs and
channel conditions. For example, an I frame requires more codes than a P frame.
Also, according to the feedback of downlink channel estimations, the protocol as-











































Figure 7.1: Block Diagram for the Proposed Protocol
resources, our goal is to maintain good video qualities, even when transmitting
through a noisy channel with interference. Channel-induced errors affect quali-
ties in an unpredictable way: for the same channel conditions, random errors may
affect the received qualities in very different ways for different users. To avoid
the uncertainty and maintain controllable video qualities, we use adaptive channel
coding and power control to achieve a sufficiently small Bit Error Rate (BER).
Because the number of codes and the overall transmitted power are limited, the
challenge for the proposed protocol is how to efficiently allocate these resources
such that the overall system distortion can be minimized.
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7.4 Dynamic Programming over HMM
One of the possible future work is to model the resource allocation problem for
single user over Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and solve it by dynamic program-
ming. In this section, we give the brief review of HMM model and propose how to
formulate the problem.
The Hidden Markov Model is a finite set of states, each of which is associated
with a (generally multidimensional) probability distribution. Transitions among
the states are governed by a set of probabilities called transition probabilities. In
a particular state an outcome or observation can be generated, according to the
associated probability distribution. It is only the outcome, not the state visible to
an external observer and therefore states are “hidden” to the outside; hence the
name Hidden Markov Model.
In order to define an HMM completely, following elements are needed.
• The number of states of the model, N .
• The number of observation symbols in the alphabet, M . If the observations
are continuous then M is infinite.
• A set of state transition probabilities Λ = {aij}.
aij = p(qt+1 = j|qt = i), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N
where qt denotes the current state.
Transition probabilities should satisfy the normal stochastic constraints,




aij = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
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• A probability distribution in each of the states, B = {bj(k)}
bj(k) = p(ot = vk|qt = j), 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ M
where vk denotes the k
th observation symbol in the alphabet, and ot the
current parameter vector. Following stochastic constraints must be satisfied




bj(k) = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N.
If the observations are continuous then we will have to use a continuous
probability density function, instead of a set of discrete probabilities. In this
case we specify the parameters of the probability density function. Usually










cjm = weighting coefficients,





cjm should satisfy the stochastic constrains




cjm = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N.
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• The initial state distribution π = {πi} where
πi = p(q1 = i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
Therefore we can use the compact notation
λ = (Λ, B, π)
to denote an HMM with discrete probability distributions, while




to denote one with continuous densities.
Once we have an HMM, there are three problems of interest.
1. The Evaluation Problem
Given an HMM λ and a sequence of observations O = o1, o2, . . . , oT , what is
the probability that the observations are generated by the model, p(O|λ)?
2. The Decoding Problem
Given a model λ and a sequence of observations O = o1, o2, . . . , oT , what is
the most likely state sequence in the model that produced the observations?
3. The Learning Problem
Given a model λ and a sequence of observations O = o1, o2, . . . , oT , how
should we adjust the model parameters {Λ, B, π} in order to maximize p(O|λ)
Evaluation problem can be used for isolated (word) recognition. Decoding
problem is related to the continuous recognition as well as to the segmentation.
Learning problem must be solved, if we want to train an HMM for the subsequent
use of recognition tasks.
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Hidden Markov models (HMMs), or probabilistic functions of Markov chains,
have been used extensively in various systems, including speech and image recogni-
tion, telecommunications, and queuing systems. The major reasons for the model’s
popularity is its ability to approximate a large variety of stochastic processes and
its relative simplicity.
Digital signal transformations in the presence of noise and fading when com-
bined with other channel impairment leads to bursty errors on the channel. HMMs
are widely used to describe the bursty nature of communication channel errors. For
digital wireless channels, a Markov chain can model the channel states. By allowing
error probabilities to be state-dependent, we can model channel states of differ-
ent error probabilities. In an HMM, a set of channel states (including the state
descriptions) and the matrix of transition probabilities among states are defined.
We plan to propose a cross layer resource allocation for signal user over HMM
channel. The optimal decision for resource allocation is based on the average
payoff over times. We plan to model voice payload or video payload over this HMM
channel. The solution might be forward algorithm, Viterbi algorithm, Baum-Welch
algorithm, gradient based method, or maximum mutual information criterion.
7.5 Dynamic Reinforcement Learning for Mul-
tiuser Cooperation
For multiuser communication system, one user’s action will change its interferences
to others and cause others to adapt their strategies. This problem is very hard to
be analyzed by dynamic programming, because the distribution of the interferences
are unknown. Dynamic reinforcement learning can provide a robust and natural
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means for agents to learn how to coordinate their action choices in multi-agent
systems. So it is nature to introduce this technique to dynamic resource allocation
over wireless networks.
Reinforcement learning is learning what to do—how to map situations to actions—
so as to maximize a numerical reward signal. The learner is not told which actions
to take, as in most forms of machine learning, but instead must discover which ac-
tions yield the most reward by trying them. In the most interesting and challenging
cases, actions may affect not only the immediate reward, but also the next situa-
tion and, through that, all subsequent rewards. These two characteristics—trial-
and-error search and delayed reward—are the two most important distinguishing
features of reinforcement learning.
Reinforcement learning is defined not by characterizing learning algorithms,
but by characterizing a learning problem. Any algorithm that is well suited to
solving that problem we consider to be a reinforcement learning algorithm. A full
specification of the reinforcement learning problem in terms of optimal control of
Markov decision processes must wait until Chapter 3, but the basic idea is simply
to capture the most important aspects of the real problem facing a learning agent
interacting with its environment to achieve a goal. Clearly such an agent must be
able to sense the state of the environment to some extent and must be able ato take
actions that affect that state. The agent must also have a goal or goals relating
to the state of the environment. Our formulation is intended to include just these
three aspects—sensation, action, and goal—in the simplest possible form without
trivializing any of them.
Reinforcement learning is different from supervised learning, the kind of learn-
ing studied in most current research in machine learning, statistical pattern recog-
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nition, and artificial neural networks. Supervised learning is learning from exam-
ples provided by some knowledgable external supervisor. This is an important
kind of learning, but alone it is not adequate for learning from interaction. In
interactive problems it is often impractical to obtain examples of desired behavior
that are both correct and representative of all the situations in which the agent
has to act. In uncharted territory—where one would expect learning to be most
beneficial—an agent must be able to learn from its own experience.
One of the challenges that arises in reinforcement learning and not in other
kinds of learning is the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. To obtain a
lot of reward, a reinforcement learning agent must prefer actions that it has tried
in the past and found to be effective in producing reward. But to discover such
actions it has to try actions that it has not selected before. The agent has to
exploit what it already knows in order to obtain reward, but it also has to explore
in order to make better action selections in the future. The dilemma is that neither
exploitation nor exploration can be pursued exclusively without failing at the task.
The agent must try a variety of actions and progressively favor those that appear
to be best. On a stochastic task, each action must be tried many times to reliably
estimate its expected reward. The exploration–exploitation dilemma has been
intensively studied by mathematicians for many decades (see Chapter 2). For now
we simply note that the entire issue of balancing exploitation and exploration does
not even arise in supervised learning as it is usually defined.
Another key feature of reinforcement learning is that it explicitly considers
the whole problem of a goal-directed agent interacting with an uncertain envi-
ronment. This is in contrast with many approaches that address subproblems
without addressing how they might fit into a larger picture. For example, we have
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mentioned that much of machine learning research is concerned with supervised
learning without explicitly specifying how such an ability would finally be use-
ful. Other researchers have developed theories of planning with general goals, but
without considering planning’s role in real-time decision-making, or the question
of where the predictive models necessary for planning would come from. Although
these approaches have yielded many useful results, their focus on isolated subprob-
lems is a significant limitation.
Reinforcement learning takes the opposite tack, by starting with a complete,
interactive, goal-seeking agent. All reinforcement learning agents have explicit
goals, can sense aspects of their environments, and can choose actions to influence
their environments. Moreover, it is usually assumed from the beginning that the
agent has to operate despite significant uncertainty about the environment it faces.
When reinforcement learning involves planning, it has to address the interplay
between planning and real-time action selection, as well as the question of how
environmental models are acquired and improved. When reinforcement learning
involves supervised learning, it does so for very specific reasons that determine
which capabilities are critical, and which are not. For learning research to make
progress, important subproblems have to be isolated and studied, but they should
be subproblems that are motivated by clear roles in complete, interactive, goal-
seeking agents, even if all the details of the complete agent cannot yet be filled
in.
One of the larger trends of which reinforcement learning is a part is that to-
wards greater contact between artificial intelligence and other engineering disci-
plines. Not all that long ago, artificial intelligence was viewed as almost entirely
separate from control theory and statistics. It had to do with logic and symbols,
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not numbers. Artificial intelligence was large LISP programs, not linear algebra,
differential equations, or statistics. Over the last decades this view has gradually
eroded. Modern artificial intelligence researchers accept statistical and control-
theory algorithms, for example, as relevant competing methods or simply as tools
of their trade. The previously ignored areas lying between artificial intelligence
and conventional engineering are now among the most active of all, including new
fields such as neural networks, intelligent control, and our topic, reinforcement
learning. In reinforcement learning we extend ideas from optimal control theory
and stochastic approximation to address the broader and more ambitious goals of
artificial intelligence.
7.6 Repeated Game Approach
When players interact by playing a similar stage game (such as the prisoner’s
dilemma) numerous times, the game is called a repeated game. Unlike a game
played once, a repeated game allows for a strategy to be contingent on past moves,
thus allowing for reputation effects and retribution. In infinitely repeated games,
trigger strategies such as tit for tat can encourage cooperation. The basic philoso-
phy is that : even though each user could do better in the short run by defecting
instead of cooperating, for a patient user this short-run gain is outweighted by the
prospect unrelenting future “punishment” from other users.
A repeated game can be defined as follows: For a stage game: G = {A1, ..An;
u1, ..., un} where Ai is the outcome space and ui is the utility, the outcome of G is
a = (a1, ..., an) ∈ A = A1×...×An. For repeated game G(T ), G is repeated T times.
at is the outcome of the tth repetition of G history prior to tth repetition: ht−1 =
(a1, ..., at−1) ∈ At−1. The strategy for player i in G(T ) is σi = (σ1i , ..., σti , ..., σTi ),
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where σti : A
t−1 → Ai maps the history into an action. Stage-game payoffs:















δt−1ui(at), ∀δ ∈ [0, 1] (7.2)
For the game that repeated finite times, we call it finite repeated game. To
analyze this kind of game, subgame perfection is the most important concept.
Consider a game G of perfect information consisting of a tree T linking the
information sets i ∈ I (each of which consists of a single node) and payoffs at each
terminal node of T. A subtree Ti is the tree beginning at information set i, and a
subgame Gi is the subtree Ti and the payoffs at each terminal node of Ti.
Definition 7.6.1 A Nash equilibrium of G is subgame perfect if it specifies Nash
equilibrium strategies in every subgame of G. In other words, the players act opti-
mally at every point during the game.
By using backward recursion, we can determines credible behavior in finite-horizon
extensive-form games.
If the game continues infinitely, we call this game infinitely repeated game. The
most import theory for this game is Fork Theorem:
Theorem 7.6.2 Folk Theorem. For any {v1, ..., vn}inV ∗ if players discount the
future sufficiently little (∃∆ ∈ (0, 1)s.t.∀δ ∈ (∆, 1)), there exists a Nash equilibrium
of G(∞) where for all i, i’s average payoff is vi.
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By using this theorem, we can construct games that force the users to cooperate
to produce better system performance, provided that each user is patient enough
for long term payoff.
One of the example for repeated game is Organization of the Petroleum Ex-
porting Countries (OPEC). Each country produces its own amount of oil per day.
The organization controls the countries’ amounts so that the overall profits are
maximized. If some countries deviate from the assigned amount and make the oil
prices drops, the other country observes the price until a threshold. If the price
below this threshold, the countries believe that some other countries produce too
many, so these countries will produce more as well, so this will drive the price even
lower until the market comes back. Because of this mechanism, the countries have
to decide if it is profitable to deviate from the assigned price because they have
to pay the penalty of low price in the future. So this is an example why repeated
game can force users to cooperate with each other.
In the wireless resource allocation application, we can apply the repeated game
to let users efficiently share the bandwidth. For the static noncooperative game,
the disadvantage is that there exist many non-optimal Nash equilibriums. For
example, for the signal cell TDMA system, the user who occupy the channel first
will always hold the channel regardless his channel condition. For the repeated
game approach, we can define the game utility function and punishment methods
such that each user will act according to the predefined optimal way to share the
resource in order to avoid future punishments. The challenge is how to define the
punishment stage and how to let the users be balanced in the desired states.
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7.7 Utility and Pricing for Multimedia Trans-
mission
The concept of utility is commonly used in microeconomics and refers to the level
of satisfaction the decision maker receives as a result of its actions. Formally, a
utility function is defined as:
Definition 7.7.1 A function that assigns a numerical value to the elements of the
action set A(µ : A → <1) is a utility function, if for all x, y ∈ A, x is at least as
preferred compared to y if and only if u(x) ≥ u(y).
The utility function that describes a particular set of preference rules is not unique.
Any function that puts the elements of A in the desired order is a candidate for
a utility function. The challenges are how to use the utility function to represent
the users’ satisfaction of QoS and how to let the system be balanced in the desired
Nash equilibrium to generate the optimal system performances.
The first challenge for this approach is how to define a meaningful utility func-
tion such that it can represent the true satisfaction of the users. The problem itself
is related on how to model the cross layer approach. We list some of the possible
directions:





where L is the information bits in frames of size M , R is the bits/section,
Pc denotes the probability of correct reception of a frame at the receiver, p
is the transmitted power. The physical meaning of the utility is the number
of information bits received successfully per Joule of energy expended.
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• Distortion based utility function:
The utility function represent the end-to-end quality of service directly, which
can the most direct physical meaning but might be very difficult to be repre-
sented. By using some approximation, some clear and nice utility functions
might be obtained.
• Utility function for delay sensitive application
This kind of utility function will involve the dynamics and transmission his-
tories. The utility function also depends on how the users can tolerant the
delay.
• Utility function for routing purpose
For ad Hoc network, the routing itself can be modelled as utility base op-
timization. We can definite the utility as functions of power, throughput,
routing cost, etc, so that we can solve the problem in a distributed way.
The second challenge for utility based approach is that the utility function
might not be linear or convex, consequently, there might be many local optima or
Nash equilibriums. Most of them are not optimal from system optimization point
of view. We need to find a way to force the users to have nice solutions of Nash
equilibrium.
In the noncooperative game, each user aims to maximize its own utility by
adjusting its own resource usage, but ignoring the interferences it imposes on other
users. The self optimizing behavior of an individual user is said to create an
externality when it degrades the quality for every other user in the system. The
system performance can be greatly reduced because of individual user’s greediness.
So we need an efficient way to improve the system efficiency. Among the many
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ways to deal with externality, pricing (taxing) has been used as an effective tool
both by economists and researchers in the field of computer networks. Typically,
pricing is motivated by two different objectives:
1. it generates revenue for the system
2. it encourages users to use system resources more efficiently.
We plan to use pricing as a control signal to motivate users to adopt a social
behavior. An efficient pricing mechanism makes decentralized decisions compatible
with overall system efficiency by encouraging efficient sharing of resources rather
than the aggressive competition of the purely noncooperative game. A pricing
policy is called incentive compatible if pricing enforces a Nash equilibrium that
improves social welfare, where social welfare can be roughly defined as the sum of
the utilities.
It is possible to use various pricing polices, such as flat rate, access based, usage
based, priority based, etc. This situation raises the question of which pricing policy
is appropriate. The service provider determines both the pricing policy and the
specific prices for the user of resources based on the system, the kind of resources it
offers and the type of the demand for these services. An efficient price will reflect
accurately the costs of usage of a resource and must take into account the nature of
the demand for the offered service. Usage based pricing is an approach commonly
encountered in literature. In usage based pricing, the price a user pays for using
the resources is proportional to the amount of resources consumed by the user.
The utility function with pricing can be defined as the user’s measure of QoS
satisfaction minus the price. The resource allocation proceeds with an exchange
of price and demand information. The base station announces a price per unit
transmitted power and a price per code. Each user responds by requesting the
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amount of each resource that maximizes her individual surplus, defined as utility
minus cost. The goal is to set prices to maximize total utility or revenue.
Unlike other approaches to resource allocation, pricing can allocate resources
according to perceived user utility, thereby increasing the overall utility of the
network. Other attractive properties include the accommodation of a wide range
of traffic flows, and potential simplification or elimination of explicit admission
control policies
However to set the appropriate price to let the distributed decision compatible
with the centralized optimal decision is a hard problem. For example, to solve the




s.t. Pi ≤ Pmax, ∀i
where N is the total number of users, Ti and Pi are user’s throughput and power re-
spectively, and Pmax is the maximal transmitted power from users. The Lagrangian




(Ti − λi(Pi − Pmax)) (7.5)
where λi is Lagrangian multiplier. The solution can be solved by differentiating the
above equation, setting the results to zeros, and solving the equations by combining
the constraint function.
If we define the utility function for each user as
ui = Ti − λi(Pi − Pmax), (7.6)
as long as we can announce the optimal Lagrangian multiplier λi for each user, the
distributed optimization can achieve the global optimal for system optimization
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point of view. However, to obtain optimal λi, we need all the channel conditions
and centralized computation is necessary. So the challenge for the pricing based
utility method is how to find an efficient way to calculate the price to optimize the
system performances. Some heuristic and fast algorithms are desired to calculate
the price.
7.8 Ad Hoc Networks with Limited Resources
Swarm Intelligence is a new computational and behavioral metaphor for solving
distributed problems; it is based on the principles underlying the behavior of nat-
ural systems consisting of many agents, such as ant colonies and bird flocks . The
approach emphasizes distributedness, direct or indirect interactions among rela-
tively simple agents, flexibility, and robustness. Applications include optimization
algorithms, communications networks, and robotics.
There has been growing general interest in infrastructureless or “ad hoc” wire-
less networks recently as evidenced by such activities as the MANET (Mobile
Ad hoc NETworking) working group within the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). Other examples are plans unveiled for NASAs Earth orbit satellite constel-
lation networks, and the Mars network, consisting of a “web” of satellites, rovers,
and sensors within a ubiquitous information network1. The main issues inherent
in such an ad hoc network are the following:
• Dynamic network topologies, presenting challenges in routing and link band-
width allocation
• Providing consistent quality of service levels subject to a changing environ-
ment
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• Conservation of power, which is essential to users of mobile wireless networks
• Global vs. local longevity, i.e., how routing may be desirable on more “long-
lived” routes
Intelligent network routing, bandwidth allocation, and power control techniques
are thus critical for such networks that have heterogeneous nodes with different
data rate requirements and limited power and bandwidth. Such techniques coor-
dinate the nodes to communicate with one another while exercising power control,
using efficient protocols, and managing spectral occupancy to achieve the desired
Quality of Service (QoS). They also let the network adapt to the removal and
addition of different high and low rate communication sources, changing activity
patterns, and incorporation of new services.
A large body of work exists on the general problem of network routing. Wire-
less networks present particular difficulties arising from the dynamic nature of their
topology, due to node movement, radio interference, node failures, and new addi-
tions. A variety of routing protocols have been offered and the best-performing
schemes generally depend on the specific characteristics of the operating environ-
ment (such as distribution of connectivity and topology change rates).
Although in its infancy, swarm intelligence [147, 148, 149, 150] is being intensely
studied for applications in communication network routing. France Telecom and
British Telecommunications (BT) have applied swarm intelligence to their phone
networks. MCI Worldcom is also seriously investigating swarm intelligence for
telephone network management in the United States.
The potential advantages of swarm intelligence over conventional centralized
telecommunications approaches are enormously compelling. The New Scientist
[148] recently gave 3 troubling details about problems with BTs network, and
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the companys investigation of swarm intelligence as a potential solution. BT’s 24
million users are coordinated through a conventional web controller that, in 1995,
was comprised of 30 programs with average memory requirements of 350 gigabytes.
“Much of [the controller’s]... time is spent just checking that all the elements of the
network are working. It must also be constantly updated as new subscribers, new
services, and new problems emerge. As it gets older it becomes harder to adapt,
and a failure at the center could have potentially disastrous effects across the
whole network. The distributed nature of swarm intelligence avoids the troubling
bottlenecks that result from continuous use of such a centralized controller.
Presently, routing algorithms developed for sensor networks usually assume
equal data volume and priority from every sensor in the network. This is often
not the case however. For example, seismic and acoustic sensor networks typically
have relatively low data rates while imaging and spectrometric ones need to collect
high-resolution images, requiring high data rates. In a sensor network that has
heterogeneous sensors with different data rate requirements and limited power and
bandwidth, an intelligent sensor network routing algorithm is required not only
to coordinate the existing sensors to communicate with one another by methods
of power control, efficient protocols, and spectral management to achieve desired
sensing goals, but also to sense and adapt to the removal and addition of different
high and low rate sensors and changing activity.
Swarm based routing algorithms such as [151] derive from recent understand-
ings of basic principles underlying the operation of biological swarms, such as ants
or honeybees. These swarms, often containing thousands or tens of thousands of
elements, routinely perform extraordinarily complex tasks of global optimization
and resource allocation using only local information. The swarm can perform such
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complex tasks due to intelligence emergent from the collective of all its elements.
This is while each such individual element has relatively little intelligence, inca-
pable of understanding or modifying the swarm behavior on a global or often even
a broad regional scale. As an example, while the direction-finding (routing) effi-
ciency of an individual ant appears to be poor due to its random behavior, in fact
the routing efficiency of the ant colony super-organism is extremely high as judged
by the survivability of the species through finding their way to various food sources.
The underlying principles governing these swarms are such that operating within
a highly dynamic, random, and often-hostile environment is the routine and the
norm, rather than the exception. As such, they offer tremendous insight and guid-
ance into the development of algorithms designed to intelligently control systems
with similar underlying characteristics, such as those of a wireless communication
network.
Swarm-intelligent routing methods will enhance the reliability and timeliness
of data transfer within a heterogeneous multi-node wireless communication net-
work. They will significantly contribute to achieving the goal of robust pervasive
communication coverage of a network. They will furthermore reduce the overhead
in network growth due to their inherently scalable features.
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